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Executive Summary  
 

Abstract:  George Mason University (GMU) Men’s soccer team has only participated in the 

NCAA tournament 11 times since its inception. Between 2013 to 2015, the inaugural Atlantic-10 

conference champions had an average win percentage of 51.6% and average RPI score of 0.69. 

Historical A-10 data illustrates that in order to win the conference in a regular season, a team 

must have an average win percentage of 0.79. Furthermore, the average difference between 

winning NCAA head coaches a A-10 head coaches is $67,457.  

This paper describes our design of an Expert System Coach that will support the human 

coaching process via data analysis from the events in games. Through analysis, the system can 

provide tactical adjustments through formation changes. The system processes game data to 

develop Probability Pass Maps (PPM’s) for both teams. The system then utilizes heuristics based 

on emerging patterns to make adjustments that are necessary in the different formations, which 

then yield new PPM”s. These new maps will run again in the simulation until a formation is 

found with the best Goal Differential for each game.  

An analysis of 5 GMU games played in 2015 did not provide enough data to accurately 

suggest tactical adjustments. However, by using all 5 probability maps together, results became 

evident.  Teams should aim for 70% passing percentage to increase their probability of winning. 

This is the result of an impact on the increase in turnover-ratio between the 2 played teams. 

Lastly, goals are random events and games are often decided by their randomness, leading to 

coaches being put under unjust pressures due to performance. 

Index Terms – Expert System coach, Pass Probability Maps, Rating Percentage Index, 

Soccer 

I. Context Analysis 
Soccer is arguably the world’s most popular sport. Two teams are played against each 

other in the game. Their goal is to score more goals than the opposing teams to win. The game is 

90 minute long, However, if the game is tied up until that point, then will be two 10 minute 

halves and the first team to score a goal will win the match. The goal of college level teams (our 
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primary focus) is to compete in the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA). This is the 

governing body that regulates specific set of rules in collegiate levels of sports including soccer 

[3]. 

Traditionally, the way soccer has been played was heavily based on the coach's expertise 

and experience with the sport. They are responsible in making decisions during matches. 

However, soccer has slowly been making the transition in utilizing data analysis for making 

important decisions, which is the focus of the Expert Coaching System described in this paper. 

I.I Role of a Coach 

The coaching staff are under constant pressure to perform and get results on the field to 

maintain their status-quo and increase their salary. To increase success, a coach must be able to 

positively influence the players to commit to their strategies and make any adjustments wherever 

they see fit. This is done in order to emulate the coach's’ goal in defeating the opposing team. 

Coaches often rely on their expertise to spot any cases where an adjustments must be made [2]. 

This is generally done in training and games. Coaches who only rely on this method are more 

traditional coaches. With advances in new technologies made to aid coaching, many coaches are 

now favoring a data driven approach to the game. This type of coaching uses their expertise as 

well as data collected during training and games to make any appropriate changes.                                                                                    

I.II Coaching Strategies 

To follow with their set game plan, coaches have a variety of strategies which they 

employ on their teams’ in the hope of winning. These often involve styles of formations that go 

along with them.  Formations are how teams are set up on the field in order to have numerical 

advantages at certain places on the field. Some more popular formations include the 4-4-2 and 

the 4-3-3 [1] used by GMU itself. These formations both have different advantages and 

disadvantages at different areas of the field based on their numerical advantages. Details of these 

strategy advantages and disadvantages are elaborated in section 1.4.2 of this paper. 
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I.III Stakeholders  

The scope our project encompasses is at the collegiate level, targeted specifically to 

improving how GMU Men’s soccer teams play. As such, our stakeholder analysis lead to us 

determining who our stakeholders are at this level. They are as follows:  

Primary:  

1. Head/Assistant coach (Coaching staff) 

2. GMU Men’s team players 

3. Team Investors (George Mason University) 

Secondary:  

1. Athletic Trainer 

2. National Collegiate Athletic Association 

3. Youth Academies/Clubs 

4. Parents 

Tertiary 

1. Sport’s Analytics company  

Our stakeholders are grouped with respect to the level of stake they hold with our 

proposed solution of the expert coaching system. However, our primary concerns are the certain 

tensions that arise between the relationships of our primary stakeholders. With our system, the 

goal is to eliminate these tensions and create a win-win scenario for our respective stakeholders. 

For further details on the relationships/tensions, see section 3.0 in this paper.  

II. Concept of Operations 
Our proposed concept of operations (CONOPs) for our system is as follows:  

1. Receive game data from 1st half 

2. Develop probability maps 

3. Check probability maps against expert coaching rules 

4. Generate new probability maps 
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5. Simulate game using JAVA model  

6. Analyze results and recommend tactical changes. 

The Expert Coaching System (ECS) utilizes GMU’s and opponent’s respective 

probability pass maps as inputs to the system of running the game in a simulated setting. The 

PPM’s determine how the ball moves in the 14 zones of our simulation (see section 8.3 of the 

paper). The system will run two parallel scenarios. The first being: continue with the initial 

formation used in the first half for the second half of the game. The second being: utilizing 

statistics generated from first-half of the game and running them against the expert coaching 

rules (see section 9.2). If the statistics do not meet the coaching rules passing percentages then a 

new strategy will be played (new set of PPM’s) during the second half of game simulation. At 

the end of both simulated games, game statistics will be generated. The goal is to look at the 

score differential between two games to see if the new strategy increased the probability of 

winning the game. 

III. Method of Analysis 

The ECS will simulate a ninety-minute soccer game based on previous game data. The 

code is a JAVA model and has been reverse-engineered from a previous senior design project 

that simulated referee proficiency based on soccer ball movements [25]. The simulation will run 

for the first half (forty-five minutes) before running against the expert coaching rules to see if a 

tactical adjustment are necessary. The tool is designed to aid the coaching staff in order to help 

them recognize complex patterns that occur during the game. For more information on the ECS 

simulation kernel, see section 8.0. 

III.I Pass Probability Maps 

The primary inputs into the simulation are PPM’s that combine to make one formation 

strategy. These maps are derived from five previously played game data. There are 14 zones per 

map and a total of thirty probability maps that combine to create one strategy. Fifteen of the 

thirty maps are movement maps and the remaining fifteen are success probability maps (detailed 

further in section 8.3).  

The set of maps being used will change depending on what zone the ball is being shot or 

passed from and what strategy is being used. There are a total of 360 probability maps used for 

this simulation depending on the input into the simulation. 
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III.II Ball Movement 

How the ball moves is determined through the same algorithm in each zone. Once a ball 

has been successfully received, a set of conditionals determine if the ball is either passed or 

dribbled. If it's dribbled, it will only last 5 seconds max and then must be passed. Once the ball is 

passed, the algorithm runs through the correct movement probability map zones from 0 to 13 to 

determine what zone the ball is being passed to. After the pass is complete, another random 

number generator will be created. If the random number is larger than the success map 

probability selected for a given pass, then the pass will be a success. Otherwise a turnover will 

occur. This is the transitional phase.  

The ball movement accounts for shot actions as well. If a shot action is selected instead 

of a pass, then the simulation transition will work in the same way as a pass. However, when a 

shot on goal occurs, the ball will always be overturned to the other team (see section 8.4 for 

further explanation). 

III.III Expert Coaching Rules 

Interviews were conducted for the expert coaching rules. Since our focus was team-based 

playing, the soccer field was divided into six sections. The field is divided into left wing zone, 

right wing zone, middle zone, defensive zone, midfield zone, and offensive zone. Each rule has a 

target passing percentage that the coaches hope to have during a game for a certain formation. If 

the target percentages does not meet the system will output a message showing which strategy 

should be use for the next half of the game. This strategy change should help the team have a 

competitive advantage. For further insight on all the rules utilized with the system, see section 

9.0. 

IV. Results and Recommendation 
Through simulating games, it became evident that there was not enough historical data to 

use as inputs into the simulation. This impacted the use of the coaching rules to suggest tactical 

adjustments. However, by combining the five games data that we had in order to model or more 

realistic team, important results were in fact discovered.  

The significant events that take place in soccer occur through the sheer randomness of the 

sport. This is illustrated by the results of playing 2 of the exact teams against one another (only 

possible in a simulated environment). Theoretically, if 2 carbon-copy teams are played against 

each other, the results should illustrate that the teams tie every time. However, that is not the case 

as analysis of our data indicated otherwise (see section 10.0). Contributing to this phenomenon is 

the idea of random events that occur within the sport that often decide the outcome of the game.   

Analysis of collected data lead us to discover the impact of turnover rates as passing 

percentage increased. Through simulation, we learned that the turnover ratio changes 

significantly at a 70% passing percentage rate, which resulted in GMU taking more shots as well 
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as averaging more goals in the simulated games. With this idea at hand, it should be concluded 

that having a higher passing percentage will lead to more possession by the team. This will also 

lead to a higher probability of taking shots, which thus leads to more goals. In turn, this increased 

possession leads to less possession, shots, and goals from the opponent leading to a higher 

likelihood of winning.  All of these results support the conclusion that a coach can only do so 

much to predict the outcome of a soccer match. 

Through trial replications, our simulation results indicated that our simulation functions 

as one would expect a soccer game to run realistically. However, the current data is too sparse 

from a single game to create a completed probability map. Currently, the data used to generate 

the probability maps is taken from a small sample size making the data created by the simulation 

unrealistic. This notion is exemplified when the results produced a very high number of passes 

and shots occurring on one half of the field for the majority of the half (see section 10.0). 

However, when we combined all five games maps the passing results become more evenly 

distributed.  Therefore, having at least 10 games worth of data as a basis would able to simulate 

more reliable results. From these simulated results it would offer us a unique opportunity to see 

patterns and trends that occur throughout the span of a collegiate season. 

These results lead to certain implications for our stakeholders. Coaches are put under a 

lot of pressure to perform when in reality this simulation proves their coaching does not impact 

the game as much as randomness. As such, it is recommended that the investor in charge of the 

soccer program should not hold coaches accountable based solely on the outcomes of games.  

V. Business Case 
Our startup company, Soccer Lytic’s, will provide the Expert Coaching System for 

NCAA Division I soccer coaches. The system will help coaches in recognizing patterns, thus 

increasing their respective competitive advantage in the game. Every year, there are 206 men’s 

and 310 women’s soccer team fighting for one championship each. Soccer Lytic’s expert 

coaching system could help coaches win more games, which could lead to in receiving salary 

surplus our 1st year goal for the company is to reach 1% market size. By the 5th year, the 

company wants at least 108 customers, which we will cover 21% of market. Each team will 

subscribe to a package, which covers all games played throughout the season and online access 

to the interactive dashboard. Each subscription will cost $15,000 per year. With this plan, our 

company will break-even within 5 years and have a cumulative revenue of $4,245,000. As a 

results, Soccer Lytic’s should have a profit of $11,850 during 5 years period (section 13.0). 
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1.0 Context 

1.1 Introduction 

Soccer is widely argued as the world’s most popular sport. The sport is played with two 

opposing teams. Each team consists of ten field players and one goalie. Figure 1 depicts the 

standard dimensions of the field used to play soccer matches. Field dimensions have a great deal 

of variability depending on the level being played (high school, college, professional, etc.). Since 

we are focusing on the collegiate level, we provided an appropriate diagram, according to NCAA 

standards [3].  

The game relies on a specific set of rules that are regulated by the governing bodies of the 

sport; the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) at collegiate levels. The objective of 

the game is to score more goals than opposing teams. The primary offensive tactic for the team’s 

players is to connect a series of passes in order to penetrate the opposing team's defenses and 

score on their goal. If the team does not have ball possession, the strategy is switched to 

defensive as the players attempt to regain ball control and not let the opposing team score. The 

team with the most goals at the end of the standard 90 minute session is declared the winner of 

the match. If a tie occurs, then there will be two 10 minute sessions of overtime and the first 

team to score a goal will win the match. This represents the competitiveness of soccer as the 

game is played in collegiate to professional levels and coaches in these seek to gain a 

competitive advantage against opponents and win more matches.  

Traditionally, the way soccer is played was heavily based on the coach's expertise as well 

as their experience with the sport. As a result, they are ultimately held responsible in the 

decisions made during matches. However, soccer has slowly been making the transition in 

utilizing data analysis for making important decisions [9].  

Soccer has had slower progression in making transitions from the traditional to analytics 

approach for a multitude of reasons. The central reason is the sheer complexity of the sport. 

Soccer's nature (how it's played) makes it virtually impossible for human coaches or analysts to 

catch and understand every variable that is present during gameplay. Therefore, an automated 

system becomes crucial, which will be the focus in developing the Expert Coaching System.  
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Figure 1: Standard college soccer field 

1.2 Complexity of Soccer 
Soccer data analysis has been developing over time and has only made significant 

progress in recent years. This is primarily due to soccer’s complexity when compared to more 

discrete sports (i.e. baseball). With baseball, players and coaches alike are aware of the certain 

stops (i.e. the bases in the diamond field) that are involved in the gameplay. Ultimately, keeping 

track of player’s on-base percentages is the crucial element in baseball analytics [7]. This is in 

direct contrast to soccer, where coaches and players alike must keep track of multiple 

variabilities during and after games.  The biggest variable that is currently tracked is passing 

data.  Below, Figure 2, is an example of some passing data.  However, even a simple task such as 

passing the ball has multiple aspects.  Throughout an entire game, players are allowed to freely 

move across the entire field.  They can pass the ball forwards, backwards, or square from their 

positions on the field.  Even if they aren’t passing or receiving the ball, players must be 

constantly moving at all times.  While formations lead to players playing certain positions on the 

field, it is very likely that throughout the game they will move and cover the whole field in order 

to counteract the opposition.  Due to the various movements and only one stoppage during the 

game, players must react in real time to the opposition in order to limit opposing opportunities on 

goal.  If the ball moves to one side of the field, the defensive players must shift over to defend 

that side.  These are decisions that are made from years of practice and experience by the 

players.  Small shifts and movements are hard to track, especially considering each player is an 

individual agent on the field, and all 11 agents are doing these movements simultaneously in 

order to efficiently carry out the game plan. 

Examples of some data variables mentioned above include the number of passes per 

game, distribution of passes made for zone-to-zone on the field, the sheer number of theoretical 

passes that players can make with one another, player movements throughout a game, where 

crosses and shots occur, and many more. Figure 2 shows a simplified example of passing data, 

which was collected on a single game George Mason University (GMU) men’s team played 

against University of Virginia (UVA). A total of 251 complete passes and 165 incomplete passes 

were made in that specific game alone between the various positions on the team, which 
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illustrate only a fraction of the statistics that are derived from gameplay. While these passing 

statistics are mapped to player positions, these passes take place at all areas of the field and no 

pass is the same.  Soccer's complexity can also be modeled in net-centric applications.  

 

 

Figure 2: GMU passing data (GMU vs. UVA) 

1.2.1 Soccer Net-centricity  

 With a net-centric approach, soccer decisions are made by players in real-time in order to 

adapt to the ever changing scenarios that become prevalent during a match.  As a result, there is 

no real hierarchical structure in the decision-making process during actual gameplay.  

Ultimately, coaches can only make vital decisions during regulated stops (i.e. at half-time) or 

during overtime if the game comes to that.  Decision-making areas include possible strategies, 

formations, and individual player position readjustments.  Once a game has been played 

however, analysts can utilize the data gathered from the raw footage in order to construct models 

to represent soccer’s net-centricity. 

A prime example of soccer's complexity is the network of passes made between team 

members in certain areas of the field.  These networks can represent a range of all the passes 

made during the 90 minute playing period (plus overtime), from a fraction of the passes to a 

more complex network engulfing all of the passes.  An example developed by our team models a 

GMU soccer match played against UVA, which is depicted in figure 3.  
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Figure 3: Soccer passing network model (GMU vs. UVA) 

The diagram above visualizes the passes made between GMU men’s soccer team during 

the first half of the game against UVA. The circular nodes indicate the players with their 

respective last names. The nodes are sized to indicate the passing accuracy and player 

performance respectively. The arcs in between each node represent the passes made from one 

player to another. Each arc has a unique number and width which entails the successful passes 

made between the players of the respective arcs. This is ultimately how soccer’s flow centrality 

is measured as it assesses the players with the least or most contributions during matches, which 

can influence vital decision-making criteria for coaches and players alike.  

1.3 Soccer Analytics 

1.3.1 Sports Analytics  

Soccer analytics is still relatively in its infancy as it has only become more relevant in 

recent years. The movement of big data analytics in major league sports began with the 

development of the Sabermetrics model used in major league baseball in the 1970’s [7]. Since 

then, various major sports began adopting sport analysis in their respective programs Figure 4 

depicts this as it illustrates the percentages of major league sports that have adopted sports 

analytics in their respective programs [7]. 
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Figure 4: Percentages of teams in each major league sports that have adopted data analytics 

1.3.2 Establishment of Sports Data companies   

The emergence of sports data companies was also instrumental in contributing to the 

development of soccer analytics in both collegiate and professional levels. Such companies 

include Opta, which was established in 1996 in the United Kingdom [9]. Opta’s initial collection 

approach was very minimal as it only really accounted for the number of passes made between 

players, the number of tackles, and the distance travelled during a game session [9]. However, 

since its inception, Opta has branched out to include more in-depth analysis (i.e. individual 

player and team data) and is now currently one of the official data providers for the FIFA World 

Cup. It should also be noted that Opta is the official data service provider for Major League 

Soccer here in the U.S as of 2011 [5]. 

Another prominent organization, Prozone, was established in 1998 [26]. This company 

provides over 10 different performance analysis packages to teams that range from college 

division 1 teams all the way to major and premier league teams. A notable example includes 

West Virginia University (WVU) Men’s soccer team, whose head coach, Marlon Blanc, 

implements Prozone packages in practice structures and player’s developments [26]. As a result, 

the WVU team has made several appearance in the NCAA tournament by winning NCAA bids, 

the most recent being in 2010. This is the purpose of our expert coaching system. 

Despite the expansion of sports data companies, there are often discrepancies present 

when companies analyze soccer game data for matches. In fact, during the 2014 World Cup, 

these disputes were made prevalent as at least three major soccer statistic companies were 

logging every match, and they had yet to all agree on each team’s number of shots and shots on 

goal [2]. An example of such disputes is provided in Figure 5, which elaborate the shots and 

shots on goal between Croatia and Cameroon [2].  
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Figure 5: Percentages of teams in each major league sports that have adopted data analytics 

The figure depicts that FIFA recorded 21 shots taken by Croatia, while Opta and Prozone 

recorded 18. Likewise with Cameroon, FIFA recorded 18 shots taken, while Opta and Prozone 

recorded 17 and 15 respectively. These particular discrepancies highlight the unreliability in 

current soccer data analysis. As a result, the successful adaptation of data analytics in the sport 

has been slower in progression as coaches are still the vital decision-makers.  

1.4 Role of Coaches 

The Head Coach has to be aware of four different aspects of their team players: tactical, 

physical, technical, psychosocial. These are the four basic criteria’s which can be perfected to 

create a stronger team [6]. The tactical aspect of coaching involves the entire team.  A coach 

must implement a certain strategies to their team formations and the players must all work 

together to carry out said strategy. These strategies are taught and practiced during training 

sessions before games. The physical aspect of soccer is conditioning the players to make sure 

they are in shape, fast, and strong.  Coaches work with trainers and strength coaches to ensure all 

players are at a particular physical level measured through fitness and strength tests. The 

technical aspects look at the individual ability of each player and how they dribble, pass, shoot, 

defend, etc. Head and assistant coaches work with players in training to maximize their technical 

abilities through drills and structured practices [6]. The psychosocial aspect looks into players 

subconscious. A player with a good psychosocial ability is able to stay focused throughout the 

game, remain competitive in training and games in order to improve their own abilities and act as 

a positive teammate to make the team better. Psychosocial training can occur during team 

trainings led by the coach as well as through team building activities off the field. 

1.4.1 How Coaching is done 

Each coach has a different strategy to carry out their role as a coach. Through experience 

and expertise, coaches have learned what works and does not work while trying to create a 

successful team. There are two ends of the spectrum when it comes to coaching strategies: 
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traditional and data driven [6]. A coach who relies heavily on manual coaching uses their 

expertise to recognize patterns and changes that need to be made during trainings and games. 

This is known as traditional coaching and can be seen in the figure below in red.  The traditional 

coach will make changes in training to prepare the team for the game. They will then make more 

adjustments at halftime [5]. After the game, they will watch the game footage and talk with the 

assistant coaches to analyze their play in order to prepare for the next training sessions and 

upcoming games.  A coach who is heavily data driven uses generated data from trainings and 

games to recognize holes in the strategy and make changes accordingly at halftime and after 

games. This allows them to ‘see’ the complexity that is often hard to pick up with the naked eye.  

A hybrid coach uses both data and expertise as part of their coaching strategy. This strategy is 

shown in the blue on the figure below.  Most coaches fall somewhere in the middle between 

traditional and data driven based on their preference.  

 

 
Figure 6: GMU coaching process 

1.4.2 Strategies  

Coaches implement different formations which have different advantages or 

disadvantages. Most coaches use a system which benefits their strengths, as well as taking into 

consideration how their opponents will play. While the most popular formations at the college 

level are a 4-4-2 and 4-3-3, these formations have a multitude of variations depending on how 

the coach wants to play [13]. The outside midfielders/wingers can be pushed higher or drop back 

depending on the situation. The central midfielders will often rotate and change roles throughout 

the game. Often, one forward will play higher while the other takes on a holding role. These 
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formation deviations and constant changes throughout the game add to the complexity that 

coaches have to prepare for and make adjustments accordingly. 

When picking a strategy, coaches must take into consideration their strongest and 

weakest players while keeping in mind their style of play.  Looking at the passing network 

mentioned earlier in this report, coaches want to make sure their key players are getting the most 

touches in the ball.  Often times the critical players are central midfielders who connect the ball 

between the defensive and offensive players.  If coaches have a strong central midfielder, they 

may only need two central midfielders such as in a 4-4-2 formation, but if the central midfielders 

are weaker and have a lower passing percentage, they may want to implement a 4-3-3 formation, 

adding one central midfielder to help support and relieve the other central midfielders of 

pressure.  This is one example of many that a coach may take into consideration when looking at 

the players he has, strategy he wants to implement, and passing data that happens during each 

game.  Below are more formation examples. 

 

Formation Examples:  

 
Figure 7: 4-4-2 formation 
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With a 4-4-2, there is usually an advantage out wide with the outside midfielders as well 

as up top with two forwards. However, it is easy to be outnumbered defensively in center 

midfield [13].  In a 4-4-2 formation, coaches often look for outside backs to connect with outside 

midfielders in the passing node diagram more than other formations.  This plays into the strength 

of numerical advantage at wide positions and gives the team more chances to get up the field and 

get crosses in from the flanks.  

 

Figure 8: 4-3-3 formation 

A 4-3-3 is very flexible with the 3 midfielders often all playing in the center and the 

outside wingers being able to drop in to defend. With this formation you have an advantage with 

lots of numbers forward but can easily be countered through wide positions [13].  The network 

passing node diagram for a 4-3-3 will have lots of passing between the backs and central 

midfielders.  This is because of the numerical advantage in central midfield that will lead to 

those players being critical playmakers in order to get the ball forward during the game.   The 

central midfielders should have the most passes compared to the forwards and backs. 
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1.4.3 Opponent’s Strategy 

An important aspect of soccer and the different strategies that are chosen is often 

dependent on how the opposition plays.  When playing a good team, coaches often find the 

strengths of their strategy.  For example, if the opposing team has a certain player that scores all 

their goals, coaches will often try to change their strategy to have a numerical advantage on that 

player.  That may include dropping a midfielder back more often or shifting the defense to that 

side of the field for support.  These small tactical adjustments are made to counteract the 

opposition’s strengths and give the team a numerical advantage at certain places on the field.  

Similarly, coaches often find weaknesses in the opposition’s strategy.  They may have a weak 

outside back or midfielder and the coach will look to change his strategy to get the ball on that 

side of the field in order to expose their weakness.  This again is another small change that a 

coach will make to the strategy and formation to give them an advantage during play. 

Throughout the game, the opposition will likely change around their strategy and 

formation similarly, to attack the weakness and be cautious to the strengths of the team.  These 

changes are hard to recognize during the game and often data collection and processing is the 

only way that coaches are successfully able to recognize the slight pattern changes that coaches 

often make. 

1.4.4 Passing and Shots Data 

InStat reports provide individual player and team statistics. Our project scope will 

primarily focus on passing and shots data collected for GMU by InStat. The accuracy of passes 

and shots-on-target were in the individual report. Statistical data was provided for the first and 

second halves of games as well as per match. The reports also provide direction of passes for the 

game and indicate passing accuracy, illustrated in Figure 9.  Another field diagram was on passes 

distribution, which shows the top 3 players that the main players passed to the most throughout a 

game. For the team report, the passing accuracy is divided into 15 minute intervals. In addition, 

they provided shots on target diagram for both GMU and the opponent team, shown in Figure 10. 

The two figures shown below are the main diagrams we focused on for data collection.  

From this original data we manually drew the zone grids so we knew which zone the 

passes were coming from and going too.  We then input this data into an excel sheet.  The excel 

sheet recorded all the passes and shots and whether they were successful/ goal or failures.  Once 

all this data for each team was collected a macro was run to form the movement and success 

PPM’s.  
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Figure 9: Pass directionality 

 

Figure 10: Shots data 

1.4.5 How Coaches are measured 

Coaches are measured a number of ways by the athletic director and University, which 

fund the team.  The first measurement is recruiting classes, the quality of players that come onto 

the team each year either as freshmen or transfers.  Coaches often travel across the country and 

world to scout the best players and entice them to attend their university.  The recruiting process 

is not affected by this system.  The second and most important coaching measurement is 

performance.  Coaches are put under pressure by universities to perform at a high level, win a 

significant amount of games, and make post season tournaments including both their conference 

tournament and the NCAA tournament.  In order to qualify for these tournaments coaches must 

work on making their team as good as possible through training and strategies.  Our system 
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positively affects this measurement of coaches.  The last measurement is team’s academic 

performance.  This measurement relies on the coach instilling a positive influence on student-

athletes academic performance.  This is out of the scope of this project. 

1.5 Tournament and Coaching Background 
 There are two major tournaments, the Atlantic-10 conference and the NCAA, that 

the George Mason University athletics program affiliates with every year. Participating in both 

of the tournaments brings a sense pride and increased reputation to the program and the 

university itself.  The way the soccer teams are selected to the tournaments is through rating 

percentage index (RPI). The RPI score take several factors into account. These factors include 

the team's overall winning percentage, schedule difficulty, and their opponents schedule 

difficulty. As a result, the RPI is a heavily weighted score [8]. Based off of the winning 

percentages, George Mason University is compared to the other teams in the Atlantic 10 

Conference as well. Through historical research, our team wanted to determine how much 

winning a game impacts the salary of coaches both in the Atlantic-10 conference and nationally.   

1.5.1 Atlantic 10 Conference 

George Mason University’s inaugural season into the Atlantic 10 conference was in 2013 

[1]. The Atlantic 10 consists of 13 teams, most recently adding Davidson in 2014. Each team in 

the conference will play each other once during a season. Based on each team's record in the 

conference season will determine who qualifies for the Atlantic-10 tournament. The Atlantic-10 

does not use an RPI ranking system. Instead, the conference weights a win, loss and tie; a win is 

worth three points, a loss zero points, and a tie is worth one point. The tournament takes the top 

eight teams with the most points at the end of conference play [14]. Based on the standings, the 

teams will enter a single elimination play at a predetermined host school. Analysis of the last ten 

years of data indicated that only once has the top seeded team won the tournament. The winner 

of the tournament will get an automatic bid into the NCAA tournament. 

In order to quantify how GMU fared against other teams in the Atlantic-10 conference, 

further analysis was conducted on their average performance in the 2015 season. Analysis of this 

data illustrated that GMU averaged 12.12 shots/game    

1.5.2 NCAA Tournament 

The NCAA tournament, also known as the college cup, is a competition that is designed 

to find the best division 1 school in the country. The tournament is single elimination, bracket 

style tournament, consisting of forty eight teams [14]. There are twenty two spots reserved in the 

tournament for the conference championship winners, while the remaining twenty six places are 

for the teams with the highest RPI (rating percentage index) in the country [8].  The top sixteen 

teams who make it into the tournament will get an automatic bid for the first round, 

automatically qualifying them to the second round.  The winner of the tournament gets the 

championship title.  
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1.5.3 Rating Percentage Index (RPI) 

The rating percentage index, consists of three parts [8]. The first is team A’s winning 

percentage. This equation focuses just on how well Team A's record in without weighting the 

opponent’s competition level: 

𝑤+
𝑇

2

𝑊+𝐿+𝑇
       (1) 

W = win, L = loss, and T = tie 

The second part of the RPI is Team A’s opponent’s average winning percentage. There 

are three possible equations for this part of the RPI score, the first is if the team won, the second 

is if the teams tied, and the third is if the team loses. These equations focus on how difficult the 

opponent that you played is. This is important because not all teams have the same difficulty 

level so teams can be rewarded for having a difficult schedule: 

𝑂𝑊+
𝑂𝑇

2

𝑂𝑊+(𝑂𝐿−1)+𝑂𝑇
,   

𝑂𝑊+
(𝑂𝑇−1)

2

𝑂𝑊+𝑂𝐿+(𝑂𝑇−1)
,    

(𝑂𝑊−1)+
𝑂𝑇

2

(𝑂𝑊−1)+𝑂𝐿+𝑂𝑇
   (2) 

OW = Opponent’s win, OL = opponents loss, and OT = opponents tie 

The third part of the RPI is Team A’s opponent’s opponent’s average winning 

percentage. This part of the RPI score takes into account your opponents competition: 

   �̅� of Team A’s opponents’ part 2 

Then all three parts of the RPI are combined to get the final RPI score for your team: 

𝑅𝑃𝐼 =  
𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡 1+(2∗𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡 2)+𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡 3

4
     (3) 

1.5.4 Historical Atlantic 10 Data 

Saint Louis University is the historically best team in the Atlantic 10.  The two figures 

below show past ten years of winning percentages in A-10 conference. The winning percentages 

for each year with use the first equation that was discussed in RPI section. Figure 11 shows that 

Saint Louis has the highest winning percentage. Figure 12 shows the differences in winning 

percentage between GMU and Saint Louis [14-22].  
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Figure 13: GMU vs SLU RPI Scores 

Figure 13 above shows GMU verse Saint Louis RPI scores over the past 8 years.  This 

data was collected from a NCAA RPI database which did not contain data past 2006 [14].  This 

graph shows that there is a smaller gap between Saint Louis and George Mason once the entire 

season and weight of schedule was taken into account.  However, Saint Louis has an advantage 

over George Mason. This gap also represents the difference of receiving an NCAA tournament 

bid. 
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1.5.5 Atlantic-10 Conference Statistics  

In order to quantify how George Mason University fared against other teams in the 

Atlantic-10 conference, further analysis was conducted on their average performance in the 2015 

season. Analysis of this data illustrated that GMU averaged 12.12 shots/game and 1.35 

goals/game [18]. This data can then derive an average “Goals per Shot” for the teams via the 

following formula:  

𝐺𝑜𝑎𝑙𝑠 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑡 =  
𝐺𝑜𝑎𝑙𝑠 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝐺𝑎𝑚𝑒

𝑆ℎ𝑜𝑡 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝐺𝑎𝑚𝑒
    (4) 

With this formula, our team tracked the average performances between all of the 

Atlantic-10 teams with respect to goals per shot (illustrated in Figure 14). GMU averaged 

11.11% goals per shot. In contrast to higher- ranked schools such as Saint Louis University 

(SLU), which averaged a higher 13.74% despite taking less shots (10.71 shots/game) when 

compared to GMU. SLU performed closer to Dayton with respect to Goals per Shot (at 14.01%), 

which is the clear outlier in Figure 14 [18]. This illustrates the current performance gap between 

GMU and higher ranked schools as GMU’s shots are not equating to goals at a high rate, which 

results in a decreased athletic performance of achieving higher ranks in the conference. These 

conclusions aid in the problem that GMU has not been historically performing at its potential as 

they need a way to increase their own average shots per game as well as shots equating to goals. 
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Figure 14: A-10 Men’s Conference 2015 Goals per Shot vs. Shots per Game 

For further insight on GMU’s performance in the Atlantic-10 conference, historical 

research was conducted since GMU was inaugurated to the conference in 2013. Here, we looked 

at GMU’s average win percentage versus goal differential (GMU Goals - Opponent’s Goals) 

when compared to the other ranked schools in the conference. Figure 15 below demonstrates that 

there is in fact a positive correlation between increasing the goal differential and their average 

win percentage. The R-squared value of 0.8092 is further indication of our regression accuracy, 

which we could then draw conclusions from. 

Analysis of Figure 15 demonstrates that GMU has had an average win percentage of 50% 

and a goal difference of 8 since 2013. This ranks GMU higher than schools such as Saint 

Bonaventure or University of Massachusetts [14-16]. Despite this, GMU has not performed well 

enough to close the gap between itself and the powerhouse Saint Louis University (SLU) as the 

school still stands higher in rankings (with an average win percentage 62.5% and an astounding 

goal difference of 28). As a result, GMU has not been able to make frequent appearances in 

higher-level tournaments such as the NCAA.   
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Figure 15: 2013-2015 Atlantic-10 Men’s Conference Goals Difference vs. Win Percentage 

1.5.6 What a Win is Worth  

An important concept for the expert coaching system is to determine the monetary gap of 

how much a win is worth to the coaches. This is to establish the importance of our proposed 

system, and its value to coaches who have underperformed over the years. Below is a table for 

public university head coaches’ salaries in the Atlantic-10 Conference and then the head coach’s 

salaries in the historically best universities in the country [14-20]: 
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School Salary Win % 

Conference 

Wins 

NCAA 

Championships 

Years Coaching 

at School 

Total 

Experience 

UCLA 205,000 75% 4 4 12 14 

Maryland 206,000 71% 4 2 23 25 

UI 176,225 62% 1 3 6 12 

UNC 88,044 58% 1 2 5 23 

URI 72,500 55% 2 0 3 12 

VCU 90,640 55% 0 0 6 15 

UVA 115,400 52% 2 2 20 26 

GMU 90,855 51% 2 0 11 24 

UMASS 108,681 47% 1 0 1 24 

Table 1: Coaches’ salaries and number of wins in the country 

From this data, a salary deficit can be calculated. It can be seen that on average, a NCAA 

championship winning coach salary is $67,457 more than an Atlantic-10 coach. The graph below 

takes how many total wins from 2004-2014 years versus coaches’ salaries: 

 

Figure 16: Trends for wins versus salary 
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Figure 17: Comparison of win percentage and head coach's salary 

From the information in Figure 16, it can be seen that the coaches from the schools that 

have won the most championships in the past ten years are generally the highest paid [14-20, 22, 

23]. This is with the exception of the UNC coach which in an outlier in the graph. Otherwise, it 

can be seen that the head coach with a team that wins more has a higher salary. 
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2.0 Gap Analysis 
From the research conducted, we have made several conclusions about GMU Men’s 

soccer team when compared to other higher ranked schools. Historically, Saint Louis is the 

benchmark school in the Atlantic-10 conference. Overall, they have appeared in the NCAA 

Tournaments 48 times, whereas GMU has only appeared 11 times. This is shown in Figure 18 

below:  

 
Figure 18: Number of NCAA Tournament appearances for GMU vs. Saint Louis 

GMU must catch up to SLU in terms of performance, which leads to our visible gap for 

this project’s purpose. Our goal is to replicate Saint Louis’ success by:   

1. Winning the Atlantic-10 Conference Championship 2 times every 5 years (40% of the 

time) [17-20].  

2. Receiving an NCAA Bid 6 times every 10 years (60% of the bids) [15].  

3. Achieve an average RPI Score of .56 (based on historical data researched in the past 10 

years) 

The resulting success for GMU will help close head coach's salary gap of $67,000. 
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3.0 Stakeholder Analysis 
As we progress with our analysis and narrow the scope of our project to focus solely on 

GMU Men’s soccer team, we then needed to determine which stakeholders will be involved with 

the implementation of our Expert Coaching System (ECS). This was done through soccer player 

interviews as well as organizational analysis. As a result, we were able to successfully determine 

our stakeholders and their respective levels of stake with our tool. We also determined certain 

goals each of the stakeholders have in the sport of soccer as well as tensions that could arise 

between each stakeholder. Table 2 provides this information in greater depth below. 
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3.1 Stakeholder Analysis Table  

Class Stakeholder Goals Tensions 

  

  

Primary 

Head Coach Produce a team that gives 

highest probability of winning 

Keep job, get next big job 

Pressure from 

University to win 

Old school coaching 

ideals 

Assistant Coaches Scout best players for the team 

Prepare the team for games 

Become head coach 

Disagreements with 

head coach 

Doesn’t always have a 

say in decisions 

Player Perform at highest level 

Get to next level (pro) 

Not getting played by 

coach 

Playing on a losing team 

Investors 

(University) 

Fund a winning team 

Make money through ticket and 

memorabilia sales 

Market the University in a 

positive fashion 

Want immediate success 

(not always possible) 

Budget is only so big.  

  

Secondary 

Trainerss Have as few injuries as possible 

Rehab injured players 

Can’t always control 

how hard coach pushes 

players 

Parents Invest money in youth 

development in hopes of 

college scholarships and 

professional contracts 

Can’t be involved with 

coaches like at the youth 

level 

NCAA Committee  Establish formal rules and 

regulations Universities must 

abide by. Promote fair 

gameplay in higher level 

tournaments 

Set out certain 

consequence for schools 

that fail to meet the 

regulations established 

Academies Train youth players in hopes of 

signing with professional clubs 

Players move, go onto 

college 

Tertiary  Data Analytic 

Companies 

Earn revenue from data 

software sales 

Multiple data companies 

competing with one 

another 

Table 2: Stakeholder goals and tensions 

Above is a tabular representation of the multiple stakeholders involved in the Expert 

Coaching system. The table illustrates the certain goals each stakeholders have in general with 

the sport of soccer. Our primary concern is how these goals can often conflict with one or more 

of the stakeholders, which create the tensions present in our scope. With the implementation of 

the expert coaching tool, we hope to alleviate these tension problems and create a win-win 

scenario for our respective stakeholders. 
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We have separated into stakeholders into 3 levels (primary, secondary, and tertiary) in 

order to better understand their level of stake with respect to our system.  

3.1.1 Primary Stakeholders 

These are the group of stakeholders that would directly experience the effect with the 

implementation of our Expert Coaching System. These stakeholders primarily consist of the 

people or group of people most involved in the actual playing of the sport. This includes the 

players themselves, the coaches (head and assistant), and the University, who invest in the 

school's athletics program at George Mason.   

3.1.2 Secondary Stakeholders 

The secondary stakeholders are the group of stakeholders that would indirectly benefit if 

the Expert Coaching System was validated. This includes the athletic trainers of the team, the 

player’s parents, and academies or youth clubs that play below college level sports.  

3.1.3 Tertiary Stakeholders  

The tertiary stakeholders are the people or organizations that do not really take part in the 

implementation process nor are directly or indirectly affected, but nonetheless are involved 

within the scope of our proposed system. This includes the Sports Analytics Company that 

provides the statistical reports for George Mason University. In our case, the company is InStat.   
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3.2 Stakeholder Interactions Diagram 
 

 

Figure 19: Positive and negative tensions between stakeholders 

The above figure visually illustrates each of stakeholders that are involved within our 

system. For simplistic viewing, the diagram is organized based on their level of stake each 

stakeholder has with the implementation of our Expert Coaching tool. As a result, the diagram is 

decomposed to the primary, secondary, and tertiary levels. The diagram also depicts their 

interactions with one another by showing the positive (green) relationships as well as the 

negative (red) tensions present between the stakeholders. Some stakeholders have both positive 

and negative loop cycles, indicated by the double arrowheads between each stakeholder. By 

doing so, our team determined significant tensions between respective stakeholders, which we 

hope to address with our project. This process also aided in the development of our top-level 
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mission requirements for our Expert Coaching System in order to help alleviate these tensions. 

Each of the relationships is elaborated in tabular format in the following section. 

3.3 Stakeholder Interactions Table 

Stakeholder 

Interaction 

Positive Relationship (+) Negative Relationship (-) 

Head coach / Player  Head coach develops the player, 

and in return the player delivers 

their best performance. 

Head coach chooses not to play 

the player in matches. The 

player in turn wouldn’t really 

develop as an athlete 

Investors / Head coach  Investor provides a salary as well 

as resources and in return, the 

head coach increases the schools 

revenue and reputation through 

ticket sales and game wins.  

Head coach may have to take 

responsibility for unsuccessful 

games. As a result, he could be 

in danger of losing his job from 

the owners/investors.  

NCAA / George 

Mason University 

NCAA regulates the rules the 

soccer teams must follow and in 

return, the owner make sure their 

soccer team provides fair 

gameplay.  

If the investor’s team break the 

rules laid out by the governing 

associations, then the 

NCAA/FIFA will have to set 

out consequences for the team 

(such as disqualification from 

tournaments, game 

suspensions, etc.).  

Head Coach / 

Assistant Coach 

Both coaches run practices and 

drills together in the hopes that the 

assistant coach can learn through 

head coach’s expertise for the 

future. 

Possible disagreements may 

occur between coaching 

strategies which can lead to 

poor coaching dynamics 

Player / Trainer The player requests to visit to the 

trainer for fitness evaluation, and 

the trainer will determine if the 

player is suitable to play or not.   

 

Coaches / Trainer  The coaches can request to send 

an injured or fatigued player in the 

hopes that the trainer can 

successfully rehabilitate them.  

 

Player / Academies  The player may help the 

academies (youth clubs) win, and 

as a result, the player could win 
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possible scholarships for future 

collegiate career 

Head Coach/ 

Academies 

Can “steal” the player from the 

club in order to promote their own 

team 

 

Player / Parents  The parents invest their time and 

money in the hopes that their child 

player can become a successful 

collegiate athlete 

Player pressured to succeed by 

parents, which could have a 

negative psychological effect 

on performance 

Table 3: Positive and negative relationship between stakeholders 

By analyzing our stakeholder interactions and tensions, we understand that primary 

stakeholders such as the coaches and players seek to gain a competitive advantage in the sport.  

Coaches are put under tremendous pressure from universities to perform on the field. While 

many coaches use their expertise to create a winning team, there are subtleties that coaches miss.  

Only through the use of sports analytics and data collection are coaches able to see these 

subtleties and patterns that develop in games. Coaches that use this data have a leg up on coaches 

that rely on only their expertise because they are able to see so much more than what is in front 

of them.  As coaches compete for conference and NCAA championships, coaches who use 

analytics have a competitive edge and can make changes that other coaches cannot, as they 

prepare for competition and compete to reach the next level. 
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4.0 Problem Statement 
Currently, GMU Men’s soccer team has not been performing at its potential. As a result, 

the team suffers from a low average RPI score of 0.53 when compared to teams that consistently 

play in the NCAA tournament. This is evident through the fact that GMU has only received 2 

bids to compete in the NCAA tournament in the last 10 years. As a result, the team is not 

consistently achieving NCAA Tournament bids at a high rate, only receiving a bid 20% of the 

time, which is statistically low when compared to top NCAA teams.  

5.0 Need Statement 
There are a multitude of decisions that coaches make during games or practice that may 

seem correct at the time. However, certain aspects may not be seen due to the sheer complexity 

of the sport. Having a tool to help coaches capture a stronger image via available data could 

improve their overall winning percentage. Consistent wins in matches will have a positive impact 

on the respective coach's’ salary as well. Therefore, there is a need for a coaching automation 

system that utilizes coaching expertise and acquired soccer game data to better understand the 

complexity of soccer. This helps GMU to seek a competitive advantage against respective 

opponent’s in order to increase the probability of obtaining an NCAA Tournament bid to 3 bids 

every 5 years, as well as the chance of closing the coaching salary gap by $67k. 
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6.0 Concept of Operations 
Figure 20 illustrates our concept of operations for our Expert Coaching System. Our 

augmentation process begins at halftime. By then, the first half of a game will have already been 

played, which will result in viable data to be used within our system. This data includes passing 

and shots statistics that is generated from outside sports analytics companies. These statistics are 

then converted into probability pass maps (section 8.3) which are utilized as inputs into the 

Expert Coaching System. During this phase, two separate scenarios are simulated. The first 

scenario is using these set of probability maps and running them against our expert coaching 

rules derived through our stakeholder analysis. This determines whether these probability maps 

meet or do not meet the requirements set out by the coaching staff at GMU (section 9.2). By 

recognizing patterns and processing the data, the simulation determines that if the probability 

maps fail to meet the requirements, then a new set of probability maps are generated to run the 

second half of the game in a simulated environment. The second scenario is using the old set of 

probability maps and simulating the second half of the game, which ultimately replicates the first 

half that has been played. These two scenarios will result in parallel game statistics which will be 

analyzed with respect to goal differentials. At this point, if a goal differential occurs which 

favors GMU, then tactical adjustments can be made in formation strategies which will increase 

the probability of winning the game.  

 After a played game, the second half data is generated, which is again input into the 

expert coaching system which will output more tactical adjustments that coaches will use in 

preparation for the following games.  After games, coaches will watch the full game films and 

evaluate it using their own expertise. Head and assistant coaches then meet with their own 

analysis as well as the analysis and adjustments from the Expert Coaching System in order to 

fully analyze the game that was played and make any necessary adjustments as they prepare for 

upcoming games. This cycle is repeated throughout the whole season. 
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Figure 20: The process for our solution concept of operations 

Figure 21 demonstrates how the Expert Coaching System operates within the functional 

flow of the concept of operations.  The simulated game will start with a set of probability pass 

maps (one strategy) as the input for the GMU and opposing team.  The simulation will run the 

game until half time where it will output all the statistics from the simulated half.  Then for the 

second half of the game the simulation will run the game without making any changes to the 

original probability maps and compile the results.  The simulation will also take the halftime data 

and run it through the Expert Coaching System rules for the GMU team and then compile the 

results for the second half of the game.  If the expert coaching rules makes a change to the GMU 

strategy a new set of probability maps will be put into the simulation to run for the second half of 

the game.  For this simulation we are assuming the strategy for the opposing team never changes. 

At the end of both games the results will be compared to see if the expert coaching rules had a 

positive impact on the outcome of the game by looking at the score differential.     
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Figure 21: The Expert Coaching System Process 
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7.0 Requirements 
Below are the mission, functional, input, and output requirements (i.e. design 

requirements) that are necessary for our system based on our stakeholders needs.  

7.1 Mission Requirements 
Based on our stakeholder analysis, we developed our top-level mission requirements for 

our expert coaching system. These are as follows:  

Mission Requirement # Requirement Description 

MR. 1.0 The Expert Coaching System (ECS) shall recommend at least 5 possible 
strategies based on game data gathered in real time.  

MR. 2.0 The ECS shall recommend 3 possible strategies based on gameplay data 
gathered by halftime 

MR. 3.0 The ECS shall recommend 2 possible strategies based on gameplay data 
gathered by overtime.  

Table 4: Description of mission requirements 

7.2 Functional Requirements 
The Functional requirements our expert coaching system shall perform.  

Functional 
Requirement # 

Requirement Description 

FR. 1.0 The ECS shall run a simulated soccer game derived from collected gameplay 
data.  

FR. 2.0 The ECS shall accurately recognize soccer field patterns using probability maps 
90% of the time. 

FR. 3.0 The ECS shall accurately quantify pass rate probabilities in-between the 14 
zones from game data 95% of the time.  

FR. 4.0  The ECS shall accurately determine goal probability rates that can be made 
from each of the 14 zones.  

Table 5: Description of functional requirements 
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7.3 Input Requirements 
Input Requirement # Requirement Description  

IR. 1.0 The ECS shall input statistics from sport analytic providers. 

IR. 2.0 The ECS shall input probability map passing and shot percentages from InStat 

to run the simulation.  

IR. 3.0 The ECS shall input 12 coaching rules to be used to make adjustments.  

Table 6: Description of input requirements 

7.4 Output Requirements 
Output Requirement # Requirement Description  

OR. 1.0 

The ECS shall output a table showing the relationship between current 

formations utilized and possible adjustments in formations recommended 

by the system. 

OR. 2.0 
The ECS  shall output tactical coaching adjustments that result in 30% 

greater chance of winning 

OR. 30 
The ECS shall output a running count for all statistics can normally be seen 
during a real time game 

OR. 4.0 

The ECS shall output tactical adjustments within 10 minutes of gathering the 

necessary passing and shot data from sports analytics companies (assuming 

can happen in real time). 

Table 7: Description of output requirements 
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8.0 Simulation Design 
The original concept for the simulation design has been done by a previous senior design 

group at George Mason University [25]. The Soccer Referee Proficiency project heavily focused 

on the accuracy of the referee calls instead of how the coaching decisions based on strategy will 

impact the outcome of the game. Therefore, we have utilized their previous projects code and 

reverse engineered it down to the baseline code. With this accomplished, we were able to build 

the objectives of the ECS in order to synchronize them with the preexisting code. Currently the 

simulation has approximately 4000 lines of code. 

8.1 Objective 
The objective of our simulation is to simulate a full 90 minute game based on acquired 

game data to determine how the coaching system rules will impact the outcome of the game.  

This tool will be used by the coaching staff as an aide to help coaches recognize the complexity 

of what is happening in the game. The end goal of the simulation is to run previous game data 

and generate data reports at halftime for our system to use and output tactical adjustments. This 

will show if the system coaching rules captures where the numerical advantage of the players is 

located throughout the second half to change the outcome of the game in a positive manner. This 

simulation will verify the need for our system in order to gain an advantage over opponents.  

8.2 Simulation Requirements 
Our Expert Coaching System is scripted in a Java simulation. As such, we have certain 

requirements that are needed for proper functionality of our proposed system. These are as 

follows:  

Simulation 

Requirements # 
Requirement Description 

SR 1.0 The simulation shall input zone graph data consisting of 14 zones of a 

standard NCAA soccer field.  

SR 2.0 The simulation shall follow strategies of George Mason University 

Men’s Soccer Team formations.  

SR 3.0 The simulation shall follow 1 set of probability maps per strategy.  

SR 4.0 The simulation shall update the probability map of successful passing 

rate percentages once the ball moves from one zone to another.   

SR 5.0 The simulation shall change the possession of the ball after a shot or 

intercepted pass.  

SR 6.0 The simulation shall calculate average player location within 1 of the 14 

zones in order to determine feasible pass rates from zone to zone.  
Table 8: Description of simulation requirements 
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8.3 Probability Pass Maps (PPM’s) 
The primary input to our simulation for both teams (GMU and opponent) is raw passing 

and shots data that has been transformed into a set of probability pass maps.   There are two 

types of probability maps, movement and success maps.  A total of 30 maps represent each 

strategy, 15 of the maps are decide how the ball will move (movement maps) while the 

remaining 15 maps determine if the pass or shot was a success (success maps). Therefore a total 

of 300 total maps are used for the expert coaching rules simulation; 30 for each GMU strategies 

and 30 for each of the teams GMU plays. 

Each map consists of 14 zones, and a 15th zone that represents the shots. For each map, 

there are a total of 13 possible passing opportunities since a ball is not allowed to be passed 

within its own zone. The only time a ball will be moved within its own zone is when a player 

decides to dribble the ball. Together these maps create fourteen of the fifteen total maps. The 

fifteenth probability map is the probability of scoring from a zone once a shot has been taken.  

 We decided to use this format of the maps because it is congruent with the layout of the 

field as well as consistent with the data analytics company providing the data.   

The passing and score data was collected in excel from the data analytics reports 

provided from the George Mason University coaching staff.  Each action recorded captures the 

action, if it was a success, what zone the action came from, what zone it was received, what 

strategy was being played, and what type of action it was (pass or shot); for more information on 

data collection see section 1.4.4 in the report . 

As of now, the strategy of the opposing team will not change during half time. The 

opponent’s probability maps were created based on five separate opponents of the George Mason 

Soccer team during the 2015 season. The functionality of the opponent’s maps will be the same 

as GMU’s probability maps. Figure 22 exemplifies how ball interaction would occur within our 

simulation.  
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Figure 22: Example of Probability Map Flow 

 

8.3.1 Movement Maps  

As mentioned above, fifteen of the probability maps are movement maps. Figure 23 

shows how the maps look as an input into the simulation. Each map was developed through a 

macro in Visual basic. Each row represents a zones probability map and should sum to one. The 

zeros represent the zones that will never be passed to while the green cells on the grid show the 

zones that have a probability of being passed too. For example since row 0, column 1 has a value 

of .375 the ball has that probability of being passed to that zone. 

 
Figure 23: Example Input of Movement Map 

Figure 23 demonstrates how the movement maps are able to work together so the ball can 

advance between various probability maps of a simulated game. In this example the ball is 

always going to the next highest probability but this will not be the case in our simulation. The 

next zone is chosen by a random number generator that generates a random probability. The 
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simulation will then sum the zone probabilities starting from zone zero to thirteen until the 

random probabilities number has been met. A layout of how the zones of the field are structured 

is provided in Figure 24 below.  

 
Figure 24: 14 zone Cell Grid 

8.3.2 Success Maps   
Success maps are the remaining fifteen probability maps. These maps are what determine 

if an action is successful or not. Each of the cells in the map will have a value equal to or in 

between zero and one depending on the amount of success and failures from the input game data. 

Figure 25  below is an example of what the success maps look like as an input into our system, 

specifically the success maps for the 4-4-2 Diamond. As an example, if the movement 

probability map passed the ball from zone one to zone two, the success map would find that that 

has a 57% chance of be successful.   

 

Figure 25: Success Map  
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8.4 Ball Movement Algorithm  
 

 

Figure 26: Ball movement interaction diagram 

Figure 26 above is placed in called in each one of the zones. The ball is received in the 

zones which will take 1.5 seconds. Then the player has a choice to either pass or dribble the ball.  

If they decide to dribble the ball then the ball will stay within the zone and then they have to pass 

the ball. In this section of the ball movement is when the movement probability maps will be 

used. A uniform random number generator will be used to add up the zones from zone 13 to zone 

0 until the random number is met. Once the ball has been passed the ball will transition.    During 

this transition period the ball can either be successfully passed to another zone or it can be turned 

over to the other team. The turnovers are determined by the success probability maps.  Another 

uniform random number generator is used and if the corresponding cell has a value greater than 

the random number generated then the action is successful.  After the action has been deemed a 

success or fail the new probability map will appear and the cycle will repeat until the 90 minute 

game has ended.  

 

8.5 Field Zone Functions 

One of the major obstacles for our simulation was being unable to program the individual 

adjuncts (every player). To overcome this challenge, and be able to see what is happening in 

each part of the field, we divided the field into sections; right wing zone (RWZone), left wing 

zone (LWZone), middle zone (MZone), defensive zone (DZone), midfielder zone (MidZone), 

and forward zone (FZone). These section represent each critical sections of the field which will 

allow us to look at how to ball is moving in each part.  Figure 27 below is how the field zones 

are structured when compared side to side with the 14-zone grid.   
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Figure 27: Simulation Field Zones 

8.6 Output 
While the simulation is running, there is a running count for all statistics one can 

normally see during a real-time game. Such statistics include who has possession, respective 

scores, shots made/attempted, and the time counter. The simulation also keeps real-time data for 

passing percentages and the percentage of game each team has had possession.  

In addition to the real-time statistics, the simulation will output two excel files at the end 

of the game. The first file that contains all the events that happened during the game, such as,  

the time, action, what action the zone went from and where it went, possession, if it was 

successful, and what the score was. The second file is a summary of all the statistics. These files 

show what field sections (left, right, middle, midfield, defensive, and offensive) all the passes 

happened in as well as what half during gameplay. This can be used to compare the two halves 

of play to determine what changes happened. Both of these files allow coaches to be able to see 

the strategy that was changed at halftime and in turn how the statistics changed in comparison to 

the first half of the game. If the expert coaching rules did make a change there will also be a 

message to the coach describing why a change in strategy was necessary along with the passing 

percentages in each of the field zone. Both of these concepts will be discussed in later sections.  

8.7 Simulation Interface (GUI) 
The interface of the simulation is where coaches will be able to choose what strategy they 

want to play to start the first half of the game [25]. Then they will be able to watch the game in 

real time or quickly based on their preference (20 seconds to 90 minutes). The interface also 

shows the running game statistics which are also reported in the generated final reports.   
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Figure 28: Simulation User Interface (GUI) 

8.8 Systems Risks 
We have identified some very important system risks and have shown them in Table 9. 

The mitigation for most of these risks will be verified by running the simulation a certain amount 

of time with many scenarios. By doing so the probability of these risks occurs will decrease.   

Risk Category Risk Risk Mitigation 
Safety The system may put human life 

into risk 
Create 12 scenarios and run the 

simulation 1200 times 

Money The system may not make 

money or even lose money 
Compare win probability using 

system with how much each win is 

worth 
Bad Advice The system gives bad advice Test system with 12 scenarios and 

verify accurate results with 

coaches 
Expert System Rules Input inaccurate rules into the 

system 
Talk to 2 coaches to get various 

opinions of accurate rules 
Simulation The output of the system is 

inaccurate 
Create different scenarios to test 

simulation each scenarios with 30 

trials. 
Table 9: System Risks 

The risk matrix below illustrates five levels of the probability the risk will occur and the 

how much harm said risk will do to the system when the risk does occur. Table 10 is the system 

risk matrix. The system is heavily dependent on the success of our simulation. Therefore, it is a 

serious concern when the team does in fact face a simulation problem. 
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Table 10: System Risks Matrix 
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9.0 Expert Coaching System 
The Expert Coaching System is essentially a set of rules that can be adjusted for each 

coach that uses the system.  For this project we consulted the coaches at George Mason 

University so our rules reflect what they look for to make a successful team.  These rules were 

used as an input into the simulation to compare data that is generated during the simulation. 

9.1 Zone Percentages 
Table 11 describes what zones are included in each section as well as the total passing 

percentages for each formation.  These numbers were determined by the George Mason 

University Coaching Staff and what they believed the ideal possession for each position should 

be [25].    

Function Zone  4-3-3 

Flat 

4-3-3 

Triangle 

4-4-2 

Flat 

4-4-2 Narrow 

Diamond 

Right Wing Zone 10 - 13 40% 30% 30% 25% 

Left Wing Zone 0-3 40% 30% 30% 25% 

Middle Zone 4-9 20% 40% 40% 50% 

Defense Zone 0,4,5,10 20% 25% 20% 20% 

Midfield Zone 1,2,6,7,11,12 50% 55% 50% 55% 

Forward Zone 3,8,9,13 30% 20% 30% 25% 

Table 11: Function and passing percentage table 

9.2 Expert Coaching Rules 
In order to analyze data and make changes accordingly, the GMU Men’s soccer team 

coaching staff were interviewed for their coaching expertise and adjustments based on data [25].  

These rules were developed through analyzing previously played game data with the coaches and 

their input on what changes would be made. The formations were all used in the games that data 

was generated in.  Other formations will have different rules but data will have to be collected 

from those games to create the rules.  In order to get more accurate coaching rules, simulations 

will be run and another interview will be used to verify the consistency of the current coaching 

rules. 

For the beginning of our simulation we wanted to utilize the most important aspects of 

each formation. The tables below are decomposed into the beginning strategy and the rules that 

will be checked for each. The second row of the table is the first rule that will be checked, then 

the second rule if the first passes and then if both of the rules work then the strategy will not be 
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changed. With each tactical change there is a message that will be sent to the coaches explaining 

why the change was necessary. As mentioned earlier if another team were to use the ECS, a 

different set of rules will be created. 

Current Strategy 4-3-3 Flat Tactical Change 

RWZone <= 40%  and LWZone 

<= 40% 

 

4-3-3 Triangle 

Message:  Ball needs to get out wide because passing in wing 

zones is xx change formation 

Dzone > 20% and Fzone is <= 

30% 

4-4-2 Flat 

Message: Ball is being passed to much in the defensive zone and 

not enough attacking is occurring.  Switch formation to 422 flat. 

Current Strategy meets criteria Message: continue to play with current strategy.   

Table 12: 4-3-3 Flat Strategy Rules 

Current Strategy 4-3-3 Triangle Tactical Change 

MidZone<= 40% 4-4-2 Flat 

Message:  Find central midfielder more to change to 4-4-2 flat 

and get number out wide if you cannot find central midfielders 

Midzone <= 55% and Dzone>= 

25% 

4-4-2 Diamond 

Message: switch to 4-4-2 triangle to get more numbers up the 

field 

Current Strategy meets criteria Message:  continue to play with current strategy.   

Table 13: 4-3-3 Triangle Strategy Rules 
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Current Strategy 4-4-2 Flat Tactical Change 

RZone ≤ 30%  and LZone ≤ 30% 4-4-2 Diamond 

Message:  Ball needs to get out wide because passing in wing 

zones is xx change formation 

DZone > 20% and MZone is ≤ 

50% 

4-4-2 Diamond 

Message: Ball is being passed too much in the defensive zone and 

not enough attacking is occurring.  Switch formation to 4-4-2 

diamond to get the ball in the midfield and forward. 

Current Strategy meets criteria Message:  continue to play with current strategy.   

Table 14: 4-4-2 Flat Strategy Rules 

Current Strategy 4-4-2 Diamond Tactical Change 

MidZone  ≤ 50% 4-3-3 Triangle 

Message:  Need to find central midfielders with the ball.  Change 

to a 4-3-3 triangle and get ball inside. 

Midzone ≤ 50% 4-4-2 Flat 

Message:  Ball needs to go through the middle more.  Switch to a 

4-4-2 flat to get the ball to the wider flanks. 

Current Strategy meets criteria Message:  continue to play with current strategy.   

Table 15: 4-3-3 Diamond Strategy Rules 
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10.0   Results 
 Once the simulation was debugged and running, our team tested a multitude of scenarios 

via trials. Simulation analysis was conducted on GMU Men’s soccer team using probability pass 

maps of formations utilized by the team. These scenarios (or trials) were simulated against 5 

opponents GMU had faced during the 2015 season. With this, results and findings were 

uncovered which lead to conclusions our team made about GMU’s performance as well as the 

game of soccer.   

10.1 Score Differential 
The major statistic our project is looking for if the ECS rules are working properly.  If the 

rules are working there should be a positive shift in the score differential which is expressed in 

the equation below: 

𝑆𝑜𝑐𝑟𝑒 𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 (𝐷𝐹) = 𝐺𝑀𝑈 𝑔𝑜𝑎𝑙𝑠 − 𝑂𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 𝑔𝑜𝑎𝑙𝑠   (5) 

 

Figure 29: Probability shift diagram 

10.2 Simulation Validation 
The simulation was tested using a uniform movement probability maps where each zone 

had a value of 1/15 and the success probability maps each was changed from .1 to 1.  Each value 

of the success probability maps were tested 30 times. The figure 30 below shows both teams 

playing each other with the same exact maps, scored about the same amount of goals for all the 

trials, as one would expect if two teams with the same exact maps were playing each other.  This 

test validated that our simulation was working properly.   
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Figure 30: Average goals per game 

10.2 Simulation Conclusion:  
 Each opponents and strategies were replicated against each other 30 times to represent an 

entire season worth of games played. This means that each opposing team played GMU a total of 

150 times. During these trials, the only formation where a coaching rule switch occurred was 

from a 4-3-3 triangle to a 4-4-2 diamond. As such, no solid conclusions could be made by these 

trials due to the sparsity of the data. The graph below shows what happened when we ran all the 

strategies GMU vs American.    

 

Figure 31: Comparative score differential vs American 

 It can be seen that almost all of the goals that are scored in the first half of the game and 

then the second half of the game the score differential is almost always negative.  This can be 
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explained by the graphs shown below. These graphs compare the passes that happen in the 

offensive field zone during the first and second halves of the game. As you can see almost all of 

the passes for GMU are happening in the offensive zone during the first half but during the 

second half are happening in the defensive zone.  This passing is also taking place for these 

games when GMU has possession 53.7% of the time and American has possession 46.3% of the 

time. This phenomenon is occurring because of all the ones and zeros in the success maps for 

both teams which in fact is not a finite probability map. This phenomenon is also occurring for 

all teams, as well as all strategies played.   

 

Figure 32: First half passing for a simulated game 

 

Figure 33: Second half passing for a simulated game 
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 Several factors could be contributing to this. The first theory is that there is just not 

enough data to support the maps for one game at a time. Because passes in some zones are rare 

events, the success or failure rate is zero or one. For example if a ball was passed from zone 0 to 

zone 13 once and was successful that means that it would have a 100% chance of being 

successful every time the ball was passed to that zone. Another effect this could have is the ball 

is getting bounced around in one area and unable to get out of that zone even if the ball is getting 

turned over. This idea leads to a second theory, which is that the maps have similar “gaps” in 

them so the ball will continually get stuck and unable to move from their current zones. 

The graphs below show when we combined all of five games of GMU’s and played them 

against each other.  As you can see during the first half there is still a gap between the offensive 

and defensive zones of the field.  

 

Figure 34: First half GMU vs GMU passing comparison 

However, during the second half of the game the passing is much more even and the gap 

between the zones has decreased substantially. This can be explained because there are far less 

zeros and ones that occur in both the success and movement maps. Because there are more 

passing actions in the movement maps, the likelihood of a pass going to a zone that is a “rare 

event” is much smaller than before for one game when the sample size for some zones was much 

smaller. Therefore, if this rare event does occur even if the success rate is one or zero it does not 

have as much impact since it is also rare in the simulation. The remaining problems may be 
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occurring because common events are characterized as a zero or one in success. Therefore, there 

are constantly turnovers taking place or the ball getting stuck in a zone. However, these common 

events being complete successes or failures can also provide important insights as to why a team 

is successful in some areas and unsuccessful in others. 

 

Figure 35: Second half GMU vs GMU passing comparison 

Next we wanted to see what would happen in a situation when all the success maps are uniform 

and equal to .5.  The GMU maps were all combined for these trials, so the movement maps were the same 

as the trials above. As one can see, the passing in the offensive vs defensive zones are as you would 

expect.  They are much more even in comparison and support the idea that more data that would help 

even out the success maps to create more even passing in zones.  
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Figure 36: First half GMU vs GMU uniform success maps 

 

Figure 37: Second half GMU vs GMU uniform success maps 

10.3 GMU vs GMU 
 While our one game data collection for the simulation did not work we were able to 

create our own probability maps and that allowed us to have insight into the sport of soccer.  

These maps combined all 5 games from GMU’s 2015 season. 
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10.3.1 Changing Success Rates 

 The first set of trials we ran we played the combined GMU maps and played them against 

each other.  This means that the teams have the exact same movement maps.  We then changed 

the team’s success maps to be uniform throughout the whole mapped field.  For the sake of these 

trials, there is a Team A and a Team B.  Team B will always have a uniform success rate of .5 

(which is similar to an average NCAA team’s success rate), while Team A changes from .1 to 1 

where each value was run for 30 trials.  This changing success shows what happens to a team as 

their success rate increases starting at 10% success rate, all the way up to 100% success rate.    

 

Figure 38: Average goals per game 

 

Figure 39: Average shots per game 

From Figure 38 it evident that there is a turning point at the 0.7 success rates. This 

implies that when a soccer team is playing an average opponent (whose passing success rate is 

50%), the team needs about a 0.7 passing rate in order to consistently beat the average opposing 

team.  Figure 39 displays the shots the teams took and a similar pattern arises right at the .7 

success rate yet again.  This is the optimal passing rate which coaches should aim to achieve.  

These two graphs also imply the resulting pattern once .7 success rate is achieved, the average 
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opponent will then have less shots and less goals.   This is due to the fact that higher passing 

rates leads to more possession.  When a team has more possession, they are more likely to have 

more shots which leads to more goals and a higher likelihood of winning.  On the contrary, the 

opponent will have less possession leading to less shots, less goals, and a lower likelihood of 

winning the game. 

10.3.2 GMU vs GMU Equal Success Maps 

These trials use the combined GMU movement probability maps for both teams.  The 

success maps were all changed to a uniform map that were equal to each other ranging from .1 to 

1.  Figure 40 shows the winning percentage of the trials vs the goal difference (GD).  It shows 

the 0.4 has the both the highest goal difference and highest percentage of winning.  Next 0.5 had 

the next highest goal difference but was about tied with 0.7 and 0.8 for winning percentages. 

   

Figure 40: Percent win vs goal difference 

Figure 40 shows the winning percentage if ties are included into the winning percentage 

vs. the goal difference.  As you can see this changes the results by increases all of the winning 

percentages but it significantly changes the winning percentages for .3 and .9 success rates.  

However, the lowest winning percentage and lowest goal difference in both graphs still 

remains .1 and the highest winning percentage and highest goal difference remains a .4 success 

rate.   
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Figure 41: Percent win + ties vs. goal difference 

Figure 41 shows the accumulation of the shots per game vs goals per shot that was 

collected during simulation trials. Again 0.4 has the highest shots per goal but has the fewest 

shots per game.  This means that when both teams have an equal success rate of .4 and playing 

each other they have very high accuracy at despite not having a lot of opportunities to shoot the 

ball.   This graph also shows that a .7 success rate has the fewer goals per shot than .4 but has the 

third highest shots per game.  This implies that it is possible that having more accurate shots still 

at a relatively high rate is more important than taking any shot and not being very accurate; there 

needs to be a balance.  

 

Figure 42: Goals per shot vs. shots per game 
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10.3.3 Same Teams Trials 

The next set of statistics were derived once we replicated the same exact maps and played 

them against each other. This was done to inspire a certain confidence and validate our 

simulation. The maps were again the combined maps from all 5 games but neither maps was 

changed.  Figure 43 is the resulting goal differential from the trials ran and some of the statistics 

that were collected as a result.  The table shown below are the major statistics to look at. Team C 

and Team D has the same probability of winning of 0.4. Which leaves a 0.2 chance of ties. Both 

team has close average possession and average goals, but not exactly the same.  

 Team C Team D 

Win Probability 0.4 0.4 

Average Possession  50.46% 49.54% 

Average Goals 0.87 1.06 
Table 16: Comparison on Team C and Team D 

 

Figure 43: Team C vs Team D goal difference 

One would expect that both teams would score the same amount of goals and have the 

same statistics throughout the entire simulation.  However, this is not the case. From this result 

we are able to conclude that many events in soccer are random.  The events contributing to this 

randomness are things like lucky bounces, unlucky touches, etc. All of these things are part of 

the game of soccer.  It also allows us to see when two equally matched teams play each other 

over and over again, these random events that cannot be quantified are often what determine a 

winner or a loser.  Therefore, coaches can only do some much to impact the outcome of the 

game.  
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10.4 Implications for Stakeholders 

These results have some major implications for the primary stakeholders.  For the 

coaches this means that they only have so much control over what the outcome of the game is.  

While they can make the team better during training through instruction, there is only so much 

they can do. This means that the universities and athletic directors should not put as much 

pressure on coaches based solely on the final results of a game when they are playing evenly 

matched teams. The difference in a game is often one goal which is a rare event that occurs due 

to many random events taking place which are out of the control of the coach.  Many times 

players blame themselves for these random events in soccer, such as luck or unlucky bounces, 

and therefore the players are not always at fault for unfavorable results even if they think that 

they are. 
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11.0 Recommendations  
From our results, there are a few recommendations that can be made to the primary 

stakeholders.  The first involves the ideal passing percentage of 70%.  As proven in our 

simulation, this is the optimal percentage.  Coaches can use training as well as data to assist in 

reaching this optimal passing goal.  Similarly, due to goals being rare events during a game, an 

increase of shots must occur.  Because randomness is a part of the game, often time shots that 

should not go in do, due to a lucky bounce or deflection.  By increasing the amount of shots. This 

increases the amount of goals.  To do this, coaches should encourage players to shoot often and 

not just wait for the most opportune time because the more shots, the more goals.  The final 

recommendation for coaches is to increase passes in the final third of the field.  Like the above 

recommendations, the more often the ball is in the opposing team's’ zone, the more often shots 

and goals are likely to occur.  Ensuring players are always working to get the ball into that area 

of the field in an important coaching observation that needs to be made. 
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12.0 Future Work 
As explained in our recommendations/conclusions, our current simulation is a prototype 

that can utilize a higher degree of data that is generated through previously played games. As 

such, the sparsity of the current data used inspires only so much confidence in the results 

obtained. With that noted, the simulation will obtain stronger results if a team using the system 

had a minimum of 10 games as opposed to the 5 our team had available. This will provide a 

more coherent foundation for analysis. This will also aid in filling in the certain “holes” we 

uncovered while analyzing our current results.  Another thing which needs to be added to the 

simulation data to fill in the holes is more accurate data to include all actions on the field, such as 

fouls, goal kicks and throw ins.  The current data does not provide these statistics as separate 

from passes and adding it will mimic more accurately the true actions which take place during a 

real game. 

Another approach to expanding the results would be to add further levels of complexity 

to the simulation kernel itself. The current method utilizes a team-centric approach as opposed to 

individual player analysis. The team-centric method models how teams perform with respect to 

successful/unsuccessful pass rates between certain zones in a soccer field. As such, a 

probabilistic model was developed to model the stochastic process of ball movement between 

players. However, this is not the most realistic approach to the problem as each player has their 

own respective skill level that can be a contributing factor to the outcome of the games played. 

Modeling player behavior and skill sets will increase the validity of the results of the simulation 

as well as help coaches see how players play in certain matches. This will enable coaches to 

adjust training programs targeted to specific players in order to develop his or her skills to the 

necessary levels. 

The last method of improving our methodology is by using Bayesian analysis. This 

approach was articulated to our team during the faculty presentation. As of right now, our team 

does not have much experience in the subject matter. However, we look forward to discovering 

how this approach can potentially fill in the gaps we uncovered during analysis.  
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13.0 Soccer Lytic’s Business Case 
University Division I soccer teams need a system that can help coaches seek a 

competitive advantage in using statistical data. Soccer Lytic’s provides a tool to help coaches in 

making key decisions which output positive result of the game. Our company logo is provided in 

Figure 44 below.  

 
Figure 44: Soccer Lytic's logo 

13.1 Primary Customers 
The Expert Coaching system is designed to help NCAA Division I soccer coaches see 

patterns that they simply cannot see through manual inspection. This aids in helping the coaches 

make tactical decisions in order to help improve the chances for the team to win. Both men’s and 

women’s soccer team will be able to use the system.  

13.2 Solution 
Soccer Lytic’s is providing a real time analysis and simulation of game data from the first 

half of the game, in order to suggest tactical changes for the second half. This will be a cost-

effective service as it works in conjunction with existing sports analytics providers. Since the 

system is also a cloud-based application, users can use the system in-game with any portable 

handheld device.   

13.3 Monetary Gaps 
Comparison of the national best head coaches against Atlantic-10 coaches’ salaries 

reveals a monetary gap average of $67,457.30. This leads to the conclusion that coaches who 

have higher acceptance rates in the NCAA tournaments earn more than Atlantic-10 coaches. The 

market size is the NCAA division I teams for both men and women. 206 men’s and 310 

women’s teams in division one, a total of 516 teams. However, there is only one spot for 

championship each. 

13.4 Milestones 
Our market has the potential to reach as big as the nation with schools that host NCAA 

soccer teams. This is a total of 516 teams for both men’s and women’s. As such, this totals to a 

market value of about $7,740,000. Our goal for year one is to achieve 1% market size 

(penetration rate). We aim for such a low rate because we want the first five customers to be 

satisfied with our coaching tool. With this, coaches can then share their experiences with each 

other about the system (word-of-mouth). In the pessimistic case, there will be a 3% penetration 
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rate of the market size added to each year. Our most likely case, we will be looking at 5% 

penetration rate and optimistic has 10% penetration rate. Figure 45 below shows overall 

customers over 8 years of production. Figure 46 shows the percent market size it will reach over 

the years. 

 
Figure 45: Number of customers over years 

 
Figure 46: Overall percent market size over 8 years 
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13.5 Business Competitors 
Current sports data analytics providers such as Prozone, InStat, and Opta will be our 

primary business competition. However, our proposed solution works in conjunction with these 

providers and goes above and beyond their simple data collection method.  

13.6 Business Model 

The NCAA individual soccer programs (i.e. GMU soccer team) will purchase the system 

via subscription-based packages. The package includes all games throughout the season. 

Coaches will have access to online interactive dashboard and will provide team with future 

statistic projections.  

13.7 Cost Analysis  
Our cost analysis includes for our business venture includes the start-costs (non-

recurring) as well as our operational costs (recurring) over the years we plan to stay in 

production.   

Business Expenses Expected Cost ($) 

Start-up (non-recurring)  250,000 

Operational Costs (recurring) 796, 630 

Table 17: Startup Cost Analysis 

13.8 Sales Profile 
Our market strategies groundwork was depicted in our milestones section. As such, we 

have certain goals and profits we want to make with the sales of our application over the years of 

production. With a unit cost of $15,000 and most likely penetration rate of 5%, the following 

table demonstrates our yearly expected market size in the next 8 years, as well as the profit we 

will make with our increases in sales:  
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Year Team(s) Market share (%) Cumulative Revenue ($) Profit ($) ROI (%) 

0 0 0 -- (250,000)  

1 5 1 75,000 (971,630) -389 

2 31 6 537,000 (1,306,260) -523 

3 57 11 1,386,000 (1,253,890) -502 

4 82 16 2,622,000 (814,520) -326 

5 108 21 4,245,000 11,850 5 

6 134 26 6,255,000 1,225,220 490 

7 160 31 8,652,000 2,825,590 1130 

8 186 36 11,436,000 4,812,960 1925 

Table 18: Market Strategy for 5 years of production 

With this planned market strategy and associated penetration rate over the next 8 years, 

we will have a return-on-investment (ROI) of 5% beginning in year 5. This is when we plan to 

break-even (depicted in the following section). After 5 years, we will start to obtain some serious 

revenue from our product.  

13.9 Break-even 
Using the most likely penetration rate over the years.  Figure 47 below show the company 

will be able to break even at approximately 4.8 years. The second Figure 48 below show the 

break-even point for all optimistic, most likely, and pessimistic profits.   
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Figure 47: Most likely profit, revenue, break-even point and cost 

 

Figure 48: 3 types of profit and break even points 
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13.10 Management Team 
Our current management team, we have a CEO, data analyst, project manager, simulation 

expert. The CEO is extremely knowledgeable of soccer and has an overall view of what the ECS 

goals and customers are. Data analyst is knowledgeable about what the input and output data is 

and able to interpret and display data is a meaningful way. Project Manager ensure the team and 

project is on schedule and establishes major milestones and deadlines. The simulation expert, 

created simulation and continually working on updating the simulation model. Our opening 

positions are computer programmer and software engineer to help out the simulation expert to 

generate and updating the working simulation more frequently.  
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14.0 Project Management 

14.1 Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) 
 

 

Figure 49: Top level Work Breakdown Structure 

The figure displayed above is our specified work breakdown structure for our Expert 

Coaching System project. The hierarchy illustrates how our project is decomposed to eleven 

categories, which are then further broken down to the specific aspects we will be spending time 

on when completing this project.   
 Management includes WBS, PERT Chart, and cost analysis. The cost analysis section 

includes budget and Earned value. This section will be continuously updated throughout the 

duration of the project.  
 Research is decomposed to preliminary research, ongoing research, and data collection. 

Preliminary research is done to complete our context analysis, stakeholder analysis, gap analysis, 

problem statement, and need statement. This has been done at this point in our project 

timeline.  Ongoing research is focused around our design alternatives, design of experiment, 

simulation development, and other necessary research for the project. Data collection includes 

analyzing data to create algorithms and equations.   
 The CONOPS section contains our context analysis, stakeholder analysis, gap analysis, 

problem statement, need statement, statement of work, and project risks.  
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 Originating requirements section is the process of formulating mission, stakeholder, 

functional, input, and output requirements for our Expert Coaching System. 
 Design Alternatives is decomposed by the process of how to evaluate all the alternatives 

for the system. Which includes initial design alternatives, finalize design alternatives, develop 

criteria, create weights, and lastly evaluate alternatives. 
 Design of Experiment contained creating simulation and utilization. Creating simulation 

is gathering all the information and design how is the simulation functioning.  
Modeling / Simulation section is where we actually build, test, analysis the simulation. 
Analysis includes data analysis which will be the statistics our system produce and the 

outcome of using our Expert Coaching System. Risk analysis; identify the risks for using the 

system.  
The conclusion aspect is the process of evaluating, validating, and verifying our system. 

Once accomplished, we then provide results and recommendations for our stakeholders.  
Presentations and documentations are decomposed for the entire deadline for any deliverables. 

14.2 Project Timeline & Critical Path  
 The project began August 31, 2015 and is expected to end on May 9, 2015. The project 

plan was completed in Microsoft Project. Microsoft Project helped us in developing our Gantt 

chart and using the feature provided, we were able to identify the critical path of the project. 

Most of our major tasks are in the critical path. The critical path is visible by the red bars in the 

Gantt chart and tasks are highlighted in yellow on the left.  
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Figure 50: Tasks in critical path part 1 
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Figure 51: Tasks in critical path part 2 
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Figure 52: Tasks in critical path part 3 
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14.3 Risk Mitigation 
In Table 21 are some of our possible risks in the project life cycle. We created a risk 

mitigation table for some critical tasks. The table contains sublevel tasks on critical path, 

possible risks associate with each task, and plans to prevent the risk. 
Critical Tasks Foreseeable Risks Mitigation 

Data Collection - Unable to get GMU Men’s 

Soccer Team data 
- Use dashboard to look at other 

college Team’s data 
Define Requirements - Requirements are not 

quantifiable 
- Rewrite requirements and make 

sure requirements are testable 
Coaching Rules - Inaccurate rules input in the 

system cause delay for 

developing simulation 

- Talk to xx coaches to get various 

opinions of accurate rules before 

developing simulation 

Develop Simulation - Unable to run simulation 

correctly 
- The simulation of the system is 

inaccurate 

- Test and debug while developing 

simulation  
- Using Monte Carlo simulation to 

test xx times 

Cost Analysis - Having negative schedule 

variance 
- Having negative cost variance 

- Work more hours than planned to 

ensure project is on schedule 
- Work more hours than planned to 

ensure actual cost is under budget 
Table 19: Shows risks and mitigation for critical tasks 

The table below shows the likelihood and consequences for each project risks.  

 Consequences 

 

L

ik

e 

L 

I

h

o

o

d 

 Negligible Minor Moderate Serious Critical 

High   1.4 Cost 

Analysis 

      

Medium 

High 

1.5 Define 

Requirement 

    1.3 Develop 

Simulation 

  

Medium           

Medium 

Low 

1.1 Data 

Collection 

1.2 Coaching 

Rules 

      

Low           

Table 20: Project Risks Matrix 
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14.4 Project Budget & Performance Indices 
Currently the average national Entry-level Systems Engineer and Junior Systems 

Engineer yearly salary is approximately $74,041.00. After some calculations the hourly salary 

came out to be $35.60. A standard George Mason University rate for instructional and research 

was applied, which the worker receives approximately 33.10% of the total charged. So including 

the rate our hourly salary is approximately $47.38. Then we rounded up to $50.00 [10-12].  

 Our total budget cost is based on our predicted working hours. Which is broken down to 

eleven high level tasks shown in the table below? Our total predicted hours is based on our 

educated guess on how long we would take for a task to be complete. It came out to be 1950 

hours which is equivalent to a 49 weeks of work for an entry-level systems engineer / junior 

systems engineer that work for 40 hours per week then multiplying the predicted hours with our 

$50.00 hourly salary. The total cost of the Design of an Expert System Coach for Complex Team 

Sports is $97,500.00 for labor hour. 
 

Task Number Task Planned Hours Planned Value 

1 Soccer Analytics 1950  $       97,500 

1.1 Management 140  $          7,000 

1.2 Research 260  $       13,000 

1.3 CONOPS 40  $          2,000 

1.4 Originating Requirements 50  $          2,500 

1.5 Design Alternatives 30  $          1,500 

1.6 Design Of Experiment 30  $          1,500 

1.7 Modeling / Simulation 700  $       35,000 

1.8 Analysis 130  $          6,500 

1.9 Conclusion 100  $          5,000 

1.1 Presentations 200  $       10,000 

1.11 Documentation 270  $       13,500 

Table 21: Shows total predicted hours and cost for each high level task 

By using Microsoft Excel inputting actual work hours and predicted hours throughout the 

entire project. We were able to analyze the earned value of the Expert Coaching System. The 

Figures below include data sets such as planned value, earned value, actual cost, cost 

performance index, schedule performance index. 
 The Project Cost Analysis figure shows planned value (PV), actual cost (AC), and earned 

value (EV) throughout the entire duration of the project. Actual cost is calculated by the actual 

hours we worked for each week multiply by hourly salary. Earned value is calculated by the 

percentage we completed a task multiply by hourly salary. Currently our actual cost of the 

project is under planned value and we are earning a little less than planned value. That is due to 

we overestimated the total time spent in research.  Figure 54 shows a closer look of the project 

cost analysis from week one to thirty-three.  
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Figure 53: Project Cost Analysis of the entire life cycle 

 

Figure 54: Project Cost Analysis from week 1 to week 33 

 The Performance Index figure displayed below shows the Cost Performance Index (CPI) and 

Schedule Performance Index (SPI) for our project. Our project cost is above the budget and we are a little 

behind planned schedule, that is also due to the overestimation of Research.    
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Figure 55: Performance Index from week 1 to week 33 
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15.0 Statement of Work 

15.1 Scope of Work 
The scope of work for the design of an Expert Coaching System (ECS) for complex team 

sports includes all planning, design, implementation, risk mitigation, and validation.  At each 

stage, there will be a required briefing before the next stage of the project can be implemented. 

Soccer Lytics is responsible for making sure the proper resources are being allocated to the 

proper phases in creating the expert coaching system.  Specific briefings and milestones will be 

listed in the Work Requirements and Schedules and Milestones sections of this SOW. 

15.2 Period of Performance 
The period of performance for the design of an expert system coach for complex team 

sports is 181 days beginning on August 31, 2015 through May 9, 2015.  All work is scheduled to 

be completed in this time frame.  Any modifications to this timeline will be discussed among 

Soccer Lytics and customers, but may require an increased cost to the system.  

15.3 Place of Performance  
The design of an expert system coach for complex team sports will perform all of the 

work at George Mason University.  If special cases arise, some work may be completed at 

George Mason University’s Field House.  All meetings will be planned in advance to occur at a 

special location to be held at George Mason University.   

15.4 Work Requirements  
Soccer Lytics will be responsible for completing all tasks in the various stages of the 

project in order to design an expert system coach for complex team sports.  The following list is 

the tasks which will result in the completion of this system: 

Management 

● Soccer Lytics will create a detailed WBS and pert chart that will include the schedule 

with a gantt chart and the critical path 
● Soccer Lytics will perform a cost analysis and budget plan.  This plan will include 

overhead and earned value of staff members. 
Research 

● Soccer Lytics will conduct preliminary and ongoing research throughout the 

implementation of the system to insure it is as accurate as possible 
● Soccer Lytics will be responsible for all data collection from InStat, and any extra video 

data that is required. 
CONOPS 

● Soccer Lytics will draft a context analysis for the system as well as create a system 

context diagram 
● Soccer Lytics will conduct a stakeholder analysis that will identify the major stakeholders 

and present them in a diagram 
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● Soccer Lytics will conduct interviews using questionnaires to understand what every 

stakeholder requires in the expert coach system 
● Soccer Lytics will perform a gap analysis 
● Soccer Lytics will finalize the problem and need statements for the system 

Originating Requirements 

● The mission requirements will be gathered from the stakeholders, then Soccer Lytics will 

form the design and functional requirements  
Design of Experiment 

● Soccer Lytics will create simulations 
● Soccer Lytics will develop inputs for the simulations through analysis of InStat data 

Analysis: 

● Soccer Lytics will perform a risk analysis for the system using FMEA and risk 

management plans 
Conclusion: 

● Soccer Lytics will validate the system 
● Soccer Lytics will do a detailed evaluation of the system 
● Soccer Lytics will provide recommendations of the for system and its stakeholders 

Project Closure: 

● All documentation will be in accordance with the approved project plan 
● Soccer Lytics will present all briefings that are required on time 
● Soccer Lytics will have a completed presentation for the faculty 
● Soccer Lytics will have a completed final report, project plan, and conference papers  
● Soccer Lytics will turn in written weekly accomplishments and time sheets for staff 

members  

15.5 Schedule/Milestones 
The below list consists of the milestones identified for the design of an expert system 

coach for complex team sports: 

Project Begins       August 31, 2015 

Project Briefing 1      September 21, 2015 

Project Briefing 2      October 5, 2015  

Project Briefing 3      October 26, 2015 

Project Briefing 4      September 9, 2015 

Faculty Presentations       November 20, 2015 

Proposal Final Report December 9, 2015 

Project Briefing 1      January 25, 2016 
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Project Briefing 2      February 8, 2016  

Project Briefing 3      March 14, 2016 

Project Briefing 4      March 28, 2016 

Faculty Presentations       April 15, 2016 

Proposal Final Report April 20, 2016 

SIED Conference      April 28, 2016 

Capstone Conference      April 29, 2016 

Project Closure/Archives Complete    April 30, 2016 

15. 6 Acceptance Criteria 
All deliverables will be made to the customer regarding the expert coaching system.  The 

customer will accept the deliverables and use a team to ensure each deliverable meets the 

requirements.  At the end of each project phase, Soccer Lytics will provide a final phase report to 

ensure the entire phase has been completed and the customer must approve the final report 

before the next phase can begin.  If they do not sign off, the customer must reply with tasks still 

necessary in order for the phase to be complete. 
At the end of all project phases, a final project report will be submitted to the customer. 

Acceptance from the customer acknowledges that all project tasks have been completed and all 

deliverables have been met.    
If any discrepancies arise, the customer must immediately contact Soccer Lytics to 

discuss any problems with tasks in order to minimize the scope of the mistake. 
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Appendix 

Appendix A: Atlantic-10 Data 
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Appendix B: RPI Data 
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Appendix C: Simulation Trial Data 
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Appendix D: Business Case Data 
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Appendix E: Java Simulation Code 
 

Ball Class 
import javax.swing.ImageIcon; 

import javax.swing.JLabel; 

 

 

public class Ball extends JLabel { 

 

  

 public GridCell ballgrid; 

 public int gridpolygon; 

 public double ballspeed; 

 public double ballspeeddribble; 

 public String Dir; 

  

 Ball(GridCell incell,int poly, boolean d,int speed){ 

   

  // Speeds in yds per sec for passes (/2) to make refresh rate 

 

  double fastspeed = 20 / 2; 

   

  Dir = "N"; 

   

   

  if (speed ==1){ 

   ballspeed = fastspeed; 

   ballspeeddribble = 2;} 

   

 

  ballgrid = incell; 

  gridpolygon = poly; 

   

  // yds / refresh 

  

   

  this.setLocation(ballgrid.GetX(),ballgrid.GetY()); 

   

   

  if(d){ 

   

   //================================================================== 

   // Create Ball 

   

   ImageIcon picture = new ImageIcon ("AnimatedBall.gif"); 

   this.setIcon(picture); 

   this.setSize(25,25); 

   //================================================================ 
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  } 

   

  else{ 

    

   //================================================================== 

   // Create Ball 

    

   ImageIcon picture = new ImageIcon ("Soccer-Ball-icon.png"); 

   this.setIcon(picture); 

   this.setSize(9,9); 

    

   //================================================================ 

   

  } 

   

 } 

  

 public GridCell getgrid(){return ballgrid;} 

 public int getpoly(){return gridpolygon;} 

  

 public void newgrid(GridCell G){ ballgrid = G; gridpolygon = ballgrid.Polygon;} 

 public double getspeed(){return ballspeed;} 

 public double getspeeddribble(){return ballspeeddribble;} 

  

} 

 

BallProbGrid Class 
public class BallProbGrid { 

  

 GridCell Cell; 

 float Eventprob; 

 int Type; 

 float SucessProb; 

 float FailProb; 

  

  

  

 // Pass Constructor 

 BallProbGrid(int typein , GridCell Gridin, float Probin,float Sucessprobin, float Failprobin){ 

   

  Cell = Gridin; 

  Eventprob = Probin; 

  Type = typein; 

  SucessProb = Sucessprobin; 

  FailProb = Failprobin;} 

  

 // Goal Constructor 

 BallProbGrid(int typein, float Probin,float Sucessprobin, float Failprobin){ 
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  Eventprob = Probin; 

  Type = typein; 

  SucessProb = Sucessprobin; 

  FailProb = Failprobin;} 

  

} 

Driver Class 
import java.awt.Checkbox; 

import java.awt.Color; 

import java.awt.Component; 

import java.awt.Container; 

import java.awt.Font; 

import java.awt.Graphics; 

import java.awt.GraphicsDevice; 

import java.awt.GraphicsEnvironment; 

import java.awt.Point; 

import java.awt.event.ActionEvent; 

import java.awt.event.ActionListener; 

import java.io.BufferedReader; 

import java.io.File; 

import java.io.FileInputStream; 

import java.io.FileNotFoundException; 

import java.io.FileOutputStream; 

import java.io.FileReader; 

import java.io.IOException; 

import java.io.PrintWriter; 

import java.text.DecimalFormat; 

import java.util.ArrayList; 

import java.util.Arrays; 

import java.util.Random; 

import java.util.StringTokenizer; 

import java.util.Date; 

import java.util.Collections; 

import java.util.List; 

import java.text.SimpleDateFormat; 

import javax.imageio.stream.FileImageInputStream; 

import javax.sound.sampled.AudioInputStream; 

import javax.sound.sampled.AudioSystem; 

import javax.sound.sampled.Clip; 

import javax.sound.sampled.LineUnavailableException; 

import javax.sound.sampled.UnsupportedAudioFileException; 

import javax.swing.BorderFactory; 

import javax.swing.ImageIcon; 

import javax.swing.JButton; 

import javax.swing.JComboBox; 

import javax.swing.JLabel; 

import javax.swing.Timer; 
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import javafx.util.Pair; 

 

public class Driver { 

 

 public static ArrayList Probpoly; 

 public static ArrayList polygons; 

 public static int Destinationgrid; 

 public static ArrayList Gridcells; 

 public static Timer simgo; 

 public static int posession; 

 public static boolean eventsuccess; 

 public static int homescore; 

 public static int awayscore; 

 public static int h1homescore; 

 public static int h1awayscore; 

 public static int h2homescore; 

 public static int h2awayscore; 

 public static int homepasses; 

 public static int awaypasses; 

 public static int homefails; 

 public static int awayfails; 

 public static int homeshots; 

 public static int awayshots; 

 public static int leftzpasses; 

 public static int middlezpasses; 

 public static int rightzpasses; 

 public static int awayleftzpasses; 

 public static int awaymiddlezpasses; 

 public static int awayrightzpasses; 

 public static int offzpasses; 

 public static int midfzpasses; 

 public static int defzpasses; 

 public static int awayoffzpasses; 

 public static int awaymidfzpasses; 

 public static int awaydefzpasses; 

 public static int h1homepasses; 

 public static int h1awaypasses; 

 public static int h1homefails; 

 public static int h1awayfails; 

 public static int h1homeshots; 

 public static int h1awayshots; 

 public static int h1leftzpasses; 

 public static int h1middlezpasses; 

 public static int h1rightzpasses; 

 public static int h1offzpasses; 

 public static int h1midfzpasses; 

 public static int h1defzpasses; 

 public static int h1awayleftzpasses; 

 public static int h1awaymiddlezpasses; 

 public static int h1awayrightzpasses; 
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 public static int h1awayoffzpasses; 

 public static int h1awaymidfzpasses; 

 public static int h1awaydefzpasses; 

 public static int h2homepasses; 

 public static int h2awaypasses; 

 public static int h2homefails; 

 public static int h2awayfails; 

 public static int h2homeshots; 

 public static int h2awayshots; 

 public static int h2leftzpasses; 

 public static int h2middlezpasses; 

 public static int h2rightzpasses; 

 public static int h2awayleftzpasses; 

 public static int h2awaymiddlezpasses; 

 public static int h2awayrightzpasses; 

 public static int h2offzpasses; 

 public static int h2midfzpasses; 

 public static int h2defzpasses; 

 public static int h2awayoffzpasses; 

 public static int h2awaymidfzpasses; 

 public static int h2awaydefzpasses; 

 public static ArrayList MPath; 

 public static ArrayList PPath; 

 public static int pausecounter; 

 public static int minutes; 

 public static Ball Gameball; 

 public static int Gamecount; 

 public static double gametimesec; 

 public static View view; 

 public static boolean firsthalf; 

 public static boolean savoverrride; 

 public static double pauserefreshes; 

 public static double pausemod; 

 public static boolean pause; 

 public static boolean passevent; 

 public static boolean pauseevent; 

 public static double[][] balldistarr; 

 public static int pauselengthvar; 

 public static boolean dribblingeventww; 

 public static boolean pausepath; 

 public static int homeposcount = 0; 

 public static int h1homeposcount = 0; 

 public static int h2homeposcount = 0; 

 public static int awayposcount = 0; 

 public static int h1awayposcount = 0; 

 public static int h2awayposcount = 0; 

 public static int posessiondelay = 0; 

 static Random Rand = new Random(); 

 public static String Hometeam; 

 public static String Awayteam; 
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 public static double ScoreWeight; 

 

 public static ArrayList Tokenlist; 

 public static double[][][][] ActiveStrategy; 

 public static int ActiveStrategyID; 

 

 // Strategies 

 public static double[][][][] StrategyHome; 

 public static double[][][][] StrategyAway; 

 public static int StrategyIDHome; 

 public static int StrategyIDAway; 

 

 // Output 

 public static PrintWriter printer = null; 

 public static PrintWriter summary = null; 

 public static FileOutputStream outwrite; 

 public static FileOutputStream sumwrite; 

  

 // round4dec 

 public static double round4dec(double d){ 

  DecimalFormat DD = new DecimalFormat("#.###"); 

  return Double.valueOf(DD.format(d)); 

 } 

  

 // Zones for halftime adjustments 

 public static int[] leftzone = {0,1,2,3}; 

 public static int[] middlezone = {4,5,6,7,8,9}; 

 public static int[] rightzone = {10,11,12,13}; 

 public static int[] awayleftzone = {10,11,12,13}; 

 public static int[] awaymiddlezone = {4,5,6,7,8,9}; 

 public static int[] awayrightzone = {0,1,2,3}; 

 public static int[] offzone = {3,9,13}; 

 public static int[] midfzone = {1,2,6,7,11,12}; 

 public static int[] defzone = {0,4,5,10}; 

 public static int[] awayoffzone = {0,4,5,10}; 

 public static int[] awaymidfzone = {1,2,6,7,11,12}; 

 public static int[] awaydefzone = {3,9,13}; 

  

 public static boolean Zone_Contains(final int[] array, final int key) { 

     for (final int i : array) { 

         if (i == key) { 

             return true; 

         } 

     } 

     return false; 

 } 

 // GridArray 

 private static void Create_GridArray(){ 

   

  // Create Gridcell Arraylist 
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  Gridcells = new ArrayList(); 

   

  // Create / Fill 2-D Gridcell arraylist 

  /* 

   * Each Grid Cell represents a 1x1 yard cell of a 75 x 116 yard soccer field 

   */ 

  for(int i = 0; i <74; i++){ 

   // Create Row Arraylists 

   Gridcells.add(new ArrayList()); 

   // Fill Column Elements 

   for (int j = 0; j < 115;j++){((ArrayList) Gridcells.get(i)).add(new GridCell((17 + 9*j),(17 + 9*i),(i*115 

+ (j)),j,i));}  

  } 

 } 

  

 // exitAction 

 private static void exitAction( java.awt.event.ActionEvent evt){ 

  if (printer != null) 

   printer.close(); 

  if (summary != null) 

   summary.close(); 

  System.exit(0); 

 } 

  

 public static void SlowSim(ActionEvent evt){ 

   

  simgo.stop(); 

   

  simgo = new Timer(500, new java.awt.event.ActionListener() { 

   public void actionPerformed(java.awt.event.ActionEvent evt) { 

    simprogress(evt); 

   }});  

  view.SlowSimBut.setBackground(null); 

  view.MedSimBut.setBackground(null); 

  view.FastSimBut.setBackground(null); 

  view.FastFastSimBut.setBackground(null); 

  view.SlowSimBut.setBackground(Color.yellow); 

  simgo.start(); 

 } 

  

 public static void MedSim(ActionEvent evt){ 

  simgo.stop(); 

  simgo = new Timer(50, new java.awt.event.ActionListener() { 

   public void actionPerformed(java.awt.event.ActionEvent evt) { 

    simprogress(evt); 

   }});  

  view.SlowSimBut.setBackground(null); 

  view.MedSimBut.setBackground(null); 

  view.FastSimBut.setBackground(null); 

  view.FastFastSimBut.setBackground(null); 
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  view.MedSimBut.setBackground(Color.yellow); 

  simgo.start(); 

 

 } 

 

 public static void FastSim(ActionEvent evt){ 

  simgo.stop(); 

  simgo = new Timer(25, new java.awt.event.ActionListener() { 

   public void actionPerformed(java.awt.event.ActionEvent evt) { 

    simprogress(evt); 

   }});  

  view.SlowSimBut.setBackground(null); 

  view.MedSimBut.setBackground(null); 

  view.FastSimBut.setBackground(null); 

  view.FastFastSimBut.setBackground(null); 

  view.FastSimBut.setBackground(Color.yellow); 

  simgo.start(); 

} 

 

 public static void FastFastSim(ActionEvent evt){ 

  simgo.stop(); 

  simgo = new Timer(0, new java.awt.event.ActionListener() { 

   public void actionPerformed(java.awt.event.ActionEvent evt) { 

    simprogress(evt); 

   }});  

  view.SlowSimBut.setBackground(null); 

  view.MedSimBut.setBackground(null); 

  view.FastSimBut.setBackground(null); 

  view.FastFastSimBut.setBackground(null); 

  view.FastFastSimBut.setBackground(Color.yellow); 

  simgo.start(); 

 } 

 

 // Default Constructor 

 Driver(){ 

   

  // Create the UI 

  view = new View(); 

 

  printer = null; 

  summary = null; 

 

  // Set the UI Action Listeners 

  // Exit Button 

  view.Exitbutton.addActionListener(new java.awt.event.ActionListener() { 

   public void actionPerformed(java.awt.event.ActionEvent evt) { 

    exitAction(evt); 

   }}); 

  // Simulate Button 

  view.Simulate.addActionListener(new java.awt.event.ActionListener() { 
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   public void actionPerformed(java.awt.event.ActionEvent evt) { 

    SimulateAction(evt); 

   }}); 

  // Slow Simulation Button 

  view.SlowSimBut.addActionListener(new java.awt.event.ActionListener() { 

   public void actionPerformed(java.awt.event.ActionEvent evt) { 

    SlowSim(evt); 

   }}); 

  // Medium Simulation Button 

  view.MedSimBut.addActionListener(new java.awt.event.ActionListener() { 

   public void actionPerformed(java.awt.event.ActionEvent evt) { 

    MedSim(evt); 

   }}); 

  // Fast Simulation Button 

  view.FastSimBut.addActionListener(new java.awt.event.ActionListener() { 

   public void actionPerformed(java.awt.event.ActionEvent evt) { 

    FastSim(evt); 

   }}); 

  // Max Simulation Button 

  view.FastFastSimBut.addActionListener(new java.awt.event.ActionListener() { 

   public void actionPerformed(java.awt.event.ActionEvent evt) { 

    FastFastSim(evt); 

   }}); 

  // Pause Button 

  view.PauseBut.addActionListener(new java.awt.event.ActionListener() { 

   public void actionPerformed(java.awt.event.ActionEvent evt) { 

    PauseSim(evt); 

   }}); 

  // Mute Button 

  view.mutebut.addActionListener(new java.awt.event.ActionListener() { 

   public void actionPerformed(java.awt.event.ActionEvent evt) { 

    view.Muteevt(evt); 

   }}); 

   

  // Initialize the polygons array list 

  polygons = new ArrayList(); 

  for (int i = 0; i < 15 ; i++){polygons.add(new ArrayList());} 

   

  // Create the Timer 

  simgo = new Timer(500, new java.awt.event.ActionListener() { 

   public void actionPerformed(java.awt.event.ActionEvent evt) { 

    simprogress(evt); 

   }}); 

   

  // Create the Grid Array 

  Create_GridArray(); 

 

  // Create Strategies 

  // TODO: Should be double[1].... 

  StrategyHome = new double[2][2][14][15]; 
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  StrategyAway = new double[2][2][14][15]; 

   

  // TODO: Null Pointer exception on startup calllng importstrategy 

  // because user has not selected one yet. Should move to sim start  

  // ActionListener 

   

 

 } 

  

  

 

 public static void importstrategy(String team, boolean homeTeam){ 

 // Import the Strategy File for the selected team 

 // ========================================================================= 

 // The input file contains 4 maps for each decision strategy 

 // 1. Probability of movement from one polygon to each other when home team (defending polygon 4 

goal) 

 // 2. Probability of successful pass or shot from one polygon to each other when home team (defending 

polygon 4 goal) 

 // 3. Probability of movement from one polygon to each other when away team (defending polygon 9 

goal) 

 // 4. Probability of successful pass or shot from one polygon to each other when away team (defending 

polygon 9 goal)  

 // Note the last column in each map row is reserved for the goal 

 

  try { 

   FileReader Input = new FileReader(team + ".csv"); 

   BufferedReader reader = new BufferedReader(Input); 

   String initem; 

   String[] itemstring; 

   for (int d = 0; d < 2; d++) {  

    for (int i = 0; i <=13;i++){  

     initem = reader.readLine(); 

     System.out.println(team + " d=" + d + " i=" + i + " Polygon Probabilities Input Record = " + initem); 

     StringTokenizer tokener = new StringTokenizer(initem,","); 

      int j = 0; 

      while(tokener.hasMoreTokens() & j < 15){ 

       if (homeTeam)  

        StrategyHome[d][0][i][j] = new Double(tokener.nextToken()); 

       else { 

        StrategyAway[d][0][i][j] = new Double(tokener.nextToken()); 

       } 

       j++;} 

    } 

    initem = reader.readLine(); 

    for (int i = 0; i <=13;i++){  

     initem = reader.readLine(); 

     System.out.println(team + " d=" + d + " i=" + i + " Polygon Success Input Record = " + initem); 

     StringTokenizer tokener = new StringTokenizer(initem,","); 

      int j = 0; 
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      while(tokener.hasMoreTokens() & j < 15){ 

       if (homeTeam) 

        StrategyHome[d][1][i][j] = new Double(tokener.nextToken()); 

       else 

        StrategyAway[d][1][i][j] = new Double(tokener.nextToken()); 

           j++;} 

    } 

    initem = reader.readLine(); 

   } 

  }  

  catch (FileNotFoundException e) {e.printStackTrace();} catch (IOException e) {e.printStackTrace();} 

 } 

  

 // Pause Event Handler 

 public static void PauseSim(ActionEvent evt){ 

   

  if (pause == false){ 

   pause = true; 

    

   view.PauseBut.setBackground(Color.red); 

   view.PauseBut.setText("Resume"); 

   simgo.stop(); 

    

   if(view.display.getSelectedItem().toString() == "Bling"){ 

    view.Pane1.remove(view.mutebut); 

    view.Pane1.validate(); 

    view.Pane1.repaint(); 

    if (view.mutebool == false) { 

     view.hornclip.stop(); 

    } 

   } 

  } 

  else{ 

   if(view.display.getSelectedItem().toString() == "Bling"){ 

    view.Pane1.add(view.mutebut); 

    view.Pane1.validate(); 

    view.Pane1.repaint(); 

   } 

   pause = false;  

   view.PauseBut.setBackground(null); 

   view.PauseBut.setText("Pause"); 

   simgo.start(); 

   if(view.display.getSelectedItem().toString() == "Bling" && view.mutebool == false){ 

    view.setHorns(); 

   } 

  } 

 } 

    

  

 public static void SimulateAction(ActionEvent evt) { 
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  // Open a new output file  

  try { 

   SimpleDateFormat sdfDate = new SimpleDateFormat("yyyy-mm-dd-hhmmss"); 

   Date now = new Date(); 

   outwrite = new FileOutputStream("SimLog-"+sdfDate.format(now)+".csv",false); 

   sumwrite = new FileOutputStream("Summary-"+sdfDate.format(now)+".csv",false); 

   printer = new PrintWriter(outwrite); 

   summary = new PrintWriter(sumwrite); 

   

  } catch (IOException e) {e.printStackTrace();} 

   

  // Print out the headers 

  String outputstring = "Game,Home,Away,Timestamp,Possession,Action,Start Zone,End 

Zone,Result,Home Strategy,Away Strategy,Home Score,Away Score"; 

  printer.println(outputstring); 

  outputstring = "Home, Formation,Away, Half, % Time Home, % Time Away, Passes Home Success, " + 

      "Passes Home Total, Passes Home Left, Passes Home Middle, " + 

      "Passes Home Right, Passes Home Offense, Passes Home Midfield, Passes Home Defense, " +  

      "Passes Away Success, Passes Away Total, " + 

      "Passes Away Left, Passes Away Middle, " + 

      "Passes Away Right, Passes Away Offense, Passes Away Midfield, Passes Away Defense, " +  

      "Shots Home, Shots Away, Home Goals, Away Goals"; 

  summary.println(outputstring); 

   

  // Reset Simulation to start at SLOW level at first 

  simgo = new Timer(500, new java.awt.event.ActionListener() { 

   public void actionPerformed(java.awt.event.ActionEvent evt) { 

    simprogress(evt); 

   }});  

  view.SlowSimBut.setBackground(null); 

  view.MedSimBut.setBackground(null); 

  view.FastSimBut.setBackground(null); 

  view.FastFastSimBut.setBackground(null); 

  view.SlowSimBut.setBackground(Color.yellow); 

 

  // If the user selected BLING display start audio 

  if (view.display.getSelectedItem().toString() == "Bling"){ 

   view.setHorns(); 

  } 

   

  // Import the Home Team strategy 

  importstrategy(view.Homebox.getSelectedItem().toString() , true); 

  // Import the Away Team strategy 

  importstrategy(view.Awaybox.getSelectedItem().toString() , false); 

   

  // Initialize variables used for each Simulation 

  // TODO: Referee seems to have had a bug or poor programming 
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  // for handling multiple games 

  // I should probably have a Game class that runs the logic  

  // of a single game here but for now keeping inline 

  Gamecount = 0; 

   

  // Set Teams 

  Hometeam = view.Homebox.getSelectedItem().toString(); 

  Awayteam = view.Awaybox.getSelectedItem().toString(); 

  double wt = Double.parseDouble(view.ScoreWtBox.getSelectedItem().toString()); 

  ScoreWeight = wt/100.0; 

  // Update the strategy maps to reflect the score weight 

  for (int i=0; i < 14; i++) { 

   StrategyHome[0][0][i][14] = StrategyHome[0][0][i][14] * ScoreWeight;  

   StrategyHome[0][1][i][14] = StrategyHome[0][0][i][14] * ScoreWeight; 

   StrategyHome[1][0][i][14] = StrategyHome[0][0][i][14] * ScoreWeight; 

   StrategyHome[1][1][i][14] = StrategyHome[0][0][i][14] * ScoreWeight; 

   StrategyAway[0][0][i][14] = StrategyAway[0][0][i][14] * ScoreWeight;  

   StrategyAway[0][1][i][14] = StrategyAway[0][0][i][14] * ScoreWeight; 

   StrategyAway[1][0][i][14] = StrategyAway[0][0][i][14] * ScoreWeight; 

   StrategyAway[1][1][i][14] = StrategyAway[0][0][i][14] * ScoreWeight; 

  } 

  //System.out.println("Score Weight - Input = " + wt + " Calculated = " + ScoreWeight); 

  // Initialize the strategies 

  StrategyIDHome = 0; 

  StrategyIDAway = 1; 

  // Set active strategy and possession 

  ActiveStrategy = StrategyHome; 

  ActiveStrategyID = StrategyIDHome; 

   

  // ====================== NEW GAME ========================= 

  // Initialize variable for the Game 

  firsthalf = true;  

  homescore = 0; 

  awayscore = 0; 

  gametimesec = 0; 

  homepasses = 0; 

  awaypasses = 0; 

  leftzpasses = 0; 

  middlezpasses = 0; 

  rightzpasses = 0; 

  offzpasses = 0; 

  midfzpasses = 0; 

  defzpasses = 0; 

  homefails = 0; 

  awayfails = 0; 

  homeshots = 0; 

  awayshots = 0; 

  h1homepasses = 0; 

  h1awaypasses = 0; 

  h1leftzpasses = 0; 
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  h1middlezpasses = 0; 

  h1rightzpasses = 0; 

  h1offzpasses = 0; 

  h1midfzpasses = 0; 

  h1defzpasses = 0; 

  h1homefails = 0; 

  h1awayfails = 0; 

  h1homeshots = 0; 

  h1awayshots = 0; 

  h2homepasses = 0; 

  h2awaypasses = 0; 

  h2leftzpasses = 0; 

  h2middlezpasses = 0; 

  h2rightzpasses = 0; 

  h2offzpasses = 0; 

  h2midfzpasses = 0; 

  h2defzpasses = 0; 

  h2homefails = 0; 

  h2awayfails = 0; 

  h2homeshots = 0; 

  h2awayshots = 0; 

  savoverrride = false; 

  pause = false; 

  passevent = false; 

  pauseevent = false; 

  minutes = 0; 

  balldistarr = new double[2][324000]; 

  pauselengthvar = 9; 

  dribblingeventww = false; 

  pausepath = false; 

  homeposcount = 0; 

  awayposcount = 0; 

  posessiondelay = 0; 

    

  Gamecount++; 

   

  posession = 0; 

  view.Posessionlook.setIcon(new ImageIcon("Homepic.png")); 

   

  // Begin the game 

  // Set Ball 

  // If the Simulator Display Option is BLING 

  if (view.display.getSelectedItem().toString() == "Bling"){ 

   Gameball = new Ball((GridCell) ((ArrayList) Gridcells.get(36)).get(57), 

    ((GridCell) ((ArrayList) Gridcells.get(36)).get(57)).getpolygon(),true,1); 

  } 

  else { 

   Gameball = new Ball((GridCell) ((ArrayList) Gridcells.get(36)).get(57), 

    ((GridCell) ((ArrayList) Gridcells.get(36)).get(57)).getpolygon(),false,1); 

  } 
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  view.Field.add(Gameball); 

  view.Field.validate(); 

  view.Field.repaint(); 

 

  // Set Gameinfo 

  view.Gamenumber.setText("Game Number:   " + Gamecount); 

   

  view.HomeTeaminfo.setText(Hometeam + "   [S-"+ StrategyIDHome + "]   (Home)      Score:   " + 

homescore); 

  view.AwayTeaminfo.setText(Awayteam + "   [S-" + StrategyIDAway + "]   (Away)       Score:   " + 

awayscore); 

  view.GameTime.setText("Game Time:   " + ((gametimesec/60) - ((gametimesec%60)/60)) +"   Min     " 

+ gametimesec%60 + "   Sec"); 

  view.Posessionlabel.setText("Possession:   " + Hometeam + "      (Home)" ); 

  view.Posessionlabel.setText("Possession: (Home)"); 

  view.PasseslabelH.setText("Passes Home:   (" + Hometeam + "):    " + homepasses ); 

  view.LeftZPasseslabelH.setText("Passes Left:   (" + Hometeam + "):    " + leftzpasses ); 

  view.RightZPasseslabelH.setText("Passes Right:   (" + Hometeam + "):    " + rightzpasses ); 

  view.MiddleZPasseslabelH.setText("Passes Middle:   (" + Hometeam + "):    " + middlezpasses ); 

  view.OffZPasseslabelH.setText("Passes Offense:   (" + Hometeam + "):    " + offzpasses ); 

  view.MidfZPasseslabelH.setText("Passes Midfield:   (" + Hometeam + "):    " + midfzpasses ); 

  view.DefZPasseslabelH.setText("Passes Defense:   (" + Hometeam + "):    " + defzpasses ); 

  view.PasseslabelA.setText("Passes Away:   (" + Awayteam + "):    " + awaypasses ); 

  view.ShotslabelH.setText( "Shots Home:    (" + Hometeam + "):    " + homeshots ); 

  view.ShotslabelA.setText( "Shots Away:    (" + Awayteam + "):    " + awayshots ); 

  view.Pane1.add(view.Gamenumber); 

  view.Pane1.add(view.HomeTeaminfo); 

  view.Pane1.add(view.AwayTeaminfo);  

  view.Pane1.add(view.GameTime); 

  //view.Pane1.add(view.Posessionlabel); 

  view.Pane1.add(view.PosessionlabelH); 

  view.Pane1.add(view.PosessionlabelA); 

  view.Pane1.add(view.PasseslabelH); 

  view.Pane1.add(view.LeftZPasseslabelH); 

  view.Pane1.add(view.RightZPasseslabelH); 

  view.Pane1.add(view.MiddleZPasseslabelH); 

  view.Pane1.add(view.OffZPasseslabelH); 

  view.Pane1.add(view.MidfZPasseslabelH); 

  view.Pane1.add(view.DefZPasseslabelH); 

  view.Pane1.add(view.PasseslabelA); 

  view.Pane1.add(view.ShotslabelA); 

  view.Pane1.add(view.ShotslabelH); 

  view.Pane1.remove(view.Simulate); 

  view.Pane1.remove(view.Homebox); 

  view.Pane1.remove(view.HomeLabel); 

  view.Pane1.remove(view.Awaybox); 

  view.Pane1.remove(view.AwayLabel); 

  view.Pane1.remove(view.ScoreWtBox); 

  view.Pane1.remove(view.ScoreWtLabel); 

  view.Pane1.remove(view.display); 
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  view.Pane1.remove(view.displaylabel); 

  view.Pane1.add(view.SlowSimBut); 

  view.Pane1.add(view.MedSimBut); 

  view.Pane1.add(view.FastSimBut); 

  view.Pane1.add(view.FastFastSimBut); 

  view.Pane1.add(view.Simspeed); 

  view.Pane1.add(view.PauseBut); 

  view.Pane1.add(view.Posessionlook); 

  view.Pane1.add(view.Gameinfo);   

  view.Pane1.remove(view.Simrunslab); 

  view.Pane1.validate(); 

  view.Pane1.repaint(); 

    

 

  // ============ START THE SIMULATION ================ 

  simgo.start();   

 

 

 } 

  

 public static  void simprogress(ActionEvent evt){ 

   

  boolean passeventticker = false; 

  boolean predicton = true; 

  boolean strategyChanged = false; 

  int posessioncurrent = posession; 

  String outputstring = ""; 

  // Output File variables 

  String strGameCount = ""; 

  String strTimestamp = ""; 

  String strHometeam = ""; 

  String strAwayteam = ""; 

  String strPossession = ""; 

  String strAction = ""; 

  String strStartPoly = ""; 

  String strEndPoly = ""; 

  String strResult = "Success"; 

  String strHomeStrategy = ""; 

  String strAwayStrategy = ""; 

  String strHomeScore = Integer.toString(homescore); 

  String strAwayScore = Integer.toString(awayscore); 

   

  // Update the Game Time 

  gametimesec = gametimesec + .5; 

  if (gametimesec%1 == 0){ 

     minutes = (int)((gametimesec/60) - ((gametimesec%60)/60));} 

  view.GameTime.setText("Game Time:   " + minutes +"   Min     " + gametimesec%60 + "   Sec"); 

  strGameCount = Integer.toString(Gamecount); 

  strTimestamp = minutes + ":" + gametimesec%60; 

  strHometeam = Hometeam; 
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  strAwayteam = Awayteam; 

 

  // Update displayed statistics 

  view.PasseslabelH.setText("Passes Home:   (" + Hometeam + "):    " + (homepasses - homefails) + " / " 

+ homepasses); 

  view.PasseslabelA.setText("Passes Away:   (" + Awayteam + "):    " + (awaypasses - awayfails) + " / " + 

awaypasses); 

  view.ShotslabelH.setText( "Shots Home:    (" + Hometeam + "):    " + homeshots ); 

  view.ShotslabelA.setText( "Shots Away:    (" + Awayteam + "):    " + awayshots ); 

  view.LeftZPasseslabelH.setText("Passes Left:   (" + Hometeam + "):    " + leftzpasses ); 

  view.RightZPasseslabelH.setText("Passes Right:   (" + Hometeam + "):    " + rightzpasses ); 

  view.MiddleZPasseslabelH.setText("Passes Middle:   (" + Hometeam + "):    " + middlezpasses ); 

  view.OffZPasseslabelH.setText("Passes Offense:   (" + Hometeam + "):    " + offzpasses ); 

  view.MidfZPasseslabelH.setText("Passes Midfield:   (" + Hometeam + "):    " + midfzpasses ); 

  view.DefZPasseslabelH.setText("Passes Defense:   (" + Hometeam + "):    " + defzpasses ); 

   

  // ============ Half-Time ============   

  if (gametimesec == 2700.5){ 

   System.out.println(strTimestamp + "   ********** HALFTIME *********"); 

    

   // Print out the 1st half stats to the summary file 

   int s1 = 0; 

   int s2 = 0; 

   s1 = h1homepasses - h1homefails; 

   s2 = h1awaypasses - h1awayfails; 

   double h = round4dec((h1homeposcount/(2*2700.5))*100); 

   double a = round4dec((h1awayposcount/(2*2700.5))*100); 

    

   h1homescore = homescore; 

   h1awayscore = awayscore; 

    

   summary.println("GMU," +    // Home Team 

    strHometeam + "," +     // Formation 

    strAwayteam + "," +     // Opponent 

    "1," +         // Half 

    h + "," +       // Home Possession Time 

    a + "," +       // Away Possession Time 

    s1 + "," +       // Passes Home Success 

    h1homepasses + "," +    // Passes Home Total 

    h1leftzpasses + "," +    // Passes Home Left 

    h1middlezpasses + "," +    // Passes Home Middle 

    h1rightzpasses + "," +    // Passes Home Right 

    h1offzpasses + "," +    // Passes Home Offense 

    h1midfzpasses + "," +    // Passes Home Midfield 

    h1defzpasses + "," +    // Passes Home Defense 

    s2 + "," +        // Passes Away Success 

    h1awaypasses + "," +    // Passes Away Total 

    h1awayleftzpasses + "," +    // Passes Home Left 

    h1awaymiddlezpasses + "," +    // Passes Home Middle 

    h1awayrightzpasses + "," +    // Passes Home Right 
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    h1awayoffzpasses + "," +    // Passes Home Offense 

    h1awaymidfzpasses + "," +    // Passes Home Midfield 

    h1awaydefzpasses + "," +    // Passes Home Defense 

    h1homeshots + "," +     // Shots Home 

    h1awayshots + "," +       // Shots Away 

    h1homescore + "," + 

    h1awayscore 

    ); 

 

   firsthalf = false; 

 

   // Set strategy and possession 

    

   // 443 Flat  

   if (Hometeam == "443Flat" && homepasses > 0) { 

    if ((double)rightzpasses/(double)homepasses >= .4 && (double)leftzpasses/(double)homepasses <= .4) 

{ 

     System.out.println(strTimestamp + "   >>>> Strategy Change >>>>>>>>>>>>>"); 

     System.out.println(strTimestamp + "   ======================================"); 

     System.out.println(strTimestamp + "   Changing from 4-4-3 Flat to 4-4-2 Flat"); 

     System.out.println(strTimestamp + "   Right Zone Passes = " + 

(double)rightzpasses/(double)homepasses);  

     System.out.println(strTimestamp + "   Left Zone Passes = " + 

(double)leftzpasses/(double)homepasses ); 

     // Import the new strategy 

     Hometeam = "442Flat"; 

     importstrategy(Hometeam, true); 

     strategyChanged = true; 

    } 

    else if ((double)defzpasses/(double)homepasses > .2 && (double)offzpasses/(double)homepasses 

<= .3) { 

     System.out.println(strTimestamp + "   >>>> Strategy Change >>>>>>>>>>>>>"); 

     System.out.println(strTimestamp + "   ======================================"); 

     System.out.println(strTimestamp + "   Changing from 4-4-3 Flat to 4-4-2 Flat"); 

     System.out.println(strTimestamp + "   Defensive Zone Passes = " + 

(double)defzpasses/(double)homepasses);  

     System.out.println(strTimestamp + "   Offensive Zone Passes = " + 

(double)offzpasses/(double)homepasses ); 

     // Import the new strategy 

     Hometeam = "442Flat"; 

     importstrategy(Hometeam, true); 

     strategyChanged = true; 

    } 

   } 

   // 433 Triangle 

   if (Hometeam == "433Triangle" && homepasses > 0) { 

    if ((double)midfzpasses/(double)homepasses <= .55 && (double)defzpasses/(double)homepasses 

>= .25) { 

     System.out.println(strTimestamp + "   >>>> Strategy Change >>>>>>>>>>>>>"); 
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     System.out.println(strTimestamp + "   

============================================="); 

     System.out.println(strTimestamp + "   Changing from 4-3-3 Triangle to 4-4-2 Diamond"); 

     System.out.println(strTimestamp + "   Midfield Zone Passes = " + 

(double)midfzpasses/(double)homepasses); 

     System.out.println(strTimestamp + "   Defensive Zone Passes = " + 

(double)midfzpasses/(double)homepasses); 

     // Import the new strategy 

     Hometeam = "442Diamond"; 

     importstrategy(Hometeam, true); 

     strategyChanged = true; 

    } 

    else if ((double)midfzpasses/(double)homepasses <= .4) { 

     System.out.println(strTimestamp + "   >>>> Strategy Change >>>>>>>>>>>>>"); 

     System.out.println(strTimestamp + "   =========================================="); 

     System.out.println(strTimestamp + "   Changing from 4-3-3 Triangle to 4-4-2 Flat"); 

     System.out.println(strTimestamp + "   Midfield Zone Passes = " + 

(double)midfzpasses/(double)homepasses);  

     // Import the new strategy 

     Hometeam = "442Flat"; 

     importstrategy(Hometeam, true); 

     strategyChanged = true; 

    } 

   } 

   // 442 Flat 

   if (Hometeam == "442Flat-U" || Hometeam == "442Flat-L" && homepasses > 0) { 

    if ((double)rightzpasses/(double)homepasses <= .3 && (double)leftzpasses/(double)homepasses <= .3) 

{ 

     System.out.println(strTimestamp + "   >>>> Strategy Change >>>>>>>>>>>>>"); 

     System.out.println(strTimestamp + "   ======================================"); 

     System.out.println(strTimestamp + "   Changing from 4-4-2 Flat to 4-4-2 Diamond"); 

     System.out.println(strTimestamp + "   Right Zone Passes = " + 

(double)rightzpasses/(double)homepasses);  

     System.out.println(strTimestamp + "   Left Zone Passes = " + 

(double)leftzpasses/(double)homepasses ); 

     // Import the new strategy 

     Hometeam = "442Diamond"; 

     importstrategy(Hometeam, true); 

     strategyChanged = true; 

    } 

    else if ((double)defzpasses/(double)homepasses > .2 && midfzpasses <= .5) { 

     System.out.println(strTimestamp + "   >>>> Strategy Change >>>>>>>>>>>>>"); 

     System.out.println(strTimestamp + "   ======================================"); 

     System.out.println(strTimestamp + "   Changing from 4-4-2 Flat to 4-4-2 Diamond"); 

     System.out.println(strTimestamp + "   Defensive Zone Passes = " + 

(double)defzpasses/(double)homepasses);  

     System.out.println(strTimestamp + "   Midfield Zone Passes = " + 

(double)midfzpasses/(double)homepasses ); 

     // Import the new strategy 

     Hometeam = "442Diamond"; 
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     importstrategy(Hometeam, true); 

     strategyChanged = true; 

    } 

   } 

   // 442 Diamond 

   if (Hometeam == "442Diamond" && homepasses > 0) { 

    if ((double)midfzpasses/(double)homepasses <= .5) { 

     System.out.println(strTimestamp + "   >>>> Strategy Change >>>>>>>>>>>>>"); 

     System.out.println(strTimestamp + "   

============================================="); 

     System.out.println(strTimestamp + "   Changing from 4-4-2 Diamond to 4-3-3 Triangle"); 

     System.out.println(strTimestamp + "   Midfield Zone Passes = " + 

(double)midfzpasses/(double)homepasses); 

     // Import the new strategy 

     Hometeam = "433Triangle"; 

     importstrategy(Hometeam, true); 

     strategyChanged = true; 

    } 

    else if ((double)midfzpasses/(double)homepasses > .5) { 

     System.out.println(strTimestamp + "   >>>> Strategy Change >>>>>>>>>>>>>"); 

     System.out.println(strTimestamp + "   =========================================="); 

     System.out.println(strTimestamp + "   Changing from 4-4-2 Diamond to 4-4-2 Flat"); 

     System.out.println(strTimestamp + "   Midfield Zone Passes = " + 

(double)midfzpasses/(double)homepasses);  

     // Import the new strategy 

     Hometeam = "442Flat"; 

     importstrategy(Hometeam, true); 

     strategyChanged = true; 

    } 

   } 

   if (strategyChanged) { 

    for (int i=0; i < 14; i++) { 

     StrategyHome[0][0][i][14] = StrategyHome[0][0][i][14] * ScoreWeight;  

     StrategyHome[0][1][i][14] = StrategyHome[0][0][i][14] * ScoreWeight; 

     StrategyHome[1][0][i][14] = StrategyHome[0][0][i][14] * ScoreWeight; 

     StrategyHome[1][1][i][14] = StrategyHome[0][0][i][14] * ScoreWeight; 

     StrategyAway[0][0][i][14] = StrategyAway[0][0][i][14] * ScoreWeight;  

     StrategyAway[0][1][i][14] = StrategyAway[0][0][i][14] * ScoreWeight; 

     StrategyAway[1][0][i][14] = StrategyAway[0][0][i][14] * ScoreWeight; 

     StrategyAway[1][1][i][14] = StrategyAway[0][0][i][14] * ScoreWeight; 

    } 

   } 

   // Home team is now defending polygon 9 goal 

   StrategyIDHome = 1; 

    

   // Away team is now defending polygon 4 goal 

   StrategyIDAway = 0; 

   view.HomeTeaminfo.setText(Hometeam + "   [S-"+ StrategyIDHome + "]   (Home)      Score:   " + 

homescore); 
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   view.AwayTeaminfo.setText(Awayteam + "   [S-" + StrategyIDAway + "]   (Away)       Score:   " + 

awayscore); 

   ActiveStrategy = StrategyAway; 

   ActiveStrategyID = StrategyIDAway; 

   posession = 1; 

   view.Posessionlook.setIcon(new ImageIcon("Awaypic.png")); 

 

   passevent = false; 

   pauseevent = false; 

   dribblingeventww = false; 

   pausepath = false; 

   posessiondelay = 0; 

    

   // Set the ball at the center of the field 

   Gameball.newgrid((GridCell)((ArrayList) Gridcells.get(36)).get(57)); 

    

   view.Pane1.validate(); 

   view.Pane1.repaint(); 

    

   if(posession == 0){ 

    view.Posessionlabel.setText("Possession:   " + Hometeam + "      (Home)"   ); 

   } 

   else if (posession == 1){ 

    view.Posessionlabel.setText("Possession:   " + Awayteam + "      (Away)"   ); 

   } 

  } 

  // End of processing if half time 

  // ================================ 

  // Output the possessing team  

  if (posession == 0) { 

   strPossession = Hometeam; } 

  else { 

   strPossession = Awayteam; } 

   

  // If a Pass Event has occurred 

  if (passevent == true){ 

   if (posession == 0){ 

    homeposcount++; 

    if (firsthalf) {h1homeposcount++;} else h2homeposcount++; 

    outputstring = strTimestamp + "  " + Hometeam + " - Ball is moving from " + 

Integer.toString(Gameball.getpoly()); 

   } 

   else{ 

    awayposcount++; 

    if (firsthalf) {h1awayposcount++;} else h2awayposcount++; 

    outputstring = strTimestamp + "  " + Awayteam + " - Ball is moving from " + 

Integer.toString(Gameball.getpoly()); 

   } 

    

   double u = (Double) ((ArrayList) MPath.get(1)).get(0); 
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   double b = (Double)((ArrayList) MPath.get(0)).get(0); 

   int m = (int) u; 

   int n = (int) b; 

    

   // Move the ball to the new location 

   Gameball.newgrid((GridCell)((ArrayList) Gridcells.get(m)).get(n)); 

   Gameball.setLocation(Gameball.getgrid().GetX(), Gameball.getgrid().GetY());  

   System.out.println(outputstring + " to " + Integer.toString(Gameball.getpoly())); 

   System.out.println(strTimestamp + " X=" + Gameball.getgrid().GetX() + " Y=" + 

Gameball.getgrid().GetY()); 

 

   // Erase LeadGrid 

   ((ArrayList) MPath.get(0)).remove(0); 

   ((ArrayList) MPath.get(1)).remove(0); 

 

   // If passed ball just arrived at destination 

   if (((ArrayList) MPath.get(0)).size() == 0){ 

    System.out.println(strTimestamp + " *** Ball just arrived at destination ***"); 

    passevent = false; 

    pauseevent = true; 

    pausecounter = 0; 

    view.Field.repaint(); 

    savoverrride = false; 

    if (posession == 0){ 

     view.Posessionlabel.setText("Possession:   " + Hometeam + "      (Home)"   ); 

     view.Posessionlook.setIcon(new ImageIcon("Homepic.png")); 

    } 

    else{ 

     view.Posessionlabel.setText("Possession:   " + Awayteam + "      (Away)"   ); 

     view.Posessionlook.setIcon(new ImageIcon("Awaypic.png")); 

    } 

   } 

   else{ 

    // Flag that a pass event has occurred 

    passevent = true; 

   } 

 

  }  

  // End of the Pass Event 

  // ======================== 

   

  // Pause Event has been raised 

  else if (pauseevent == true) { 

   if (posession == 0){ 

    homeposcount++; 

    if (firsthalf) {h1homeposcount++;} else h2homeposcount++; 

   } 

   else{ 

    awayposcount++; 

    if (firsthalf) {h1awayposcount++;} else h2awayposcount++;} 
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   // No Pause Path yet  

   if (pausepath == false){ 

    // Dribble within polygon 

    if (posession == 0) { 

     System.out.println(strTimestamp + "  " + Hometeam + " Dribbling within polygon");} 

    else { 

     System.out.println(strTimestamp + "  " + Awayteam + " Dribbling within polygon");}       

    // TODO: Does this simulation account for a turnover during dribbling? 

     

    int randgrid = Rand.nextInt(((ArrayList) polygons.get(Gameball.gridpolygon)).size()); 

    int newgrid = (Integer) ((ArrayList) polygons.get(Gameball.gridpolygon)).get(randgrid); 

    int n = newgrid%115; 

    int m = (newgrid / 115) - (newgrid%115)/115; 

    float destinationgridx = n; 

    float destinationgridy = m; 

 

    if (Math.abs(destinationgridx - Gameball.getgrid().GetXX()) == 0  

      &&  Math.abs(destinationgridy - Gameball.getgrid().GetYY())==0 ){pausepath = false;} 

    else{ 

     if (Math.abs(destinationgridx - Gameball.getgrid().GetXX()) >=   

       Math.abs(destinationgridy - Gameball.getgrid().GetYY())){ 

      float destinationslope = (destinationgridy -  

        Gameball.getgrid().GetYY())/(destinationgridx - Gameball.getgrid().GetXX()); 

       

      ArrayList Termlist1 = new ArrayList(); 

      Termlist1.add(new ArrayList()); 

      Termlist1.add(new ArrayList()); 

       

      double zz = Gameball.getgrid().GetXX(); 

      double bb = Gameball.getgrid().GetYY(); 

       

      ((ArrayList) Termlist1.get(0)).add(zz); 

      ((ArrayList) Termlist1.get(1)).add(bb); 

       

      // Get Patharray 

      int i = 1; 

      while ((round4dec((Double)((ArrayList) Termlist1.get(0)).get(i-1)) !=  

        destinationgridx || (round4dec((Double)((ArrayList) Termlist1.get(1)).get(i-1)) ) 

        != destinationgridy)){ 

       if (destinationgridx >Gameball.getgrid().GetXX()){ 

        ((ArrayList) Termlist1.get(0)).add(((Double)((ArrayList) Termlist1.get(0)).get(i-1) + 1)); 

        ((ArrayList) Termlist1.get(1)).add(((Double)((ArrayList) Termlist1.get(1)).get(i-1)) + 

destinationslope);} 

       else{ 

        ((ArrayList) Termlist1.get(0)).add(((Double)((ArrayList) Termlist1.get(0)).get(i-1)- 1)); 

        ((ArrayList) Termlist1.get(1)).add(((Double)((ArrayList) Termlist1.get(1)).get(i-1)) - 

destinationslope);} 

       i++; 

      } 
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      // Convert Patharray to cells 

      ArrayList Path = new ArrayList(); 

      Path.add(new ArrayList()); 

      Path.add(new ArrayList()); 

      for ( i = 0; i < ((ArrayList) Termlist1.get(0)).size(); i++){ 

       int u = (int)Math.round((Double) ((ArrayList) Termlist1.get(0)).get(i)); 

       int b = (int)Math.round((Double) ((ArrayList) Termlist1.get(1)).get(i)); 

        

       ((ArrayList) Path.get(0)).add( new Double(u)); 

       ((ArrayList) Path.get(1)).add(new Double(b));} 

       

      // Create Distance Array 

      ArrayList Distance = new ArrayList(); 

      for ( i = 0; i < ((ArrayList) Path.get(0)).size(); i++){ 

       double xdiff =  (((Double)((ArrayList) Path.get(0)).get(i))) - Gameball.getgrid().GetXX(); 

       double ydiff =  (((Double)((ArrayList) Path.get(1)).get(i))) - Gameball.getgrid().GetYY(); 

       Distance.add( Math.sqrt(Math.pow(xdiff, 2) + Math.pow(ydiff,2))); 

      } 

      double speed = Gameball.getspeeddribble(); 

      boolean repeat = true; 

      PPath = new ArrayList(); 

      PPath.add(new ArrayList()); 

      PPath.add(new ArrayList()); 

      double distancetraveled = 0; 

       

      while (repeat){ 

       distancetraveled = distancetraveled + speed; 

       int counter = 0; 

       for (i = 1; i < Distance.size();i++){ 

        if (distancetraveled >= (Double)Distance.get(i-1) && distancetraveled <= (Double)Distance.get(i)){ 

         counter ++; 

         if(distancetraveled - (Double)Distance.get(i-1) <= (Double)Distance.get(i) - distancetraveled){ 

          ((ArrayList) PPath.get(0)).add(((ArrayList) Path.get(0)).get(i-1)); 

          ((ArrayList) PPath.get(1)).add(((ArrayList) Path.get(1)).get(i-1)); 

         } 

         else{ 

          ((ArrayList) PPath.get(0)).add(((ArrayList) Path.get(0)).get(i)); 

          ((ArrayList) PPath.get(1)).add(((ArrayList) Path.get(1)).get(i));} 

        }} 

        

       if(((ArrayList) PPath.get(0)).size() > 0){ 

        if((Double)((ArrayList) PPath.get(0)).get(((ArrayList) PPath.get(0)).size()-1)  

          == destinationgridx &&  

          (Double)((ArrayList) PPath.get(1)).get(((ArrayList) PPath.get(0)).size()-1) ==  

          destinationgridy){ 

         repeat = false;} 

        } 

        if (counter == 0 && repeat == true){ 

         ((ArrayList) PPath.get(0)).add(((ArrayList) Path.get(0)).get(Distance.size()-1)); 

         ((ArrayList) PPath.get(1)).add(((ArrayList) Path.get(1)).get(Distance.size()-1)); 
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         repeat = false;} 

      } 

     } 

     //------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

     else{ 

      double destinationslope =  

        (destinationgridx - Gameball.getgrid().GetXX())/(destinationgridy - Gameball.getgrid().GetYY()); 

      ArrayList Termlist1 = new ArrayList(); 

      Termlist1.add(new ArrayList()); 

      Termlist1.add(new ArrayList()); 

      double zz = Gameball.getgrid().GetXX(); 

      double bb = Gameball.getgrid().GetYY(); 

      ((ArrayList) Termlist1.get(0)).add(zz); 

      ((ArrayList) Termlist1.get(1)).add(bb); 

       

      // Get Patharray 

      int i = 1; 

      while ((round4dec((Double)((ArrayList) Termlist1.get(0)).get(i-1) ) 

        != destinationgridx || (round4dec((Double)((ArrayList) Termlist1.get(1)).get(i-1)))  

        != destinationgridy)){ 

       if (destinationgridy >Gameball.getgrid().GetYY()){ 

        ((ArrayList) Termlist1.get(0)).add(((Double)((ArrayList) Termlist1.get(0)).get(i-1) + 

destinationslope)); 

        ((ArrayList) Termlist1.get(1)).add(((Double)((ArrayList) Termlist1.get(1)).get(i-1)) + 1);} 

       else{ 

        ((ArrayList) Termlist1.get(0)).add(((Double)((ArrayList) Termlist1.get(0)).get(i-1) - 

destinationslope)); 

        ((ArrayList) Termlist1.get(1)).add(((Double)((ArrayList) Termlist1.get(1)).get(i-1)) - 1);} 

       i++; 

      } 

       

      // Convert Patharray to cells 

      ArrayList Path = new ArrayList(); 

      Path.add(new ArrayList()); 

      Path.add(new ArrayList()); 

      for ( i = 0; i < ((ArrayList) Termlist1.get(0)).size(); i++){ 

       int u = (int)Math.round((Double) ((ArrayList) Termlist1.get(0)).get(i)); 

       int b = (int)Math.round((Double) ((ArrayList) Termlist1.get(1)).get(i)); 

       ((ArrayList) Path.get(0)).add( new Double(u)); 

       ((ArrayList) Path.get(1)).add(new Double(b));} 

       

      // Create Distance Array 

      ArrayList Distance = new ArrayList(); 

      for ( i = 0; i < ((ArrayList) Path.get(0)).size(); i++){ 

       double xdiff =  (((Double)((ArrayList) Path.get(0)).get(i))) - Gameball.getgrid().GetXX(); 

       double ydiff =  (((Double)((ArrayList) Path.get(1)).get(i))) - Gameball.getgrid().GetYY(); 

       Distance.add( Math.sqrt(Math.pow(xdiff, 2) + Math.pow(ydiff,2))); 

      } 

       

      double speed = Gameball.getspeeddribble(); 
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      boolean repeat = true; 

      PPath = new ArrayList(); 

      PPath.add(new ArrayList()); 

      PPath.add(new ArrayList()); 

      double distancetraveled = 0; 

       

      while (repeat){ 

       int counter = 0;  

       distancetraveled = distancetraveled + speed; 

       for (i = 1; i < Distance.size();i++){ 

        if (distancetraveled >= (Double)Distance.get(i-1) && distancetraveled <= (Double)Distance.get(i)){ 

         counter ++; 

         if(distancetraveled - (Double)Distance.get(i-1) <= (Double)Distance.get(i) - distancetraveled){ 

          ((ArrayList) PPath.get(0)).add(((ArrayList) Path.get(0)).get(i-1)); 

          ((ArrayList) PPath.get(1)).add(((ArrayList) Path.get(1)).get(i-1)); 

         } 

         else{ 

          ((ArrayList) PPath.get(0)).add(((ArrayList) Path.get(0)).get(i)); 

          ((ArrayList) PPath.get(1)).add(((ArrayList) Path.get(1)).get(i));} 

        }} 

       if(((ArrayList) PPath.get(0)).size() > 0){ 

        if((Double)((ArrayList) PPath.get(0)).get(((ArrayList) PPath.get(0)).size()-1) == destinationgridx 

&& (Double)((ArrayList) PPath.get(1)).get(((ArrayList) PPath.get(0)).size()-1) == destinationgridy){ 

         repeat = false;}} 

        if (counter == 0 && repeat == true){ 

         ((ArrayList) PPath.get(0)).add(((ArrayList) Path.get(0)).get(Distance.size()-1)); 

         ((ArrayList) PPath.get(1)).add(((ArrayList) Path.get(1)).get(Distance.size()-1)); 

         repeat = false;}  

        } 

      } 

       

     // If not running the FAST sim Draw the display 

     if(view.display.getSelectedItem().toString() != "Fast"){ 

      //---------------DRAW-------------------------------- 

      Graphics g = view.Field.getGraphics(); 

      g.setColor(new Color(0,0,0,0).BLACK); 

      double u = (Double) ((ArrayList) PPath.get(1)).get(((ArrayList) PPath.get(0)).size()-1); 

      double  b = (Double) ((ArrayList) PPath.get(0)).get(((ArrayList) PPath.get(0)).size()-1); 

      m = (int) u; 

      n = (int) b; 

      GridCell cell = (GridCell)((ArrayList) Gridcells.get(m)).get(n); 

      g.drawLine(Gameball.getX(), Gameball.getY(), cell.GetX(), cell.GetY()); 

      //---------------------------------------------------------  

     } 

 

     double u = (Double) ((ArrayList) PPath.get(1)).get(0); 

     double b = (Double)((ArrayList) PPath.get(0)).get(0); 

     m = (int) u; 

     n = (int) b; 

     Gameball.newgrid((GridCell)((ArrayList) Gridcells.get(m)).get(n)); 
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     Gameball.setLocation(Gameball.getgrid().GetX(), Gameball.getgrid().GetY()); 

      

     // Set Ball Dir 

     u = (Double) ((ArrayList) PPath.get(1)).get(((ArrayList) PPath.get(0)).size()-1); 

     b = (Double) ((ArrayList) PPath.get(0)).get(((ArrayList) PPath.get(0)).size()-1); 

     m = (int) u; 

     n = (int) b; 

     // if X dominant 

     if (Math.abs(n - Gameball.getgrid().GetXX()) > Math.abs(m - Gameball.getgrid().GetYY())){ 

       if (n - Gameball.getgrid().GetXX() > 0){ 

        Gameball.Dir = "E"; 

       } 

       else if (n - Gameball.getgrid().GetXX() < 0){  

        Gameball.Dir = "W"; 

       } 

      } 

     // if Y dominant 

     else if (Math.abs(n - Gameball.getgrid().GetXX()) < Math.abs(m - Gameball.getgrid().GetYY())){ 

       if (m - Gameball.getgrid().GetYY() > 0){ 

        Gameball.Dir = "S"; 

       } 

       else if (m - Gameball.getgrid().GetYY() < 0){  

        Gameball.Dir = "N"; 

       } 

     } 

     // Erase LeadGrid 

     ((ArrayList) PPath.get(0)).remove(0); 

     ((ArrayList) PPath.get(1)).remove(0); 

     if (((ArrayList) PPath.get(0)).size() == 0){  

      pausepath = false; 

      view.Field.repaint(); 

     } 

     else{pausepath = true; } 

    } 

   } 

   // If dribbling en route 

   else{ 

    if (posession == 0) { 

     System.out.println(strTimestamp + "  " + Hometeam + " Dribbling en route");} 

    else { 

     System.out.println(strTimestamp + "  " + Awayteam + " Dribbling en route");}       

 

    double u = (Double) ((ArrayList) PPath.get(1)).get(0); 

    double b = (Double)((ArrayList) PPath.get(0)).get(0); 

    int m = (int) u; 

    int n = (int) b; 

    Gameball.newgrid((GridCell)((ArrayList) Gridcells.get(m)).get(n)); 

    Gameball.setLocation(Gameball.getgrid().GetX(), Gameball.getgrid().GetY());  

    // Erase LeadGrid 

    ((ArrayList) PPath.get(0)).remove(0); 
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    ((ArrayList) PPath.get(1)).remove(0); 

    // If passed ball just arrived at destination 

    if (((ArrayList) PPath.get(0)).size() == 0){ 

     pausepath = false; 

     view.Field.repaint();} 

   } 

   pausecounter++; 

   if (pausecounter >= pauselengthvar){ 

    pauseevent = false;  

    pausepath = false; 

    view.Field.repaint();} 

  } 

   

  // -------------- End of Pause Event being Raised --------------------------------- 

   

  else{ 

   System.out.println(strTimestamp + " . . . Neither Pass Event or Pause Event so Find new poly . . . "); 

   if (posession == 0){ 

    strPossession = Hometeam; 

    homeposcount++; 

    if (firsthalf) {h1homeposcount++;} else h2homeposcount++; 

    posessiondelay = 0; 

   } 

   else { 

    awayposcount++; 

    if (firsthalf) {h1awayposcount++;} else h2awayposcount++; 

    strPossession = Awayteam; 

       posessiondelay = 1; 

   } 

   

   strStartPoly = Integer.toString(Gameball.getpoly()); 

   strHomeStrategy = Integer.toString(StrategyIDHome); 

   strAwayStrategy = Integer.toString(StrategyIDAway); 

    

    

   // NewPath GOGOGOGOGOGOGOGO 

   // Find new poly 

   //System.out.println("NewPath - Find New Poly: Ball Poly = " + Gameball.getpoly()); 

   int newpoly = -1; 

   float randint = Rand.nextFloat(); 

   double runtotal = 0; 

   System.out.println(strTimestamp + "  Possession = " + posession + " Start Poly =" + strStartPoly); 

   System.out.println(strTimestamp + "  Using Sorted Probability List"); 

   ArrayList<ProbEntry> probs = new ArrayList<ProbEntry>(); 

   for (int i=0;i<15;i++) { 

    ProbEntry pe = new ProbEntry(i,ActiveStrategy[ActiveStrategyID][0][Gameball.getpoly()][i]); 

    probs.add(pe); 

   } 

   Collections.sort(probs); 

   System.out.print(strTimestamp + "  Sorted probabilities ="); 
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   for (int i = 0; i < 15; i++) {System.out.print(" ["+probs.get(i).getpoly()+"]=" + probs.get(i).getprob());} 

   System.out.println(""); 

   for (int i = 14; i >= 0; i--){ 

    ProbEntry pe1 = probs.get(i); 

    // double prob = ActiveStrategy[ActiveStrategyID][0][Gameball.getpoly()][i]; 

    System.out.println(strTimestamp + "  Randint=" + randint + " Runtotal=" + runtotal + " i=" + i + " 

StrategyProb=" + 

      probs.get(i).getprob() + " Poly=" + probs.get(i).getpoly()); 

    if(randint >= runtotal  && randint <= runtotal + probs.get(i).getprob()){ 

     newpoly = probs.get(i).getpoly(); 

     System.out.println(strTimestamp + "  Success! NewPoly=" + newpoly); 

     break;} 

    runtotal = runtotal +  probs.get(i).getprob();} 

 

   // if Goal Shot 

   if (newpoly == 14){ 

    strEndPoly = "Goal"; 

    if (posession == 0) { 

     homeshots++; 

     if (firsthalf) {h1homeshots++;} else h2homeshots++; 

    } 

    else { 

     awayshots++; 

     if (firsthalf) {h1awayshots++;} else h2awayshots++; 

    } 

    System.out.println(strTimestamp + "  >>>>>   Shot on goal     >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>"); 

    strAction = "Shot"; 

    randint = Rand.nextFloat(); 

    // if shot successful 

    // NOTE: Score Weight is used to reduce probability of successful shot from strategy map 

    double goalProbability = ActiveStrategy[ActiveStrategyID][1][Gameball.getpoly()][14]; 

    //System.out.println(strTimestamp + " Goal Probability = " + goalProbability + " Weight=" + 

ScoreWeight); 

    if(randint <= ActiveStrategy[ActiveStrategyID][1][Gameball.getpoly()][14]*ScoreWeight ){ 

     //move ball to goal 

      

     System.out.println(strTimestamp + "  ########## GOAL ############"); 

     strResult = "Success"; 

     // if home 

     if (posession ==0){ 

      homescore++; 

      view.HomeTeaminfo.setText(Hometeam + "      (Home)         Score:   " + homescore); 

      Gameball.newgrid((GridCell) ((ArrayList) Gridcells.get(37)).get(114)); 

      Gameball.setLocation(Gameball.getgrid().GetX(), Gameball.getgrid().GetY()); 

      posession = 1; 

      ActiveStrategy = StrategyAway; 

      ActiveStrategyID = StrategyIDAway; 

      view.Posessionlook.setIcon(new ImageIcon("Awaypic.png")); 

      view.Pane1.validate(); 

      view.Pane1.repaint(); 
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     } 

     // If away 

     else{ 

      awayscore++; 

      view.AwayTeaminfo.setText(Awayteam + "      (Away)          Score:   " + awayscore); 

      Gameball.newgrid((GridCell) ((ArrayList) Gridcells.get(37)).get(0)); 

      Gameball.setLocation(Gameball.getgrid().GetX(), Gameball.getgrid().GetY()); 

      posession = 0; 

      ActiveStrategy = StrategyHome; 

      ActiveStrategyID = StrategyIDHome; 

      view.Posessionlabel.setText("Posession:   " + Hometeam + "      (Home)"   ); 

      view.Posessionlook.setIcon(new ImageIcon("Homepic.png")); 

      view.Pane1.validate(); 

      view.Pane1.repaint(); 

     } 

    } 

    else{ 

     // Shot was unsuccessful so Move ball to goal 

     System.out.println(strTimestamp + "  Shot was unsuccessful - Moving ball to the goal"); 

      

     strResult = "Fail"; 

     if (posession ==0){ 

      Gameball.newgrid((GridCell) ((ArrayList) Gridcells.get(37)).get(114)); 

      Gameball.setLocation(Gameball.getgrid().GetX(), Gameball.getgrid().GetY()); 

      posession = 1; 

      ActiveStrategy = StrategyAway; 

      ActiveStrategyID = StrategyIDAway; 

      view.Posessionlabel.setText("Posession:   " + Awayteam + "      (Away)"   ); 

     } 

     // If away 

     else{ 

      Gameball.newgrid((GridCell) ((ArrayList) Gridcells.get(37)).get(0)); 

      Gameball.setLocation(Gameball.getgrid().GetX(), Gameball.getgrid().GetY()); 

      posession = 0; 

      ActiveStrategy = StrategyHome; 

      ActiveStrategyID = StrategyIDHome; 

      view.Posessionlabel.setText("Posession:   " + Hometeam + "      (Home)"   ); 

     } 

    } 

    

        

 

   strHomeScore = Integer.toString(homescore); 

   strAwayScore = Integer.toString(awayscore); 

   if(posession == 0){ 

    ActiveStrategy = StrategyHome; 

    ActiveStrategyID = StrategyIDHome; 

    view.Posessionlabel.setText("Posession:   " + Hometeam + "      (Home)"   ); 

   } 

   else if (posession == 1){ 
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    ActiveStrategy = StrategyAway; 

    ActiveStrategyID = StrategyIDAway; 

    view.Posessionlabel.setText("Posession:   " + Awayteam + "      (Away)"   ); 

   } 

   view.HomeTeaminfo.setText(Hometeam + "   [S-"+ StrategyIDHome + "]   (Home)      Score:   " + 

homescore); 

   view.AwayTeaminfo.setText(Awayteam + "   [S-" + StrategyIDAway + "]   (Away)       Score:   " + 

awayscore); 

    

   view.Pane1.validate(); 

   view.Pane1.repaint(); 

  } 

  // If Pass 

  else{ 

   strAction = "Pass"; 

   if (posession==0){ 

    homepasses++; 

    if (firsthalf) {h1homepasses++;} else h2homepasses++; 

   } 

   else if (posession==1){ 

    awaypasses++; 

    if (firsthalf) {h1awaypasses++;} else h2awaypasses++; 

   } 

   boolean allowprob = true; 

 

   // If no new polygon was found that was suitable a  

   // polygon movement has occurred so the destination is 

   // set at one polygon forward or backward depending on current 

   if (newpoly == -1){ 

    if (posession ==0){ 

     System.out.println(strTimestamp + "  Poly Movement Error:  " + Hometeam);} 

    else if (posession ==1){ 

     System.out.println(strTimestamp + "  Poly Movement Error:  " + Awayteam);} 

 

    int CurrentPosition = Gameball.getpoly(); 

    allowprob = false; 

     

    if(CurrentPosition%10 <= 2){ 

     newpoly = CurrentPosition + 1; 

    } 

    else if(CurrentPosition%10 > 2){ 

     newpoly = CurrentPosition - 1; 

    } 

   } 

   strEndPoly = Integer.toString(newpoly); 

 

   // If pass and home possession update zone statistics for destination polygon 

   if (posession ==0) 

   { 

    if (firsthalf) { 
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     if (Zone_Contains(leftzone,newpoly)) { 

      leftzpasses++; 

      h1leftzpasses++; 

      System.out.println(strTimestamp + " " + Hometeam + "   Left Pass to Poly=" + newpoly); 

     } 

     if (Zone_Contains(middlezone,newpoly)) { 

      middlezpasses++; 

      h1middlezpasses++; 

      System.out.println(strTimestamp + " " + Hometeam + "   Middle Pass to Poly=" + newpoly); 

     } 

     if (Zone_Contains(rightzone,newpoly)) { 

      rightzpasses++; 

      h1rightzpasses++; 

      System.out.println(strTimestamp + " " + Hometeam + "   Right Pass to Poly=" + newpoly); 

     } 

     if (Zone_Contains(offzone,newpoly)) { 

      offzpasses++; 

      h1offzpasses++; 

      System.out.println(strTimestamp + " " + Hometeam + "   Offensive Pass to Poly=" + newpoly); 

     } 

     if (Zone_Contains(midfzone,newpoly)) { 

      midfzpasses++; 

      h1midfzpasses++; 

      System.out.println(strTimestamp + " " + Hometeam + "   Midfield Pass to Poly=" + newpoly); 

     } 

     if (Zone_Contains(defzone,newpoly)) { 

      defzpasses++; 

      h1defzpasses++; 

      System.out.println(strTimestamp + " " + Hometeam + "   Defensive Pass to Poly=" + newpoly); 

     } 

 

    } 

    if (!firsthalf) { 

     if (Zone_Contains(awayleftzone,newpoly)) { 

      leftzpasses++; 

      h2leftzpasses++; 

      System.out.println(strTimestamp + " " + Hometeam + "   Left Pass to Poly=" + newpoly); 

     } 

     if (Zone_Contains(awaymiddlezone,newpoly)) { 

      middlezpasses++; 

      h2middlezpasses++; 

      System.out.println(strTimestamp + " " + Hometeam + "   Middle Pass to Poly=" + newpoly); 

     } 

     if (Zone_Contains(awayrightzone,newpoly)) { 

      rightzpasses++; 

      h2rightzpasses++; 

      System.out.println(strTimestamp + " " + Hometeam + "   Right Pass to Poly=" + newpoly); 

     } 

     if (Zone_Contains(awayoffzone,newpoly)) { 

      offzpasses++; 
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      h2offzpasses++; 

      System.out.println(strTimestamp + " " + Hometeam + "   Offensive Pass to Poly=" + newpoly); 

     } 

     if (Zone_Contains(awaymidfzone,newpoly)) { 

      midfzpasses++; 

      h2midfzpasses++; 

      System.out.println(strTimestamp + " " + Hometeam + "   Midfield Pass to Poly=" + newpoly); 

     } 

     if (Zone_Contains(awaydefzone,newpoly)) { 

      defzpasses++; 

      h2defzpasses++; 

      System.out.println(strTimestamp + " " + Hometeam + "   Defensive Pass to Poly=" + newpoly); 

     } 

 

    } 

   } 

   else // Away Team 

   { 

    if (firsthalf) { 

     if (Zone_Contains(awayleftzone,newpoly)) { 

      awayleftzpasses++; 

      h1awayleftzpasses++; 

      System.out.println(strTimestamp + " " + Awayteam + "   Left Pass to Poly=" + newpoly); 

     } 

     if (Zone_Contains(awaymiddlezone,newpoly)) { 

      awaymiddlezpasses++; 

      h1awaymiddlezpasses++; 

      System.out.println(strTimestamp + " " + Awayteam +  "   Middle Pass to Poly=" + newpoly); 

     } 

     if (Zone_Contains(awayrightzone,newpoly)) { 

      awayrightzpasses++; 

      h1awayrightzpasses++; 

      System.out.println(strTimestamp + " " + Awayteam + "   Right Pass to Poly=" + newpoly); 

     } 

     if (Zone_Contains(awayoffzone,newpoly)) { 

      awayoffzpasses++; 

      h1awayoffzpasses++; 

      System.out.println(strTimestamp + " " + Awayteam + "   Offensive Pass to Poly=" + newpoly); 

     } 

     if (Zone_Contains(awaymidfzone,newpoly)) { 

      awaymidfzpasses++; 

      h1awaymidfzpasses++; 

      System.out.println(strTimestamp + " " + Awayteam + "   Midfield Pass to Poly=" + newpoly); 

     } 

     if (Zone_Contains(awaydefzone,newpoly)) { 

      awaydefzpasses++; 

      h1awaydefzpasses++; 

      System.out.println(strTimestamp + " " + Awayteam + "   Defensive Pass to Poly=" + newpoly); 

     } 
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    } 

    if (!firsthalf) { 

     if (Zone_Contains(leftzone,newpoly)) { 

      awayleftzpasses++; 

      h2awayleftzpasses++; 

      System.out.println(strTimestamp + " " + Awayteam + "   Left Pass to Poly=" + newpoly); 

     } 

     if (Zone_Contains(middlezone,newpoly)) { 

      awaymiddlezpasses++; 

      h2awaymiddlezpasses++; 

      System.out.println(strTimestamp + " " + Awayteam + "   Middle Pass to Poly=" + newpoly); 

     } 

     if (Zone_Contains(rightzone,newpoly)) { 

      awayrightzpasses++; 

      h2awayrightzpasses++; 

      System.out.println(strTimestamp + " " + Awayteam + "   Right Pass to Poly=" + newpoly); 

     } 

     if (Zone_Contains(offzone,newpoly)) { 

      awayoffzpasses++; 

      h2awayoffzpasses++; 

      System.out.println(strTimestamp + " " + Awayteam + "   Offensive Pass to Poly=" + newpoly); 

     } 

     if (Zone_Contains(midfzone,newpoly)) { 

      awaymidfzpasses++; 

      h2awaymidfzpasses++; 

      System.out.println(strTimestamp + " " + Awayteam + "   Midfield Pass to Poly=" + newpoly); 

     } 

     if (Zone_Contains(defzone,newpoly)) { 

      awaydefzpasses++; 

      h2awaydefzpasses++; 

      System.out.println(strTimestamp + " " + Awayteam + "   Defensive Pass to Poly=" + newpoly); 

     } 

 

    } 

   } 

   System.out.println(strTimestamp + "  newpoly = " + newpoly);  

    

   // Set the destination grid cell based on random cell from the destination polygon 

   int randgrid = Rand.nextInt(((ArrayList) polygons.get(newpoly)).size()); 

   int newgrid = (Integer) ((ArrayList) polygons.get(newpoly)).get(randgrid); 

   Destinationgrid = newgrid; 

    

   // In the event a usable new polygon was found 

   // use a random number to determine if the pass was success or failure. 

   // If failure turn the ball over to the other team 

   randint = Rand.nextFloat(); 

   if (allowprob){ 

    strResult = "Success"; 

    // If Failure 

    float r = randint; 
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    double p = ActiveStrategy[ActiveStrategyID][1][Gameball.getpoly()][newpoly]; 

    System.out.println(strTimestamp + "  Determine success of pass: Randint = " + r + " GetPoly = " + p); 

    if (r > p){ 

     strResult = "Fail"; 

     System.out.println(strTimestamp + "  Pass Failed - turnover"); 

     if(posession == 0){ 

      homefails++; 

      if (firsthalf) {h1homefails++;} else h2homefails++; 

      posession = 1; 

      ActiveStrategy = StrategyAway; 

      ActiveStrategyID = StrategyIDAway;} 

     else{ 

      awayfails++; 

      if (firsthalf) {h1awayfails++;} else h2awayfails++; 

      posession = 0; 

      ActiveStrategy = StrategyHome; 

      ActiveStrategyID = StrategyIDHome;} 

    } 

 

 

   } 

   // If Polygon Ball Movement error and random number > 75% 

   // turn over the ball to the other team 

   else{ 

    // If Failure 

    if (randint > 0.75){ 

     System.out.println(strTimestamp + "  Polygon movement error and randint>.75 so Turn Over"); 

     strResult = "Fail"; 

     if(posession == 0){ 

     posession = 1; 

     ActiveStrategy = StrategyAway; 

     ActiveStrategyID = StrategyIDAway;} 

     else{ 

      posession = 0; 

      ActiveStrategy = StrategyHome; 

      ActiveStrategyID = StrategyIDHome;} 

    } 

   } 

    

 

   // Move the ball 

   // TODO: The 115 is probably the reason the path is getting screwed up 

   float destinationgridx = Destinationgrid%115; 

   float destinationgridy = (Destinationgrid / 115) - (Destinationgrid%115)/115; 

    

   System.out.println(strTimestamp + " Calculate Path: destgridX = " + destinationgridx + " destgridY =" 

+ destinationgridy +  

      " DestGridX=" + Destinationgrid + " DestGridY=" + Destinationgrid + " GetXX=" +  

      Gameball.getgrid().GetXX() + " GetYY=" + Gameball.getgrid().GetXX()); 
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   if (Math.abs(destinationgridx - Gameball.getgrid().GetXX()) == 0  

     &&  Math.abs(destinationgridy - Gameball.getgrid().GetYY())==0 ){passevent = false;} 

   else{ 

   if (Math.abs(destinationgridx - Gameball.getgrid().GetXX()) >=  Math.abs(destinationgridy - 

Gameball.getgrid().GetYY())){ 

    float destinationslope = (destinationgridy - Gameball.getgrid().GetYY())/(destinationgridx - 

Gameball.getgrid().GetXX()); 

     

    ArrayList Termlist1 = new ArrayList(); 

    Termlist1.add(new ArrayList()); 

    Termlist1.add(new ArrayList()); 

     

    double zz = Gameball.getgrid().GetXX(); 

    double bb = Gameball.getgrid().GetYY(); 

     

    ((ArrayList) Termlist1.get(0)).add(zz); 

    ((ArrayList) Termlist1.get(1)).add(bb); 

     

    // Get Patharray 

    int i = 1; 

    while ((round4dec((Double)((ArrayList) Termlist1.get(0)).get(i-1)) !=  

      destinationgridx || (round4dec((Double)((ArrayList) Termlist1.get(1)).get(i-1)) )!= destinationgridy)){ 

     if (destinationgridx >Gameball.getgrid().GetXX()){ 

      ((ArrayList) Termlist1.get(0)).add(((Double)((ArrayList) Termlist1.get(0)).get(i-1) + 1)); 

      ((ArrayList) Termlist1.get(1)).add(((Double)((ArrayList) Termlist1.get(1)).get(i-1)) + 

destinationslope);} 

     else{ 

      ((ArrayList) Termlist1.get(0)).add(((Double)((ArrayList) Termlist1.get(0)).get(i-1)- 1)); 

      ((ArrayList) Termlist1.get(1)).add(((Double)((ArrayList) Termlist1.get(1)).get(i-1)) - 

destinationslope);} 

     i++; 

    } 

    System.out.println(strTimestamp + " Termlist1 = " + Termlist1); 

    // convert Patharray to cells 

    ArrayList Path = new ArrayList(); 

    Path.add(new ArrayList()); 

    Path.add(new ArrayList()); 

    for ( i = 0; i < ((ArrayList) Termlist1.get(0)).size(); i++){ 

     int u = (int)Math.round((Double) ((ArrayList) Termlist1.get(0)).get(i)); 

     int b = (int)Math.round((Double) ((ArrayList) Termlist1.get(1)).get(i)); 

     ((ArrayList) Path.get(0)).add( new Double(u)); 

     ((ArrayList) Path.get(1)).add(new Double(b)); 

    } 

    // Create Distance Array 

    ArrayList Distance = new ArrayList(); 

    for ( i = 0; i < ((ArrayList) Path.get(0)).size(); i++){ 

     double xdiff =  (((Double)((ArrayList) Path.get(0)).get(i))) - Gameball.getgrid().GetXX(); 

     double ydiff =  (((Double)((ArrayList) Path.get(1)).get(i))) - Gameball.getgrid().GetYY(); 

     Distance.add( Math.sqrt(Math.pow(xdiff, 2) + Math.pow(ydiff,2))); 

    } 
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    double speed = Gameball.getspeed(); 

    boolean repeat = true; 

    MPath = new ArrayList(); 

    MPath.add(new ArrayList()); 

    MPath.add(new ArrayList()); 

    double distancetraveled = 0; 

 

    while (repeat){ 

     distancetraveled = distancetraveled + speed; 

     int counter = 0; 

     for (i = 1; i < Distance.size();i++){ 

      if (distancetraveled >= (Double)Distance.get(i-1) && distancetraveled <= (Double)Distance.get(i)){ 

       counter ++; 

       if(distancetraveled - (Double)Distance.get(i-1) <= (Double)Distance.get(i) - distancetraveled){ 

        ((ArrayList) MPath.get(0)).add(((ArrayList) Path.get(0)).get(i-1)); 

        ((ArrayList) MPath.get(1)).add(((ArrayList) Path.get(1)).get(i-1)); 

       } 

       else{ 

        ((ArrayList) MPath.get(0)).add(((ArrayList) Path.get(0)).get(i)); 

        ((ArrayList) MPath.get(1)).add(((ArrayList) Path.get(1)).get(i)); 

       } 

      } 

     } 

     if(((ArrayList) MPath.get(0)).size() > 0){ 

      if((Double)((ArrayList) MPath.get(0)).get(((ArrayList) MPath.get(0)).size()-1) == destinationgridx 

&& (Double)((ArrayList) MPath.get(1)).get(((ArrayList) MPath.get(0)).size()-1) == destinationgridy){ 

       repeat = false;}} 

      if (counter == 0 && repeat == true){ 

       ((ArrayList) MPath.get(0)).add(((ArrayList) Path.get(0)).get(Distance.size()-1)); 

       ((ArrayList) MPath.get(1)).add(((ArrayList) Path.get(1)).get(Distance.size()-1)); 

       repeat = false; 

      }  

    } // end while (repeat) 

   } 

   //---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------- 

   else{ 

    double destinationslope = (destinationgridx - Gameball.getgrid().GetXX())/(destinationgridy - 

Gameball.getgrid().GetYY()); 

    ArrayList Termlist1 = new ArrayList(); 

    Termlist1.add(new ArrayList()); 

    Termlist1.add(new ArrayList()); 

    double zz = Gameball.getgrid().GetXX(); 

    double bb = Gameball.getgrid().GetYY(); 

    ((ArrayList) Termlist1.get(0)).add(zz); 

    ((ArrayList) Termlist1.get(1)).add(bb); 

    // Get Patharray 

    int i = 1; 

    while ((round4dec((Double)((ArrayList) Termlist1.get(0)).get(i-1) )!=  

      destinationgridx || (round4dec((Double)((ArrayList) Termlist1.get(1)).get(i-1))) != destinationgridy)){ 
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     if (destinationgridy >Gameball.getgrid().GetYY()){ 

      ((ArrayList) Termlist1.get(0)).add(((Double)((ArrayList) Termlist1.get(0)).get(i-1) + 

destinationslope)); 

      ((ArrayList) Termlist1.get(1)).add(((Double)((ArrayList) Termlist1.get(1)).get(i-1)) + 1);} 

     else{ 

      ((ArrayList) Termlist1.get(0)).add(((Double)((ArrayList) Termlist1.get(0)).get(i-1) - 

destinationslope)); 

      ((ArrayList) Termlist1.get(1)).add(((Double)((ArrayList) Termlist1.get(1)).get(i-1)) - 1); 

     } 

     i++; 

    } // while 

    // convert Patharray to cells 

    ArrayList Path = new ArrayList(); 

    Path.add(new ArrayList()); 

    Path.add(new ArrayList()); 

    for ( i = 0; i < ((ArrayList) Termlist1.get(0)).size(); i++){ 

     int u = (int)Math.round((Double) ((ArrayList) Termlist1.get(0)).get(i)); 

     int b = (int)Math.round((Double) ((ArrayList) Termlist1.get(1)).get(i)); 

     ((ArrayList) Path.get(0)).add( new Double(u)); 

     ((ArrayList) Path.get(1)).add(new Double(b)); 

    } 

    // Create Distance Array 

    ArrayList Distance = new ArrayList(); 

    for ( i = 0; i < ((ArrayList) Path.get(0)).size(); i++){ 

     double xdiff =  (((Double)((ArrayList) Path.get(0)).get(i))) - Gameball.getgrid().GetXX(); 

     double ydiff =  (((Double)((ArrayList) Path.get(1)).get(i))) - Gameball.getgrid().GetYY(); 

     Distance.add( Math.sqrt(Math.pow(xdiff, 2) + Math.pow(ydiff,2))); 

    } 

     

    double speed = Gameball.getspeed(); 

    boolean repeat = true; 

    MPath = new ArrayList(); 

    MPath.add(new ArrayList()); 

    MPath.add(new ArrayList()); 

    double distancetraveled = 0; 

     

    while (repeat){ 

     int counter = 0;  

     distancetraveled = distancetraveled + speed; 

     for (i = 1; i < Distance.size();i++){ 

      if (distancetraveled >= (Double)Distance.get(i-1) && distancetraveled <= (Double)Distance.get(i)){ 

       counter ++; 

       if(distancetraveled - (Double)Distance.get(i-1) <= (Double)Distance.get(i) - distancetraveled){ 

        ((ArrayList) MPath.get(0)).add(((ArrayList) Path.get(0)).get(i-1)); 

        ((ArrayList) MPath.get(1)).add(((ArrayList) Path.get(1)).get(i-1)); 

       } 

       else{ 

        ((ArrayList) MPath.get(0)).add(((ArrayList) Path.get(0)).get(i)); 

        ((ArrayList) MPath.get(1)).add(((ArrayList) Path.get(1)).get(i)); 

       } 
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      } 

     } 

     if(((ArrayList) MPath.get(0)).size() > 0){ 

      if((Double)((ArrayList) MPath.get(0)).get(((ArrayList) MPath.get(0)).size()-1) == destinationgridx 

&& (Double)((ArrayList) MPath.get(1)).get(((ArrayList) MPath.get(0)).size()-1) == destinationgridy){ 

       repeat = false;} 

     } 

     if (counter == 0 && repeat == true){ 

      ((ArrayList) MPath.get(0)).add(((ArrayList) Path.get(0)).get(Distance.size()-1)); 

      ((ArrayList) MPath.get(1)).add(((ArrayList) Path.get(1)).get(Distance.size()-1)); 

      repeat = false; 

     } 

    } // end while (repeat) 

   } 

   // If not running the Fast Sim Draw the Field  

   if(view.display.getSelectedItem().toString() != "Fast"){ 

    //---------------DRAW-------------------------------- 

    Graphics g = view.Field.getGraphics(); 

    if (posessioncurrent == 0){ g.setColor(new Color(0,0,0,0).RED);}   

    else{ g.setColor(new Color(0,0,0,0).BLUE);} 

    double u = (Double) ((ArrayList) MPath.get(1)).get(((ArrayList) MPath.get(0)).size()-1); 

    double  b = (Double) ((ArrayList) MPath.get(0)).get(((ArrayList) MPath.get(0)).size()-1); 

    int m = (int) u; 

    int n = (int) b; 

    GridCell cell = (GridCell)((ArrayList) Gridcells.get(m)).get(n); 

    g.drawLine(Gameball.getX(), Gameball.getY(), cell.GetX(), cell.GetY()); 

   }  

     

   double u = (Double) ((ArrayList) MPath.get(1)).get(0); 

   double b = (Double)((ArrayList) MPath.get(0)).get(0); 

   int m = (int) u; 

   int n = (int) b; 

   Gameball.newgrid((GridCell)((ArrayList) Gridcells.get(m)).get(n)); 

   Gameball.setLocation(Gameball.getgrid().GetX(), Gameball.getgrid().GetY()); 

   // Set Dir 

   u = (Double) ((ArrayList) MPath.get(1)).get(((ArrayList) MPath.get(0)).size()-1); 

   b = (Double) ((ArrayList) MPath.get(0)).get(((ArrayList) MPath.get(0)).size()-1); 

   m = (int) u; 

   n = (int) b; 

   // if X dominant 

   if (Math.abs(n - Gameball.getgrid().GetXX()) > Math.abs(m - Gameball.getgrid().GetYY())){ 

     if (n - Gameball.getgrid().GetXX() > 0){ 

      Gameball.Dir = "E"; 

     } 

     else if (n - Gameball.getgrid().GetXX() < 0){  

      Gameball.Dir = "W"; 

     } 

   } 

   // if Y dominant 

   else if (Math.abs(n - Gameball.getgrid().GetXX()) < Math.abs(m - Gameball.getgrid().GetYY())){ 
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    if (m - Gameball.getgrid().GetYY() > 0){ 

     Gameball.Dir = "S"; 

    } 

    else if (m - Gameball.getgrid().GetYY() < 0){  

     Gameball.Dir = "N"; 

    } 

   } 

   // Erase LeadGrid 

   ((ArrayList) MPath.get(0)).remove(0); 

   ((ArrayList) MPath.get(1)).remove(0); 

   if (((ArrayList) MPath.get(0)).size() == 0){ 

    passevent = false;  

    pauseevent = true;  

    pausecounter = 0; 

    view.Field.repaint(); 

    if (posession == 0){ 

     view.Posessionlabel.setText("Posession:   " + Hometeam + "      (Home)"   );} 

    else{ 

     view.Posessionlabel.setText("Posession:   " + Awayteam + "      (Away)"   );} 

   } 

   else{ 

    passevent = true;  

   } 

  } 

  } 

 

  } 

  view.PosessionlabelA.setText("Time Away   (" + Awayteam + ")   :   " + 

round4dec((awayposcount/(2*gametimesec))*100) + "   %" );   

  view.PosessionlabelH.setText("Time Home   (" + Hometeam + ")   :   " + 

round4dec((homeposcount/(2*gametimesec))*100) + "   %" ); 

  outputstring = strGameCount + "," + 

     strHometeam + "," + 

     strAwayteam + "," + 

     strTimestamp + "," +  

     strPossession + "," + 

     strAction + "," + 

     strStartPoly + "," + 

     strEndPoly + "," + 

     strResult + "," + 

     strHomeStrategy + "," + 

     strAwayStrategy + "," + 

     strHomeScore + "," + 

     strAwayScore; 

  if (strAction != "") { 

   printer.println(outputstring); 

  } 

   

   

  // At 5400 Seconds Game is Over 
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  // TODO: Referee Simulation started another game task with newgameretask(); 

  // For now we will just stop the simulation but can add multiple game capability later 

  if (gametimesec == 5400){ 

   // Game Over 

   System.out.println(strTimestamp + " ++++++++ Game is Over +++++++"); 

   simgo.stop(); 

   gametimesec = 0; 

   view.Field.remove(Gameball); 

   Destinationgrid = 0; 

   eventsuccess = false; 

   MPath = new ArrayList(); 

   pausecounter = 0; 

   minutes = 0; 

   Gamecount++; 

    

   int s1 = h1homepasses - h1homefails; 

   int s2 = h1awaypasses - h1awayfails; 

   double h = round4dec((h2homeposcount/(2*2700.5))*100); 

   double a = round4dec((h2awayposcount/(2*2700.5))*100); 

   int hscore = homescore - h1homescore; 

   int ascore = awayscore - h1awayscore; 

   summary.println("GMU," +    // Home Team 

    strHometeam + "," +     // Formation 

    strAwayteam + "," +     // Opponent 

    "2," +         // Half 

    h + "," +    // Home Possession Time 

    a + "," +       // Away Possession Time 

    s1 + "," +       // Passes Home Success 

    h2homepasses + "," +    // Passes Home Total 

    h2leftzpasses + "," +    // Passes Home Left 

    h2middlezpasses + "," +    // Passes Home Middle 

    h2rightzpasses + "," +    // Passes Home Right 

    h2offzpasses + "," +    // Passes Home Offense 

    h2midfzpasses + "," +    // Passes Home Midfield 

    h2defzpasses + "," +    // Passes Home Defense 

    s2 + "," +        // Passes Away Success 

    h2awaypasses + "," +    // Passes Away Total 

    h2awayleftzpasses + "," +    // Passes Home Left 

    h2awaymiddlezpasses + "," +    // Passes Home Middle 

    h2awayrightzpasses + "," +    // Passes Home Right 

    h2awayoffzpasses + "," +    // Passes Home Offense 

    h2awaymidfzpasses + "," +    // Passes Home Midfield 

    h2awaydefzpasses + "," +    // Passes Home Defense 

    h2homeshots + "," +     // Shots Home 

    h2awayshots + "," +     // Shots Away 

    hscore+ "," +     // Home Score 

    ascore       // Away Score 

    ); 

  } 

 } 
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 public static void main(String[] args) { 

  Driver simulation = new Driver(); 

 } 

 

} 
 

 

Field_Pane Class 
import java.awt.Dimension; 

import java.awt.Graphics; 

import java.awt.Image; 

import javax.swing.ImageIcon; 

import javax.swing.JPanel; 

 

public class Field_Pane extends JPanel{ 

 

 ImageIcon Pic = new ImageIcon("Sim_Field.png"); 

  

 public void paintComponent( Graphics g ){ 

  g.drawImage(Pic.getImage(),0,0,null);} 

  

 Field_Pane(){ 

 // Set window size 

 this.setSize(new Dimension(1061,692)); }  

} 

 

 

GridCell Class 
import java.util.ArrayList; 

 

public class GridCell { 

  

 public int XCoordinate; // X Coordinate on Field for GUI Display 

 public int YCoordinate; // Y Coordinate on Field for GUI Display 

 public int XGrid; // X of 1x1 Yard Cell on 75 x 115 Field 

 public int YGrid; // Y of 1x1 Yard Cell on 75 x 115 Field  

 public int CellID; // Cell ID 0,0 = 0 to 74,114 = 8624 - Does not appear to be  

 public int Polygon; // Polygon where the Cell sits on 10 x 6 Probability Grid 

  

 // Constructor 

 GridCell(int Xinput, int Yinput, int IDin,int XGridin, int YGridin){ 

   

  XCoordinate = Xinput; // These X and Y coordinates simply used to map the 1x1 cell  

  YCoordinate = Yinput; // to the GUI Field display of the simulator 

  CellID = IDin; 

   

  XGrid = XGridin; 

  YGrid = YGridin; 
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  findpoly(); 

 

 } 

   

 public int GetX(){return XCoordinate;} 

   

 public int GetY(){return YCoordinate;} 

   

 public int GetXX(){return XGrid;} 

 public int GetYY(){return YGrid;} 

   

 public int GetID(){return CellID;} 

 

 public void findpoly(){ 

    

  // Polygon identification 

 

  // Polygons are based on the 115 x 75 yd field being broken into a  

  // 14 Cell grid with the penalty boxes 

  // Row 1 

  if ((XGrid >=0 & XGrid <= 17) & (YGrid >=0 & YGrid <= 15)) {Polygon = 0;} 

  else if ((XGrid >=18 & XGrid <= 28) & (YGrid >=0 & YGrid <= 24)) {Polygon = 0;} 

  else if ((XGrid >=29 & XGrid <= 57) & (YGrid >=0 & YGrid <= 24)) {Polygon = 1;} 

  else if ((XGrid >=58 & XGrid <= 86) & (YGrid >=0 & YGrid <= 24)) {Polygon = 2;} 

  else if ((XGrid >=87 & XGrid <= 96) & (YGrid >=0 & YGrid <= 24)) {Polygon = 3;} 

  else if ((XGrid >= 97) & (YGrid >=0 & YGrid <=15)) {Polygon = 3;} 

  // Row 2 

  else if ((XGrid >=0 & XGrid <= 17) & (YGrid >=25 & YGrid <= 49)) {Polygon = 4;} 

  else if ((XGrid >=18 & XGrid <= 28) & (YGrid >=25 & YGrid <= 49)) {Polygon = 5;} 

  else if ((XGrid >=29 & XGrid <= 57) & (YGrid >=25 & YGrid <= 49)) {Polygon = 6;} 

  else if ((XGrid >=58 & XGrid <= 86) & (YGrid >=25 & YGrid <= 49)) {Polygon = 7;} 

  else if ((XGrid >=87 & XGrid <= 96) & (YGrid >=25 & YGrid <= 49)) {Polygon = 8;} 

  else if ((XGrid >= 97) & (YGrid >=25 & YGrid <=49)) {Polygon = 9;} 

  // Row 3 

  else if ((XGrid >=0 & XGrid <= 17) & (YGrid >=50 & YGrid <= 65)) {Polygon = 4;} 

  else if ((XGrid >=0 & XGrid <= 17) & (YGrid >=66)) {Polygon = 10;} 

  else if ((XGrid >=18 & XGrid <= 28) & (YGrid >=50)) {Polygon = 10;} 

  else if ((XGrid >=29 & XGrid <= 57) & (YGrid >=50)) {Polygon = 11;} 

  else if ((XGrid >=58 & XGrid <= 86) & (YGrid >=50)) {Polygon = 12;} 

  else if ((XGrid >=87 & XGrid <= 96) & (YGrid >=50)) {Polygon = 13;} 

  else if ((XGrid >= 97) & (YGrid >=66)) {Polygon = 13;} 

   System.out.println("### findpoly: XGrid=" + XGrid + " YGrid=" + YGrid + " Polygon=" + Polygon );   

  ((ArrayList) Driver.polygons.get(Polygon)).add(CellID); 

   

 } 

    

 public int getpolygon(){ 

  System.out.println("Gridcell XGrid=" + XGrid + " YGrid=" + YGrid + " XCoordinate=" + XCoordinate 

+ " YCoordinate=" + YCoordinate ); 
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  return Polygon;} 

 // Returns the polygon index of the cell 

  

} 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mainframe Class 
import java.awt.Dimension; 

import javax.swing.JFrame; 

 

// Class that creates a child class to Jframe to serve as the programs 

// main frame 

public class mainframe extends JFrame { 

  

 // Constructor 

 mainframe(String s){ 

   

  // Call parent constructor 

  super(s); 

   

  // Set window size 

  this.setSize(new Dimension(1365,800));   

   

 } 

 

} 

 

Main_Pane Class 
//Panel Class 

 

import java.awt.Dimension; 

import java.awt.Graphics; 

import javax.swing.ImageIcon; 

import javax.swing.JPanel; 

 

 

 

public class Main_Pane extends JPanel { 

 

 ImageIcon Pic = new ImageIcon("background.jpg"); 

  

 public void paintComponent( Graphics g ){ 

  g.drawImage(Pic.getImage(),0,0,null);} 

 

} 
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ProbEntry Class 

 
public class ProbEntry implements Comparable<ProbEntry>{ 

 public int polygon; 

 public double probability; 

 

ProbEntry(int poly, double prob){ 

 polygon = poly; 

 probability = prob; 

} 

public int getpoly(){return polygon;} 

public double getprob() {return probability;} 

public int compareTo(ProbEntry anotherInstance) { 

 if (this.probability == anotherInstance.getprob()) return 0; 

    if (this.probability > anotherInstance.getprob()) return 1; 

    else return -1; 

 

  } 

} 

 

View Class 
import java.awt.Checkbox; 

import java.awt.Color; 

import java.awt.Component; 

import java.awt.Container; 

import java.awt.Font; 

import java.awt.Graphics; 

import java.awt.GraphicsDevice; 

import java.awt.GraphicsEnvironment; 

import java.awt.Point; 

import java.awt.event.ActionEvent; 

import java.awt.event.ActionListener; 

import java.io.BufferedReader; 

import java.io.File; 

import java.io.FileInputStream; 

import java.io.FileNotFoundException; 

import java.io.FileOutputStream; 

import java.io.FileReader; 

import java.io.IOException; 

import java.io.PrintWriter; 

import java.text.DecimalFormat; 

import java.util.ArrayList; 

import java.util.Random; 

import java.util.StringTokenizer; 

 

import javax.imageio.stream.FileImageInputStream; 

import javax.sound.sampled.AudioInputStream; 

import javax.sound.sampled.AudioSystem; 
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import javax.sound.sampled.Clip; 

import javax.sound.sampled.LineUnavailableException; 

import javax.sound.sampled.UnsupportedAudioFileException; 

import javax.swing.BorderFactory; 

import javax.swing.ImageIcon; 

import javax.swing.JButton; 

import javax.swing.JComboBox; 

import javax.swing.JLabel; 

import javax.swing.Timer; 

 

public class View { 

  

 public  mainframe frame; 

 public  Main_Pane Pane1; 

 public  Field_Pane Field; 

 public  JButton Exitbutton; 

 public  JLabel HomeLabel; 

 public  JComboBox Homebox; 

 public  JLabel AwayLabel; 

 public  JComboBox Awaybox; 

 public  JLabel ScoreWtLabel; 

 public  JComboBox ScoreWtBox; 

 public  JButton Simulate; 

 public  JLabel Gamenumber; 

 public  JLabel HomeTeaminfo; 

 public  JLabel AwayTeaminfo; 

 public  JLabel GameTime; 

 public  JLabel Posessionlabel; 

 public  JLabel PosessionlabelH; 

 public  JLabel PosessionlabelA; 

 public  JLabel PasseslabelH; 

 public  JLabel LeftZPasseslabelH; 

 public  JLabel RightZPasseslabelH; 

 public  JLabel MiddleZPasseslabelH; 

 public  JLabel OffZPasseslabelH; 

 public  JLabel MidfZPasseslabelH; 

 public  JLabel DefZPasseslabelH; 

 public  JLabel PasseslabelA; 

 public  JLabel ShotslabelH; 

 public  JLabel ShotslabelA; 

 public  JLabel Simrunslab; 

 public  JLabel perblindin; 

 public  JLabel perdistin; 

 public  JLabel displaylabel; 

 public  JComboBox display; 

 public  JButton SlowSimBut; 

 public  JButton MedSimBut; 

 public  JButton FastSimBut; 

 public  JButton FastFastSimBut; 

 public  JLabel Simspeed; 
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 public  JLabel TimeinDistzone; 

 public  JLabel TimesmallDistzone; 

 public  JLabel TimebigDistzone; 

 public  JButton PauseBut; 

 public  JButton mutebut; 

 public  JLabel Posessionlook; 

 public  JLabel Gameinfo; 

 public  JLabel RegressLabel; 

 public  JComboBox regress; 

 

 public static Clip hornclip; 

 public static boolean mutebool; 

  

 // Default Constructor 

 View(){ 

   

   

  // Create the new frame 

  frame = new mainframe("Soccer Data Collector"); 

   

  // Create Main Pane 

  Pane1 = new Main_Pane(); 

  Pane1.setLayout(null); 

   

  //================================================================ 

  // Create Title Label 

  JLabel Title = new JLabel("Soccer Simulator"); 

  Title.setForeground(Color.white); 

  Title.setFont(new Font("Helvetica", Font.BOLD, 20)); 

   

  Title.setLocation(580,5); 

  Title.setSize(300,25); 

 

  Pane1.add(Title); 

 

  //================================================================ 

  // Create FieldPane 

  Field = new Field_Pane(); 

   

  Field.setLocation(20,60); 

  Field.setSize(1061,692); 

  Field.setBorder(BorderFactory.createLineBorder(Color.black,2)); 

  Field.setLayout(null); 

  Pane1.add(Field);; 

 

  //================================================================ 

  // Create Exit button 

  Exitbutton = new javax.swing.JButton("Exit"); 
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  Exitbutton.setLocation(25,15); 

  Exitbutton.setSize(65, 25); 

   

  Pane1.add(Exitbutton); 

 

  //================================================================ 

  // Home Team Combo Box Label 

     HomeLabel = new JLabel("Home:"); 

  HomeLabel.setForeground(Color.white); 

  HomeLabel.setFont(new Font("Helvetica", Font.BOLD, 16)); 

   

  HomeLabel.setLocation(140,0); 

  HomeLabel.setSize(100,30); 

 

  Pane1.add(HomeLabel); 

   

  //================================================================ 

  // Home Team Combo Box 

  String HomeTeams[] = {"Home","442Diamond","433Flat", "433Triangle", 

     "442Flat-U","442Flat-L"};  

  Homebox = new JComboBox(HomeTeams); 

  Homebox.setSize(85,25); 

  Homebox.setLocation(130,30); 

   

  Pane1.add(Homebox); 

 

  //================================================================ 

  // Away Team Combo Box Label 

     AwayLabel = new JLabel("Away:"); 

  AwayLabel.setForeground(Color.white); 

  AwayLabel.setFont(new Font("Helvetica", Font.BOLD, 16)); 

   

  AwayLabel.setLocation(250,0); 

  AwayLabel.setSize(100,30); 

 

  Pane1.add(AwayLabel); 

   

  //================================================================ 

  // Away Team Combo Box 

  String AwayTeams[] = {"Away","American", "Albany","URI","Longwood","Davidson"};  

  Awaybox = new JComboBox(AwayTeams); 

  Awaybox.setSize(85,25); 

  Awaybox.setLocation(240,30); 

   

  Pane1.add(Awaybox); 

   

  //================================================================ 

  // Score Weight Combo Box Label 

     ScoreWtLabel = new JLabel("Goal Weight"); 

  ScoreWtLabel.setForeground(Color.white); 
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  ScoreWtLabel.setFont(new Font("Helvetica", Font.BOLD, 16)); 

   

  ScoreWtLabel.setLocation(340,0); 

  ScoreWtLabel.setSize(100,30); 

 

  Pane1.add(ScoreWtLabel); 

   

  //================================================================ 

  // Score Weight Combo Box 

  String ScoreWeights[] = {"10","20","30","40","50","60","70","80","90","100"};  

  ScoreWtBox = new JComboBox(ScoreWeights); 

  ScoreWtBox.setSize(85,25); 

  ScoreWtBox.setLocation(340,30); 

   

  Pane1.add(ScoreWtBox); 

   

  //================================================================ 

  // Create Simulate button 

  Simulate = new javax.swing.JButton("Simulate"); 

   

  Simulate.setLocation(980,15); 

  Simulate.setSize(100, 30); 

   

  Pane1.add(Simulate); 

   

  //================================================================ 

  // Create Game Information Label 

  Gameinfo = new JLabel("Game Information"); 

  Gameinfo.setForeground(Color.white); 

  Gameinfo.setFont(new Font("Helvetica", Font.BOLD, 16)); 

   

  Gameinfo.setLocation(1170,15); 

  Gameinfo.setSize(250,30); 

   

  //================================================================ 

  // Create Script Runs Label 

  Simrunslab = new JLabel("Script Runs"); 

  Simrunslab.setForeground(Color.white); 

  Simrunslab.setFont(new Font("Helvetica", Font.BOLD, 30)); 

   

  Simrunslab.setLocation(1100,15); 

  Simrunslab.setSize(200,30); 

  //Pane1.add(Simrunslab); 

  

  //================================================================ 

  // Create Game Number Label 

     Gamenumber = new JLabel("Game #: "); 

  Gamenumber.setForeground(Color.white); 

  Gamenumber.setFont(new Font("Helvetica", Font.BOLD, 12)); 
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  Gamenumber.setLocation(1100,150); 

  Gamenumber.setSize(250,30); 

 

  //================================================================ 

  // Create Home Team Game # Label 

     HomeTeaminfo = new JLabel("Game #: "); 

  HomeTeaminfo.setForeground(Color.white); 

  HomeTeaminfo.setFont(new Font("Helvetica", Font.BOLD, 12)); 

   

  HomeTeaminfo.setLocation(1100,170); 

  HomeTeaminfo.setSize(250,30); 

   

  //================================================================ 

  // Create Away Team Game # Label 

     AwayTeaminfo = new JLabel("Game #: "); 

  AwayTeaminfo.setForeground(Color.white); 

  AwayTeaminfo.setFont(new Font("Helvetica", Font.BOLD, 12)); 

   

  AwayTeaminfo.setLocation(1100,190); 

  AwayTeaminfo.setSize(250,30); 

 

  //================================================================ 

  // Create Game Time Label 

     GameTime = new JLabel("Game Time"); 

  GameTime.setForeground(Color.white); 

  GameTime.setFont(new Font("Helvetica", Font.BOLD, 12)); 

   

  GameTime.setLocation(1100,210); 

  GameTime.setSize(250,30); 

 

  //================================================================ 

  // Create Possession Time Home Label 

     PosessionlabelH = new JLabel("Time Home: "); 

     PosessionlabelH.setForeground(Color.white); 

     PosessionlabelH.setFont(new Font("Helvetica", Font.BOLD, 12)); 

   

     PosessionlabelH.setLocation(1100,230); 

     PosessionlabelH.setSize(250,30); 

 

     //================================================================ 

  // Create Possession Time Away Label 

   

     PosessionlabelA = new JLabel("Time Away: "); 

     PosessionlabelA.setForeground(Color.white); 

     PosessionlabelA.setFont(new Font("Helvetica", Font.BOLD, 12)); 

   

     PosessionlabelA.setLocation(1100,250); 

     PosessionlabelA.setSize(250,30); 

 

     //================================================================ 
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  // Create Possession Label 

     Posessionlabel = new JLabel("Posession: "); 

     Posessionlabel.setForeground(Color.white); 

     Posessionlabel.setFont(new Font("Helvetica", Font.BOLD, 12)); 

   

     Posessionlabel.setLocation(1100,270); 

     Posessionlabel.setSize(250,30); 

 

  //================================================================ 

  // Create Passes Home Label 

     PasseslabelH = new JLabel("Passes Home: "); 

     PasseslabelH.setForeground(Color.white); 

     PasseslabelH.setFont(new Font("Helvetica", Font.BOLD, 12)); 

   

     PasseslabelH.setLocation(1100,290); 

     PasseslabelH.setSize(250,30); 

 

     //================================================================ 

  // Create Left Zone Passes Label 

     LeftZPasseslabelH = new JLabel("Home - Left Passes: "); 

     LeftZPasseslabelH.setForeground(Color.white); 

     LeftZPasseslabelH.setFont(new Font("Helvetica", Font.BOLD, 12)); 

   

     LeftZPasseslabelH.setLocation(1100,310); 

     LeftZPasseslabelH.setSize(250,30); 

 

  //================================================================ 

  // Create Middle Zone Passes Label 

     MiddleZPasseslabelH = new JLabel("Home - Mid Passes: "); 

     MiddleZPasseslabelH.setForeground(Color.white); 

     MiddleZPasseslabelH.setFont(new Font("Helvetica", Font.BOLD, 12)); 

   

     MiddleZPasseslabelH.setLocation(1100,330); 

     MiddleZPasseslabelH.setSize(250,30); 

 

  //================================================================ 

  // Create Right Zone Passes Label 

     RightZPasseslabelH = new JLabel("Home - Right Passes: "); 

     RightZPasseslabelH.setForeground(Color.white); 

     RightZPasseslabelH.setFont(new Font("Helvetica", Font.BOLD, 12)); 

   

     RightZPasseslabelH.setLocation(1100,350); 

     RightZPasseslabelH.setSize(250,30); 

 

  //================================================================ 

  // Create Offensive Zone Passes Label 

     OffZPasseslabelH = new JLabel("Home - Offense Passes: "); 

     OffZPasseslabelH.setForeground(Color.white); 

     OffZPasseslabelH.setFont(new Font("Helvetica", Font.BOLD, 12)); 
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     OffZPasseslabelH.setLocation(1100,370); 

     OffZPasseslabelH.setSize(250,30); 

 

  //================================================================ 

  // Create Midfield Zone Passes Label 

     MidfZPasseslabelH = new JLabel("Home - Midfield Passes: "); 

     MidfZPasseslabelH.setForeground(Color.white); 

     MidfZPasseslabelH.setFont(new Font("Helvetica", Font.BOLD, 12)); 

   

     MidfZPasseslabelH.setLocation(1100,390); 

     MidfZPasseslabelH.setSize(250,30); 

 

  //================================================================ 

  // Create Defensive Zone Passes Label 

     DefZPasseslabelH = new JLabel("Home - Defense Passes: "); 

     DefZPasseslabelH.setForeground(Color.white); 

     DefZPasseslabelH.setFont(new Font("Helvetica", Font.BOLD, 12)); 

   

     DefZPasseslabelH.setLocation(1100,410); 

     DefZPasseslabelH.setSize(250,30); 

 

 

     //================================================================ 

  // Create Passes Away Label 

   

     PasseslabelA = new JLabel("Passes Away: "); 

     PasseslabelA.setForeground(Color.white); 

     PasseslabelA.setFont(new Font("Helvetica", Font.BOLD, 12)); 

   

     PasseslabelA.setLocation(1100,430); 

     PasseslabelA.setSize(250,30); 

      

  //================================================================ 

  // Create Shots Home Label 

     ShotslabelH = new JLabel("Shots Home: "); 

     ShotslabelH.setForeground(Color.white); 

     ShotslabelH.setFont(new Font("Helvetica", Font.BOLD, 12)); 

   

     ShotslabelH.setLocation(1100,450); 

     ShotslabelH.setSize(250,30); 

 

     //================================================================ 

  // Create Shots Away Label 

   

     ShotslabelA = new JLabel("Shots Away: "); 

     ShotslabelA.setForeground(Color.white); 

     ShotslabelA.setFont(new Font("Helvetica", Font.BOLD, 12)); 

   

     ShotslabelA.setLocation(1100,470); 

     ShotslabelA.setSize(250,30); 
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     //================================================================ 

  // Create Simulation Display Mode Combo Box 

     String runin[] = {"Simple", "Bling", "Fast"}; 

     display = new JComboBox(runin); 

     display.setLocation(470,30); 

     display.setSize(75,25); 

 

  Pane1.add(display); 

 

  //================================================================ 

  // Create Display Label 

  displaylabel = new JLabel("Display:"); 

  displaylabel.setForeground(Color.white); 

  displaylabel.setFont(new Font("Helvetica", Font.BOLD, 16)); 

   

  displaylabel.setLocation(475,0); 

  displaylabel.setSize(100,30); 

 

  Pane1.add(displaylabel); 

   

     //================================================================ 

  // Create Slow button 

  SlowSimBut = new javax.swing.JButton("Real"); 

   

  SlowSimBut.setLocation(230,15); 

  SlowSimBut.setSize(75, 25); 

  SlowSimBut.setBackground(Color.yellow); 

 

  //================================================================ 

  // Create Med button 

  MedSimBut = new javax.swing.JButton("10 X"); 

  MedSimBut.setLocation(305,15); 

  MedSimBut.setSize(75, 25); 

 

  //================================================================ 

  // Create Fast button 

  FastSimBut = new javax.swing.JButton("20 X"); 

   

  FastSimBut.setLocation(380,15); 

  FastSimBut.setSize(75, 25); 

 

  //================================================================ 

  // Create Max button 

  FastFastSimBut = new javax.swing.JButton("MAX"); 

   

  FastFastSimBut.setLocation(455,15); 

  FastFastSimBut.setSize(75, 25); 

 

  //================================================================ 
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  // Create Simulation Speed Label 

  Simspeed = new JLabel("Speed:"); 

  Simspeed.setForeground(Color.white); 

  Simspeed.setFont(new Font("Helvetica", Font.BOLD, 16)); 

   

  Simspeed.setLocation(140,10); 

  Simspeed.setSize(75,35); 

 

     //================================================================ 

  // Create Pause button 

  PauseBut = new javax.swing.JButton("Pause"); 

   

  PauseBut.setLocation(900,15); 

  PauseBut.setSize(85, 25); 

 

     //================================================================ 

  // Create Mute button 

  mutebut = new javax.swing.JButton("Mute"); 

   

  mutebut.setLocation(990,15); 

  mutebut.setSize(85, 25); 

 

  //================================================================ 

  // Create Possession Look Label 

  Posessionlook = new JLabel("Possession"); 

  Posessionlook.setIcon(new ImageIcon("Homepic.png")); 

   

  Posessionlook.setLocation(1100,50); 

  Posessionlook.setSize(158,86); 

 

  //================================================================ 

  // Add pane to frame 

  frame.getContentPane().add(Pane1); 

  // set frame visible 

  frame.setVisible(true);    

 } 

 

 public void setHorns() { 

   

  AudioInputStream hornstream = null; 

  hornclip = null; 

   

  File hornfile = new File("Vuvuzela.wav"); 

  try { 

    hornstream =  AudioSystem.getAudioInputStream(hornfile); 

  } catch (UnsupportedAudioFileException e1) { 

   e1.printStackTrace(); 

  } catch (IOException e1) { 

   e1.printStackTrace(); 

  } 
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  try { 

    hornclip = AudioSystem.getClip(); 

  } catch (LineUnavailableException e1) { 

   e1.printStackTrace(); 

  } 

  try { 

   hornclip.open(hornstream); 

  } catch (LineUnavailableException e1) { 

   e1.printStackTrace(); 

  } catch (IOException e1) { 

   e1.printStackTrace(); 

  } 

  mutebool = false;  

  mutebut.setBackground(null); 

  mutebut.setText("Mute"); 

  Pane1.add(mutebut);  

  Pane1.validate(); 

  Pane1.repaint(); 

  hornclip.loop(Clip.LOOP_CONTINUOUSLY); 

 

 } 

 

 public void Muteevt(ActionEvent evt){ 

  

  if (mutebool == false){ 

   mutebut.setBackground(Color.red); 

   mutebut.setText("Un-Mute"); 

   mutebool = true;  

   Pane1.validate(); 

   Pane1.repaint(); 

   hornclip.stop(); 

  } 

  else { 

   mutebool = false; 

   mutebut.setBackground(null); 

   mutebut.setText("Mute"); 

   Pane1.add(mutebut); 

   Pane1.validate(); 

   Pane1.repaint(); 

   this.setHorns(); 

  } 

 } 

} 

 
 


